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of 1940*
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ABSTRACT
The investigation of the geology of Webster Parish was 
originally suggested by Dr. H. V. Howe, head of the School of 
Geology at Louisiana State University. Field work was carried 
on during the summers of 1939 and 1940, and the research work 
connected with the investigation was carried on during th© ti&ie 
between the fall of 1939 and the spring of 1943.
The geology of Webster Parish includes discussion of the 
physiography, surface and subsurface stratigraphy, paleontology, 
local and regional structure and economic resources.
Webster Parish is located in the northwestern part of 
Louisiana, and Is bounded on the north by Arkansas, on the east by 
Claiborne and Bienville parishes, on the south by Bienville and 
Bossier parishes and on the west by Bossier Parish.
The physiography of Webster Pariah is divided into two partes 
the slightly rolling prairie in the western half of the pariah which 
is a Pleistocene Montgomery Red River flood plain surface, and the 
dissected uplands in the eastern part of the parish composed of 
Tertiary sediments and remnants of older Pleistocene terrace deposits.
Subsurface formations penetrated by well bores in Webster 
Parish include the Cotton Valley formation of the upp-T Jurassic 
series, the Hosston, Sligo, Pine Island, Bodessa, Ferry Lake, 
Mooring/sport, and Paluxy formations and undifferentiated Fredericks­
burg nnd Washita groups of th© Cornanchean series; the Kagleford- 
Centerpoint, Tokio, Brownstown, Oaan, Annona, Purlbrook, Saratoga,
XV
Nacatoch and Arkadelphia formations of the Gulf series; and the un­
differentiated Midway group of the Eocene series.
The surface sediments are confined to the Sabine (Wilcox) and 
Claiborne groups of the Socane series; and the Quaternary alluvial 
deposits that unconfomably overlie them. Undifferentiated Sabine 
(Wilcox) sediments outcrop only on the flanks of the Vacherie salt 
done. The Cane River, Sparta, Cook fountain and Cockfisld foliations 
of the Claiborne group outcrop in Webster Parish. The Cane River 
formation outcrops in the southeastern part of the parish, although 
oust of It is mantled by Pleistocene terrace sediments. It is 
divided into an upper, chocolate-brown shale member and a lower 
greans&nd elay-aaarl meiaber. In the lower member the Lamarckina 
claibomenaig and the Discocycllna advona-Oatrea lisbonensis cones 
are present and the Siphoninella parva and Difarina tufflfonals 
acmes are absent. A checklist of Cane Elver microfauna is given.
The Sparta fomation consists of noranarine massive sands, silts and 
silty shales. The Cook fountain formation is divided into a lower 
and an upper measber. The lower member is alternating littoral marine 
and deltaic in character and is correlated with the Dodson find Milams 
formations in the Winn Parish area on the basis of contained fossils. 
The upper member is mainly nonmarine deltaic in character and is 
correlated with the Saline Bayou and Little patches members in the 
Winn Parish area on the basis of lithology and str&tigruphic position. 
A checklist of Cook fountain nacrof&una is included. The basal 40 
feet of nomaarine Cockfiold sands and silts appear as outliers in
xvi
the east-centr&l part of the parish* Pleistocene terrace deposits 
consist of basal remnants of the Williana formation In the north­
eastern part of the parish, badly dissected Red Elver Bentley in the 
southeastern part of the parish, Red River Montgoiaeiy in the western 
part of the pariah and Prairie along most of the main streams. Recent 
alluvium Is well developed along most of the streams.
The main positive structural features, aside from the salt 
domes, as atom on the subsurface structural contour maps are the 
Oartsrvllle-Sarepta, Cotton Valley, and Shongaloo anticlines and the 
Sibley done. The linden syncline in the eastern part of the pariah 
is a negative area which haa received abnormal amounts of sediment 
throughout Cretaceous and Tertiary times. Regional surface and sub­
surface cross-sections show lithologic and structural charaoteristics.
The three known salt domes in Webster Parish are Bistinsau, 
Uinden, and Vacherie. Bistineau is located in southwestern Webster 
Parish, Uinden in east-central Webster Parish, and Vacherie on the 
Webster-Bienville Parish line in southeastern Webster Parish. A dis­
cussion of their history, and surface and subsurface geology is given.
The main economic resource of Webster Parish Is its oil and gas 
fields. The C&rtervllle-Sarepta field located in the northwestern part 
of the parish was discovered in 1922. It has produced gas and some 
oil frost Upper Cretaceous sands but is now almost depleted. Th© Cotton 
Valley field in central Webster Parish was discovered in 1922. It pro­
duced gas and oil from Upper and lower Cretaceous sands and limes which 
are now depleted. Deep production from Hosston and Cotton Valley sands
xUi
was discovered in 1936. At present the Houston oil production is 
wining but a recycling plant has been installed to prolong the life 
of the Cotton Vallagr gas and condensable production. The Shongaloo 
field In the northeastern part of the parish was discovered in 1921. 
It has produced gas and some oil from the Upper Cretaceous Blossom 
Send and sands in the Cotton Valley formation but it Is now mostly 
depleted. The Sibley field in southeastern Webster Parish was dis­
covered in 1936. It produces gas and some condensate from the Lower 
Cretaceous Rodsssa limestones. The western end of the Haynesville 
oil field extended into northeastern Webster Parish. This production* 
from the Opper Cretaceous Etossoi/i a&nd* has been depleted. No part 
of the present production at Haynesville is in Webster Parish. 
Structure contour maps of all the fields are included.
Minor economic resources of Webster Parish include sand and 
gravel* day-ironston«, salt and clay.
An appendix of foosiliferous localities, an appendix of wild­





W>it«r Parish is loo&tfd In th« northwestern part of Louisiana 
adjaooat to Lalhywtts and Coluwbia Counties, Arkansas. It is bounded 
cu the north by the Arkansas-Leul siena state line, on the east by 
Claiborne and Bienville Parishes, on the smith by Bienville and Bossier 
Parishes and on the nest by Bossier Parish* Crons Creek and Black take 
Bayou fora the southern part of the eastern boundary and Bodcaw Bayou 
fonas the northern part of the westerns boundary. Otherwise the bounds* 
rtes fallen 6* L* 0* township and section lines*
lisps
Haps severing all or parts of Webster Parish and used In the pro 
parables of this report are listed be Ion*
Louisiana Board of State Engineers in conjunction with U* S* 
Geological Survey, Quadrangle base paps on scale of (
1*31,<$0, not contoured* Plain Dealing HE, Koran, Heflin 
(advance sheets)
Louisiana Highway Ccnsrdssion In cooperation with the tf. S, 
Department of Agriculture, State-wide Highway Planning 
Survey nap of Webster Parish on scale of l*6E,600 showing 
all passable roads, 193?
Louisiana Highway C Omni s si on Maps of Webster Parish on scale of 
1*62,600, editions of 1920 fluid 1929
U* S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Soils* Bolls nap of 
Webster Pariah on scale of 1*62,600, 1914
9* S* Department of Interior, Geological Survey, In cooperation 
with Louisiana Department of Conservation, Quadrangle m  
semis of 1*62,600 with 20-foot contour interval, Sarepta, 
1926
1
M  story and Development
When the first parishes were established in Louisiana la 1807 
iftir its purchase by the Halted States, the area that is m m  Webster 
Itriali r u  pert of Natchitoches Parish (Kyser, 1938).
The first settlements were n&de in Webster before Louie lane be- 
earn a state* The first known white wan to settle la the area Has 
Xsase AXden, who occupied a site eight wiles east of the present 
Modeo In 1S11 (Anon* 1690)* Eiehard Fields* a half-breed Indian* 
settled near the site of Germantown about the saute time* and these 
two are supposed to have been the only white Inhabitants in the region 
until IBIS*
The first faaiUa* to enter the area originally located near the 
stream bat were forced by floods to sum* to higher ground. In the 
winter of 1816-19 a community consisting of the Allen family, Wan 
Weore, and Its* Slider Is known to ten** existed on Small Creek or Flat 
Lick Bayeu ( A m u  1890)* This* the first real settlement in the Parish* 
f  earn known as "Allen Settlement*1 and a post office m s  established 
there in 1827* Another early pioneer, Jesse Cyfces, settled at bytes 
Ferry along Bayou Doreheat in 1816*
Zn 1828 the Webster Parish area became part of the original Clai­
borne Parish when It was separated from Hatohitocbos Parish (Kyser,
1938).
The present townslte of linden was established la 1837 when Charles 
B* Feeder, of Schenectady, Hew York, opened a store there (Anon. 1890$ 
Fortier, 1909)* About the same time (1837) a division of Claiborne Perish
%
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Webster Perish has a north-south length of 42 miles and an ea s t- 
neat width ranging from 12 to  IT  m iles* The Pariah comprises an area 
•£ 409 tfKre miles or 389*760 aeres* the population In 1940 m s  33*676*
Soil* and timber a m  otlil among Webeter Parish's moat valuable 
natural rtsarees* Agriculture io moat extensively developed on the 
relatively flat terrace areas in the western and southern parte of the 
Pariah* Approximately 35 per sent of the Parish Is under cultivation* 
About 60 percent of the total Parish area Is wooded but almost nose of 
it is classified as virgin forest land* Timber cutting is uniformly 
distributed throughout the Parish* but is of comparatively minor Impor­
tance in the eeoneay of the area* The total timber out In 1938 
(Soaderegger* 1939* p* 98) was 9*267*836 feet* Other natural resources 
exploited in Hsbstsr Parish include ell* gas* sand and gravel (see die* 
eussion under Besosni* Geology)*
Soiidsregger’s (1939* p* 98) land inventory of wabeter Perish (based 













Urban Land* •••**.••••••*#•*•«**«*•*»•••+•••• 2*703
Virgin Hsrdnosd Lands •••*»•»««•••*••*••••••* 46
Cutover Hardsood Lands 9#913
Cutcnrar Pine Lands *••«***»•«••••*•«*•*•*•**• 5,165
Fresh Water Marsh «#•*««*••««•*»•••*••••«••«• 20,156
Miscellaneous lands 226
Ik* physiography of Webstar Parish can be divided into two 
provinces, Ike eastern part of the parish consists of dissected 
upla&Ss and the western part consists of slighly rolling prairie* 
an ancient Bed River flood plain. The alluvial flood plains of 
all the aajor and tributary streams are well developed (see pi.
XU
Ike stream terrace concept Initiated by fish (1936) has 
been substantiated by subsequent field work* and has been used in 
this report. Tbo names lilllana, Bentley* Montgomery and Prairie 
have been applied to successively younger surfaces which occupy 
successively lower topographic positions* each closer to the pres­
ent level of its parent stream. Because of topographic position* 
the older terraces are more dissected than the younger*
the slightly rolling prairie province is almost entirely 
west of Bayou Do reheat except In the southern end of the parish. 
It is a Montgomery terrace flood plain surface of the ancestral 
Red River plus a small portion of a Prairie terrace Red Elver 
flood plain surface. It also includes the Prairie surfaces of 
Bayou Dorcheat and its tributaries.
Die dissected uplands are confined to ths portion of the 
parish eat,t of Bayou Ho reheat plus a small isolated knob in the
a
Montgomery surface occurring just west of Spring BUI* The:/ ara 
eoKposed of Tertiary sediments and remants of the turn upper ter*' 
raeea, Lillians, and Bant lay.
Tertiary Hills
The highest part of the Tertiary faille occurs in T, 20 M„,
S. 8 and 9 W.# in the central part of the parish, Hera, along 
the divide between the Bayou Doreheat and Cross Crook (upper 
Black Lake Bayou) drainage basins, the highest points reach an 
elevation of 460 feet* The relief in this area is between 100 
and 150 feet* farther north, beyond the headwaters of Crows Creek 
she re the divide between the Bayou Dorcheat and Bayou B# Arbonae 
drainage basins extends into Claiborne Parish, the elevations in 
eastern Webster Parish are not quite so high* However, there are 
divides between aose tributaries of Bayou Dorcfaeat, which reach 
elevations of 400 feet* Most of these are covered with residual 
Wllllaaa gravels A&leh has aided in resisting erosion.
In parts of T. 28 R*f K. 9 W», and T. 23 H*, R, 9 W** there 
are sons rather flat-topped areas varying in elevation from 280 
to about 310 feet. At the surface over parts of these areas is a 
rather resistant Cook Mountain, glauconitic, clay ironstone concre­
tionary sons. This say have some effect in causing tuese areas to 
resist erosion. However, the abundance of rosidual gravels seems
to Indicate that It m s  at the baae of a Bentley fluvial 
tapesit which k m  tern recently stripped off* 1&® relief 
1a this « m  is stmt 125 feet from the tops of the hills 
to the bottoms of 5nyou Dorchest.
In the southeastern part of the parish, is the 
areas of Cook Mountain and Sparta outcrop© the relief is 




The present concept of Louisiana stream terraces was 
initiated by Fish (1938) who differentiated Pleistocene ter- 
reee surfaces la Grant and La Balle parishes* To successive­
ly younger surfaces he applied the names millasa, Bentley, 
Montgomery, and Prairie* Subsequent field work by Fisk (1959A, 
19998, 1940), Holland (1945), Kuner (1999), Murray (1943), 
flukes (Personal Communication), s. p. HusseX! (Personal Comun* 
lcation), Welch (1942), and Woodward and Gueno (1941) has re- 
salted la mapping both the fluviatilc and coastwise phases of 
these surfaces throughout much, of the state* By direct corre­
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Farther north* to the State line, there ere no elevations exceeding 
310 feet. Alee between tee* It and tee* 25, f. 22 B,g R. It w.* the 
flood plain of Bodes* Bayou 1« comparatively narrow and repatriated*
This upbearing of the surface indicates post-Montgomery uplift of the 
Certerville-Serepte anticline*
Hickory Flat* Oak Flat, and the upper course of Cypress Creek 
in ooon* Id* IS* 18* 23* end 2d* T« 23 M** K« 11 W#* one mile south'* 
noat of Spring Mil* may be an old Montgomery Bed River channel. It 
to a flat featureless area, one eight to one quarter of a mile wide 
flttdid cm both eldea by a rise of about 10 feet* Ho present-day 
strewn occupies Hickory Flat and only the Intermittent upper end of 
Cypress Creek occupies Oak Flat.
Clarke 3ayou in T. 17 R*, R* 10 ?•*» marks the southern edge of 
the Montgomery surface west of Bayou Doroheat and Lake Blstlneau*
Bemeter* east of the lake* the Montgomery surface can be traced south 
through western Bienville Parish and correlates with the Montgomery 
ssrifeee described by Murray (1943) in Red River Parish as extending to 
the Kstchltoehee Parish Use*
The Montgomery downstream terrace slope in lobster Parish Is con­
siderably 1m s  than It is la central Louisiana* Fisk (1959A) reports 
a slope of 1*3 feet per mile in central Louisiana whereas the slope in 
Ihlitcr Parish is leas than one foot per mile* This indicates that 
Webster Parish Is situated north of the hinge line of the Montgomery 
surface Share the terrace gradients flatten and approximate the gradient 
of the present flood plain. This is in what Fisk (19S9A) has referred 




timamx&m of the Montgomery terrace of Grows Crook (upper Bleak 
lake Bayou) origin occur along the vest side of the ereek* the mere 
important M>t being In sec. 21, ?. 19 H.#. 9. 8 W*, along Louisiana 
Highway S58j in secs. 9 and 16* T• 16 K** H» 8 and In ssct» 3*
9 and IQ* f. 17 K** R* 8 W* (see pi. 1 ). Those remnants ere fairly 
noli die sooted and it Is not certain whether any of the original sur­
face remains. It is estimated thet the downstream slope of this war* 
faoe was about three feet per wile. Pennant* of Montgomery terrace of 
Cooley Creek flank the west side of the ereek from ©ec* 81* T* 20 M». 
B. 8 W«t to sec. 24. T. 19 K* 9 W. Remnants of Montgomery terraee 
levels along Black Bayou occur on the north side of the stream in sees. 
^  and 80. 7. 22 S., P. 8 w.* along Louisiana highway 188. These are 
almost esnplately eroded away and consist of basal coarse sands and 
grew Is along the aide of the mlley* Remnants of Montgomery terraee 
also exist along Cypress Creek. These are located along the north 
side of the ereek Is sees. 6 and 6* T. 28 $.* JU 9 W.» and sees. 1 
and 2* T. 28 h.» 1U 10 W.* and extend north Into Arkansas* Ilka the 
ether secondary drainage Montgomery remnants they are dissected.
Prairie Terrace
The Prairie terrace is the lowest and most recent of Pleistocene 
alluvial terraee surfaces la Webster Parish. This surface flanks the 
Mjor streams and extends up many of the secondary streams. Also one 
area of Bed Riser Prairie surface exists In the extreme southwest cor­
ner of the Parish (see pi. 1). The total surface area covered by 
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These Prairie surfaces m  tributary streams are relatively 
flat and undiscooted* Upstream they gradually merge with the pre~
•eat day flood plain and differentiation become# impossible*
Pleistocene Hod River C our see 
Field work by various members of the Louisiana Geological Survey 
ever a large part of northwestern Louisiana has made possible the 
tracing of the approximate Pleistocene courses of the Bed El vert see pi, £), 
Pennants of the Red River Williams deposits have been traced from 
Columbia County, Arkansas, southeast aoress eastern Tfebster and western 
Claiborne Parishes, west central Bienville Parish, northeastern Ratchi- 
toches Parish, southwestern Winn Parish, central Grant Parish, and into 
northern and western Rapides Parish* Xu the Rapides area the Williana 
flood plain merges with the Bod Hirer wtllliana deltaic plain* Bed 
Hirer v/illiana sediments are absent both west and cast of this goner a I 
belt. The eastern side of the belt probably marks the eastern edge of 
the Wllliana Red Elver flood plain* The western edge of the flood plain 
was probably erased by later Pleistocene erosion*
The Bentley Bed River course was situated west of and essentially 
parallel to the hilllana course. It has been traced from the area south­
west of Magnolia, Arkansas, south through eastern M»ster Parish* western 
Bienville Parish, eastern Red River Parish, southwostern Vllnn Parish, 
northeastern HftteMtochee Parish, and western Grant Parish crossing the 
present river course near Boyce to its deltaic plain in southwestern 
Rapides Parish* Ho Bentley remnants hrre been found east of the TfiXII&na 
belt indicating that the Bentley course of the Red Hirer lay west of the 
Wliliena course*
19
The Montgomery eeuree of the Rod River wae still farther west*
It ©an be traced Aram the eaatem edge of the Red River flood plait* 
near Lewisville, Arkansas* south and southeast through Lafayette and 
southwestern Columbia Counties into western Webster and eastern Bossier 
Parishes and south into western Bienville Parish, nest centra1 Red 
River Parish* north central Natchitoches Parish, western Grant Parish 
and northern and western Rapides Parish* This course probably crossed 
the present Red River course sane where near Colfax*
The Prairie Red River course north of the Natchitoches-Red River 
Parish boundary was mainly neat of the Recent flood plain* An extensive 
surface exists front the northwestern corner of Caddo Parish southeast 
into central De Soto Parish* The Prairie area In southern Bossier 
Parish* southwestern lobster Parish, western Bienville Parish and 
northern Red River Parish narks the eastern edge of the Prairie flood 
plain* The Prairie Red River course crosses the present course near 
the Red River-Re tehitoehe c Parish boundary, and south of Casaptt the two 
courses were approximately the same*
There seems to have been a progressive westward movement of the 
Red River flood plain during Pleistocene times* A reversal of this move- 
naist (frost Red River Parish north) occurred at the end of the Pleistocene* 
and the present course of the Pad River is situated essentially between 
the Prairie and Montgomery courses,
Recent Alluvial Valleys 
The alluvial valleys of the major and tributary streams of ebster 
Parish are well developed* Bayou Doroheat i? not deeply entrenched, and 
its flood plain la subject to frequent inundations* This Is probably
20
the result of recent decrease in gradient. fhie decrease in gradient 
has been caused by a lengthening of the course of the stream to its 
confluence with the Red River and by the fact that the Red River is 
alleviating its flood plain faster than its tributaries are alluviafe- 
ing their flood plains. The Bayou Dorcheat flood plain averages about 
lj alias in width and is characterised by narrow natural levees and an 
abundance of sloughs, cut-offs and ox-bow lakes.
In the southern part of the parish, lake Bistinesu has in- 
ttadatsd the stream flood plain. During the Red Elver Haft period 
the level of the lake was Materially higher than at present. After 
the E&ft was broken up the lake level dropped, and now an artificial 
daa across the southern end has raised the level again. This has 
also influenced the gradient on Bayou Dorcheat which, at present, 
is lees than a foot per mile.
smmc&AHi*
Surface sediments in Webster Parish include Tertiary deposits 
of the Eocene Sabine and Claiborne groups and Quaternary alluvial 
deposits uneonforsably overlying them* An exposure of the Upper 
Cretaceous Navarro group was reported (Vestoh, 1908; Spooner, 19SS) 
on Bistlssaa salt dona but has since been covered over by Recent 
alluviun (see discussion under Blstlneau done). The Tertiary fledl- 
mats consist of alternating glauconitic marls and clays, silty clays, 
sandy silts,and sands.
Wells in the Webster Parish area have penetrated subsurface 
sediments of Upper and loser Cretaceous and Upper Jurassic age* These 
sediments consist of alternating non-marine sands and sandy shales, 
rad sarine shales, liny shales, and limestone© (see table 1}.
Subsurface Stratigraphy 
Jurassic System 
Upper Jurassic series 
Introduction
In the northeast Louisiana-southwest Arkansas area, the gener­
alised upper Jurassic section is as follows (Weeks, 1938; Hansard, 
1939B; Islay, 1940):
Cotton Valley - 300 to 3600 feet of dark marine shales 
and sandy shales alternating with dense quartasitje 
and calcareous sands, shaly sands, and occasional 
brown argillaceous limea.
Buckner * 200 to 300 feet of red shale with a pink 
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characteristics as tbs overlying Hossion, and at one time was re­
ferred to as the "Loser Travis Peak** the Schuler fades has m  
uneoaformahle relationship both with the Ilosston above and the 
Buckner below* this Schuler fades is also present in extreme 
northeasters Louisiana. Basinward towards northwestern Louisians 
the marine facies appears.
In Webstar Parish the Cotton Valley marine facies is typically 
developed, the Magnolia Petroleum Co.'s Lextj/on Unit So. 1 well in 
see. 32, Y* S3 M., R. 9 W.# Shongaloo field, penetrated 2840 feet 
of Cotton Valley sediments. Although Eaves (1939, p. 120), Purser 
(1939} and Xalay (1940) questionabiy assign the lower 950 feet of 
this section to the Buckner and Lraaokorer formations, more recent 
drilling has indicated that it is all Cotton Valley. The Ohio Oil 
Co.'s C. W. Taylor Acet. 1 Bo. 15 well in sec. 15, T. 22 JR., R. 8 
W., H&ynesville field, Claiborne Parish, penetrated 3370 feet of 
Cotton Valley sediments before reaching the Bueknev formation. Cor­
relation of the electrical logs of the two wells indicates that the 
Sexton well stopped at least 450 feet above the base of the Cotton 
Valley formation (see pi. 5). Cores from the Sexton well indicate 
that the Cotton Valley sediments consist of dark gray, marine, foe- 
eillferous shales and light to dark gray and brownish gray hard sand­
stones which are occasionally calcareous and usually non-porous.
Below the upper 1500 feet of the formation some gray to dark brown 
argillaceous partly oolitic limestones occur. Thin streaks of anhy­
drite 2700 feet below the top of the formation have been reported by 
Saves (1939, p. 130). The lower 500 feet of the formation penetrated 
in the Sexton well consists predominantly of sands and shaly sands.
The 1300 feet of Cotton Valley formation penetrated In the 
Cotton Valley field appears to be more shaly than the equivalent 
Motion at Shongeloo (see fig. 3). This section is composed of 
dark gray fossiliforous shales with interbedded massive, brown to 
gray, wsdlua-gralned, sub-angular quarts sands. These sands are 
■ore porous here than at any other place in northwestern Louisiana.
The only deep well (10382 feet) In southern Webster Parish, the Union 
Producing Co.’s Walker Unit Ho. 1 well In Me. 30, T. 13 N«, 8. S W., 
did not reach the Cotton Valley formation. Although on the Sibley 
structure, this well is located in an area {linden sync line} where 
the formations are abnormally thick. Being so located it encountered 
aa excessively thick Hoaaton section of over 3400 feet as compared 
with a normal section of about 8000 feet. The red and gray non-marine 
aaady and silty shales and gray siltstones penetrated in tile lower por­
tion of the well are of typical ilosston lithology.
Although there is a distinct break in sedimentation at the 
Besaton-Cotton Valley contact In the debater Parish area, there is no 
indication of an unconformity. The presence of oysters at many horizons 
In the Cotton Valley Indicates a shallow water origin for this formation.
The Cotton Valley formation has been assigned to the Upper Jurassic 
by Inlay (1940) on the basis of fossil evidence* More recent evidence 
eonflxxs Inlay’s opinion. Cores of the Cotton Valley and Sstaokover 
fonset Ions from the Phillips Co.’s Kendrick No. 1 well drilled in sec.
S3, T. 19 K., B. 11 W., Bellevue field. Bossier Parish, contained some 
30 specimens of ammonites. These ammonites have been identified by Inlay
25
as identical with specie* already described by him from tbe
S t i l t s  and Kleasrldgla* Upper Jurassic groups of Mexico (Hassard,
personal eensasleatlea}*





Peeudoaoaotls loaiaiaaeasis Xmlay 
Astarts cf. A. brevlaoolft Cragla 
Trapezlaa ? sabtrigomua Xmiay 
T&acrsdia loaislaueasis Islay 





Haszofosslls observed by the author in available Cotton Talley





tSaersdla lottisjaaeaaio Xmiay 
Although Pseudoffloaotls louialangnais Imlay was described f*o» Webster 
H r i ^ y it was sot noted la the samples available for study*
Xlerafeeslls observed by the author In the Cotton Talley sect1on 
©f the fiagaelia Pet. Co’s Sexton Unit ho. 1 well include species of the 
following genera: gogattullna* Quttullaa* Uaaalllaa. Balrdia (V),
jjdraiocjrprt* (?), QyMwm«, Cytharell*. Cytharldaa. Cy*twroivorpha(?). 
Cygrta«» and Parseyprla. On* andescribed i^nus was observed which
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Paluxy has been truncated by pre-Culf erosion and in the extreme 
northeastern part of the parish la almost completely missing* Sadi* 
seats of tha lashita and Fredericksburg groups ar© also present in 
the Slades synclinal aaraa la tha southaastara part of the parish*
Coahuila group
Koeaton formation
the aaaa Eosston was suggested fey the Shreveport aeologieal
Society for sadSweats lying above the Cotton Valley formation and




These non-sarlne beds ware originally sailed Kravis Peak"1 
but this name was discontinued when It wee found that these bads 
were older than the Travis Peak of Texas {Crider, 1938; Hansard, 
19395; Xalej, 1949)* Crider (1938, p* 1686) proposed the name 
•Fine Island* formation for these beds and gave the type locality 
8S the Dixie Oil Go*#s, Dillon ho* 92 wall, see* 18, T* 21 ISU, H*
15 9*, Fine Island field, Caddo Parish, La., from a depth of 3899 
to 991$ feet* However, the n&se •Fine island* had already been pro* 
sampled fey Seeks (1988, p. 990} for a member of the "Lower aisn 
Sosa* subgroup* Weeks gave a general description of the member but 
did not sum any type locality except to say that It was productive 
in tbs Fine Island field.
In 1940, Islay proposed the name Eosston for these sediments 
and asasd the same wall Crider used as the type locality, but did 
set give say depths* Due to the preoccupation of the name "Pine 
island* general acceptance has bean given to the nar*© Hoaston*
Also it has been included on the Cretaeoous correlation chart pre­
pared by the bess&elature Coast!ties of the National >£eaeurch Council 
(Stephenson, ot al.f 1942)* for those reasons iiosaton has been used 
is M s  report
The Hoestoa feeds are older then the Travis Peak formation
m
vhieh is correlated with the Pin® Island formation on the basis 
of the aamoaites Dofreaoya and Frochelonicores. in Webster 
Parish the base of the Pine Island formation la 250 to 400 feet 
shove the top of the Kosaton formation.
Korthwerd In Arkansas the Kosston formation is mainly red 
to greeaish^gray or gray shale and shite to reddish sandstone of 
noa-gsrime daltaie origin (Xalay, 1940) . It pinches out to the 
north and is set represented at the surface, farther south to- 
sards the Louisiana border and the northern limit of Webster 
Perish it iaterfiagera with blank shale and shaly limestone 
possibly representing the northern limit a of marine units in the 
f asset Ion* Fosslliferous beds have been noted in the upper pert 
ef the formation In the Caspian®, Sla Or ore, Sligo end Sager 
Creek fields* A definite unconformity at the base of the Hobaton 
formation above the highest black shale unit of the Cotton Valley 
foraatloa has been noted by Grage and Warren (1959) 4 Inlay (1940), 
end Weeks (1938, 1942). This is narked by widespread conglomerates 
of qoartalte and novaeullte pebbles and coarse mn&s at the base of 
tbs Hosston throu^umt southwest Arkansas which extend Into northern 
Louisiana at least as far south as the Cotton Volley and Lisbon 
fields*
Examination of coxes of malls drilled la Webster Parish indi­
cates that in this area the Hosston is still predominantly non-marine* 
The sediments consist mainly of rad to &ray end greenish-gray sdcneaous 
sandy shale* sad shalas interbedded with red to white sands. Occasional 
dark gray shales exhibiting eo&shoi&al fractures ware observed in- 
dieatiag the possible presence of marine units is the format ion, es­
pecially in the southern part of the parish. The normal thickness of 
the Hosston In Webster Parish varies between 1900 and 2100 feet* How* 
ever, the Onion Producing Ce*fs Walker Walt Ho* 1 well in see* SO,
T* IS H*, &• 3 ¥*, in the Sibley area seems to have an abaersally 
thdeh section of Hosston* From 6900 feet to the bottom of the well 
at 10382 feet the sediments appear to be of Hosston age* This is a 
thickness of 3488 feet, possibly due to the location of the well in 
the area of the Mlsden syneline where all the formations a m  abnorm­
ally thick (see pi* 4)*
Powells including species of the following genera have been ob­






According to Inlay none of these indicates an age older than Lower 
Cretaceous. On the basis of correlation of tbs Pine Island forma­
tion with the Lower Trinity (Inlay, 1040, p. 30) of Texas and Mexico 
the Hosston oust be older than Trinity. It belongs in the Coahulla 
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lad “Pettet* and •'Pettit** is tli© literature. A H  Department
of OonserfetioB records o© the discovery well for this sons, Producers 
Oil sad 3a* Co*, S* Fettet, ©t al Bo. 1, in the Sligo field, spoil the 
leas* atm *Fettet* end that spelling is followed la this report*
It has been found, however, that in different localities these 
lentils do not seen? ia th© same stratigraphic position in the form- 
ties* sphere these lentils are well developed and porous they are good 
petroleum reservoir beds as ia the Garterville, HsynsavllXe, lake 
Blstlacau, Lisboa and Sligo fields*
the upper contact of the Sligo formation Is definitely ©cmfom- 
chle and the lmnr contact, while an abrupt litbologlc and possibly 
a ties breafe {Grange and Warren, 1939}, does not show evidence of 
being uaeoaforaabio in the Webster Far!ah ares* The Sli^o Is trans- 
fr«sftiv* on the Hoaston formation as indicated by the dark, shallow 
water marine sediments overlying the non^marine Bosstoa sediments*
Examination of cores of walls drilled in Webster Pariah showed 
that the Sligo Consists of light to dark grey m d  brown foasiliferous 
Shales, limy shales and limestone®. The 1 lute®tocos are sandy, 
argUUaoaous or oolitic and ©>»© of the oolitic limestones are porous* 
In the northern part of Webster Parish the Sligo is about 2&0 feet 
thick, thickening to 450 fast in the southern part of the pariah*
fhs following fossil forme have been observed by the author 
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A generalised section ol' the Rodessa formation In northwestern 
Louisiana and southwestern Arkansas, according to Weeks (193®, pp* 961 
and 969-971) and lalay (1940, p. 34) la as follows;
Feat
Interbedded gray shale and light gray, dense to
porous oolitic limestone •*•••».....   70-90
White anhydrite (basal stringer); barely extend* 
into Arkansas* Persists at least as far south as 
southern Bienville Pariah, Louisiana, and north- 
eastern Panola County, Texas  ....   10-30
Hill sasdy lentil of interbedded shale, marl, lime­
stone and leases of reddish brown to gray, fine­
grained sandstone sad sandy shale* Reddish beds 
persist through a thickness of 100 feet or sore ia 
northwestern Louisiana .................... .
Pink and afrits anhydrite tongue, extends about 12 
miles late Arkansas
Qloyd limestone lentil of grey limestone and marl, 
locally oolitic, dense to slightly porous* Bandy 
beds near middle* Upper part grades to shale north­
eastward* lower part glauconitic and mottled red, 
green and black* Had beds increase in thickness 
eastward end northward .......
James limestone member of oolitic, coquinold, to 
sandy grey limestone and fine sandstone; changes 
eastward to ealeareous sandstone in Union Parish,
Louisiana; changes westward to black marl and shale 
in northwestern Louisiana; changes northward to 
dense limestone and rad and gray shale in Arkansas * 70-100
415-490
Za the Bodessa area the James limestone is divided Into the Dees and 
the Young lentils* The Dees, 10 to SO feet thick, la composed of 
sandy limestone and coquina and the Young, about B0 feet thick, la 




Northward into Arkansas the Rodessa becomes thinner, redder 
and coarser. At the oat crop the James limestone is represented by 
the 40-foot thick Dierks sandy limestone. The reminder of the 
Rodesaa formation is represented by the Holly Creek member of the 
Trinity group (Venderpool, 19GB) consisting of 150 to 500 feet of 
noa-fose11if crane red to yellow shales, sandstones and gravels,
la the Webster Parish area, an examination of well cores and 
drillers and electrical logs showed that the Rodessa is typically 
developed* It consists of white to dark gray sandy, argillaceous, 
eolttic and coquinold limestones, mostly highly foesillferous and 
porous. These are intorbeddsd with medium - to coarse-grained cal­
careous sandstones and dark gray sandy to calcareous shales, Fifty 
to a hundred feet from the top of the formation there is a 80- to 40- 
foot white anhydrite stringer* The thickness of the Rodessa formation 
la Webster Parish varies from 600 feet in the northern part of the 
parish to 750 feet in the southern part*
the presence of oysters, com in as, and oolites Indicates that 
the Rodessa Is of shallow-water origin, formal marine environment 
predominated most of the time as indicated by invertebrate fossils 
and the dark color of most of the sediments (Xmlay, 1940). However, 
the occurrence of anhydrite atrin -era and reddish beds suggests tem­
porary shoaling of the water and a semi-arid or arid climate for the 
adjacent land masses*
The Rodessa is correlated with the lower part of the Glen Rose 
formation of Texas on the basis of typical Glen Rose fosails in the
Disrks-Jamfls limestone member*
The following fossil forms have hewn observed by the author













Bairdla dorsoventris Vanderpool 
Balr&la alenroaenaie Vandarpool 
Bythocypris rotundus Yanderpool 
Cyprldea dlainuta Vanderpool 
Gyuridea sp.





Paraoypris weatherfordens la Vanderpool 
aff. Potamooypris uaiaulcata (Jones)
Ferry hate anhydrite 
The name ferry Lake anhydrite has replaced the nar.e Glen Hose 
massive anhydrite* It was suggested by the Shreveport Geological 
Society and was first published by Ialay (1940).
The Ferry Lake anhydrite consists of white to gray finely 
crystalline anhydrite with minor amounts of intorbedded gray to black
shale, limestone and dolomite• It lies ooafom&bly above the Rodeesa 
formation and beneath the 3$ooringspart« The Ferry Lake la present 
over a wide area extending fr<>» east Texas through southwest Arkansas, 
north Louisiana, and into Mississippi. Its thickness 1© remarkably 
uniform usually being between 200 and 250 feet with only local ex- 
captions* The 500-foot thickness mentioned by Imlay (1940, p. 35) for 
the Hodeesa area is believed to include the entire anhydrite section 
from the upper to the basal stringer as no wells in the Rodessa field 
show sore than 260 feet of Ferry Lake anhydrite* It was eroded frost 
the top of the Bellevue dome and from the ifoaroe-Riohland uplift be­
fore Upper Cretaceous sedimentation began*
Earthward into Arkansas it gradually thins to 30 or 40 feet*
At the outcrop the ferry Lase le represented by a 10-foot bed of gypsum 
beneath the Lelueen limestone (Weeks, 1938). This gypsum may be the 
weathered product of the anhydrite as su gested by Vanderpool (1928,
p* 1081).
Lithologicaliy, the Ferry Lake is white to gray, finely crystal­
line, end locally brsoelated. It contains ©ome thin limestones, 
calcareous shales and dolomites but the anhydrite makes up 60 to 90 
per east of the total thickness* Although the basal contact of the 
anhydrite le usually sharp in many Instances It is narked by a six- 
Ineh acme of breccia or "chicken wire lattice structure." This, ac­
cording to Imlay (1940, pp. 35-36), may have been caused by wave action 
either just after the a&hydrlte solidified In the case of the breccia 
or just before in the ease of the lattice structure.
1ft
Tb the south ia Sabine Parish and the southeast in La Sails 
and Catahoula parishes the Terry Lake section is mostly marina 11®®- 
stones and shales, the anhydrite being almost absent.
In Sebster Parish examination of core® and electrical and 
drillers logs shews th*t the Ferry Lake consists mainly of white (to 
gray) anhydrite (as described above) with thin, minor beds of shale 
and line* The thickness, however, varies throughout the parish, sore 
so than la any ether area. In northern Webster Parish it is fairly 
constant, varying between 200 and 220 feet. In the area of the Cotton 
Valley field it is somewhat thicker varying between 250 and 245 feet* 
South of Cotton Talley and east of Bellevue in what is known as the 
Kiaden syneline (see discussion under structure and pi. 3) the Perry 
Lake thickens tremendously. No wells have been drilled deep enough in 
the center of this syneline to encounter the Perry Lake. However, the 
Tidewater, Pipes ho* 1 well, located in see* 10, I. IB M., R. 10 v#*, 
on the western edge encountered 533 feet of Perry Lake anhydrite, the 
thickest section encountered anywhere* Wells drilled on the Sibley 
structure, apparently an early structure near the soutb&ra edge of 
this syneline, show abrupt thickening off the flank® of the struc­
ture. dells drilled on top of the structure have a Ferry Lake thick- 
ness of about 275 feet while a well drilled l/t miles to the south had 
a section 345 feet thick. Apparently the south m  limit of the 
syneline is located between the Sibley field end the southern boundary 
of Webster Pariah for the Sibley-B&blne, kcDonald No. 1 well in sec. 32, 
T* 17 N., S. 9 i f f * ,  has only 260 feet of anhydrite and well© in the Lake
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Blstlneau field have section* varying from 200 to 250 foot* Wildcat 
wells to the east of the syneline in southwestern Claiborne Parish 
and northwestern Bienville Pariah show sections of Ferry Lake anhydrite 
varying In thickness from 250 to 280 feet*
the eharaeter of the Ferry Lake anhydrite indicates that it 
was deposited under earn arid conditions at a time when the Trinity 
sea was comparatively shallow* The sea was sufficiently land-locked 
to become saline enough to allow extensive evaporite deposits of an­
hydrous calelum sulfate* Bo harrier has been found hut Islay (1940 
p* 36} suggests the possibility of thick baa inward rudiated limestones 
sash as occur la equivalent formations in Mexico*
By the strati graphic position of its outcrop equivalent in 
the De^ueen limestone of Arkansas, the Ferry Lake can be correlated 
with the Qlen Bose Trinity of Texas*
Booringsport formation 
The same Booringsport is the name suggested by the Shreveport 
geological Society and first published by Inlay (1940) to take the 
place of the "Upper Glen Rose*" The Mooringsport is composed mainly 
of marine shale and limestone lying above the Ferry Lake anhydrite 
and beneath the non-marine Faluxy sands* Its lower boundary is 
abrupt but the upper one is transitional*
Horthward In Arkansas, the Booringsport, according to fteeks 
(1938, pp. 971-972)
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la composed of gray to dull brown shale and marls with 
streaks of dense feaailiferous limestone and boro and 
there streaks of fino sand. Two thin anhydrite stringers 
ara present at 260 and 160 foetv respectively, above the 
top of the massive anhydrite, these stringers pinch out 
northeastward within Id or £0 miles fro® the southwest 
earner of the state. Practically the entire formation 
grades to red shales of the Faluxy formation northward, 
so that on the outcrop only 30 to 60 feet remain as the 
DeQseea limestone.
According to Spooner (1935, p. 48) some lignites and maroon shales 
oeenr in the upper part of the formation. The Mooringsport grades 
Into the Paluxy both vertically and laterally so that the boundary 
east be taken arbitrarily. It usually is put where the first 
typically Qlen Bose fossils, such as, Orbitollua texaaa or Qlaucoala 
branoerl occur (Spooner, 19%).
Southward Into Louisiana the Mooringsport Is composed mainly 
of gray to black calcareous shales Interbedded with thin bedded gray 
limestones. At the top these grade into rad sandy shales and fine­
grained sandstones. One or more anhydrite lenses may occur near the 
base of the formation* At Lisbon there are three lenses, at Haynesville 
and Berth Cartemile two, at Lake Blstlneau only one, and at Sligo and 
Sim Grove they seem to be absent.
In Webster Parish the gray to black calcareous shales Inter­
bedded with gray limestones are typically developed. In the northern 
part of the parish the sediments are predominantly shales and sandy 
shales with minor amounts of thin bedded limestones. Farther b as Inward 
Is the southern part of the parish, limestones and limy shales are pre­
dominant with only minor amounts of sandy shale and a few thin sandstones.
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Throughout most of bebster Parish there are tm  thin stringers of 
anhydrite about 150 to 200 feet above the base of the formation*
Xu the northern part of the parish the thickness of the Boeringaport 
is about 750 feet# South of Cotton Valley in the area of the Mindea 
syneline the thickness ie such greater. Uo wells have been drilled 
In ths canter of the syneline which would show its m x i w m  thickness 
hut veils drilled sear its northern and western edges show a Moorings- 
port thlekseas of at least 1300 feet* In the southern part of the 
perish the iSooringsport thickness is about 000 to 850 feet*
Xu north Louisiana the Mooringsport is a calcareous offshore 
marine deposit# Northward into Arkansas it becomes a submargin&l 
neritle facies grading into coarse Marginal sediments (Imlay, 1940, p* 
37)#
The subsurface Mooring sport formation and its surface DeQaeea 
limestone equivalent contain fossils {Vanderpool, 1323, pp. 1063-84) 
which correlate it with the lien Hose of Texas. The faunas of the 
Moorlsgsport are composed of near shore, littoral forms* The micro- 
fossils are mainly the more hardy ostracodos. About the only calcareous 
Poraaiaifera that have been found are of the feetily Milioidae. The only 
fossil fora observed In the few available Mooringsport samples from 
lobster Parish is orbitollaa tesana Roomer.
Paluxy formation
The Paluxy formation consists predominantly of non-fosslllferous, 
varicolored sandstones and shales* Its occurs transitionally above 
the Mooringsport formation and in Arkansas grades laterally and downward
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into It. The Paluxy is overlain by the Fredericksburg group which 
has been completely truncated by pre-Oulf erosion in most of the 
i x m  of lobster Pariah*
Earthward in Arkansas the aluxy consists mainly of red, gray 
sot brown shales, gray to i&lte sands and gray limestone* Weeks (1956, 
p. 972) divided it into three mooters as follows:
Feet
Variegated shales and streaks of fine white 
senft....... *•**.*.*..*....................... . 400
Bed to doll brownish gray fossiliferous 
shales, streaks gray fossiliferous limestone 
and fine white sand (grades into red shale 
section about 15 miles north of State line}** 460
Bed shale with streaks of fine white sand.*.* 550
1210
Horthward to the outcrop the Paluxy thins to 160 feet*
In northwestern Louisiana, the Paluxy, according to Islay 
(1940, p* 37);
consista mainly of rod shales and sands*..in Caddo and 
Bossier Parishes, and grades southward Into gray lime­
stones and shales, thin sands and some red beds which 
are commonly classified as part of the Aooringsport 
formation*
Zn northern Webster Parish, the Paluxy consists mainly of 
sandstones and shales* This is partly due to the fact that only the 
basal part of the formation has escaped truncation# Further south, 
Where a more complete section is encountered, the formation is
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predominantly calcareous shales and thin limestones with minor 
amounts ot sandy shale sad sandstone. the tap of the Paluxy as tm« 
eoci&tered in the Bass, Crichton Ho, 1 well, consists of non-marine 
red and blue shales and sandy shales. In the northeastern corner 
of the parish only 150 to BOO feet of Paluxy remains which was not 
truncated hy pre-Oulf erosion. In the northwestern comer of the 
parish the amount remaining ia shout 400 feet. At Cotton Valley the 
thickness is 400 to 500 feet. South and southeast of Cotton Valley, 
the Mlnden syneline remained low enough during the time of pre-Oulf 
erosion so that in the Bass Drilling Co.’s Crichton &o* 1 well In 
see, SI, T, SO N., B* 0 W., a full section of Paluxy la preserved with 
Fredericksburg sediments overlying it. The Paluxy here is 1525 feet 
thick, The Tidewater Associated Oil Co.*s L. Pipes So. 1 well in 
see, 10, T, 16 £,, H, 10 W», on the western flank of the Mlnden «yn~ 
aline has a Paluxy thickness of 1100 feet but the upper few hundred 
feet have been removed by erosion, Sibley, an early structure in 
the Mlnden syneline, shows a Paluxy thickness varying from 700 to BOO 
feet,
Ialay (1640, pp, 57-38) believes that:
Ia Arkansas the relation of the Paluxy sands and clays 
to the underlying koorlageport shales and limestone is 
clearly regressive. However, its maximum thickness of 
1200 feet shows considerable subsidence of the s@a bottom 
and suggests that the water level was not lowered much.
The accumulation of fairly thick regressive deposits 
might be explained if the eea bottom was linking so slowly 
during Paluxy time that sediments accumulated to a base 
level of deposition for a great distance from shore, 
thereby permitting bypassing of sands an equal distance.
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Another explanation sight be that a climatic change 
enabled the rivers to bring larger amounts of sand and 
clay to the sea then in earlier Trinity time*
Lateral gradation of Paluxy Into typical iSooringsyort shales 
and limestones in north Louisiana and Texas indicates m  upper Trinity 
age for the Paluxy (Adkins, 1933* p, 530; Iralay, 1940, p. 37),
Washita and Fredericksburg Groups (Undi ffer&ntiated}
At the outcrop in southwestern Arkansas end southeastern 
Oklahoma the Fredericksburg group is represented by the Walnut clay, 
the Goodla&d liaestone and the Kiamiehi marly clays and thin lime­
stones* The Washita group is not present on the surface in south­
western Arkansas*
There is comparatively little subsurface information regsrd- 
iag the Washita and Fredericksburg groups in southwestern Arkansas 
sad northwestern Louisiana* About 240 feet of dense to chalky white 
limestone with some gray shale is present la the southwestern comer 
of Arkansas (Weeks, 1938) wo at of which ia probably assignable to the 
Goodland (Islay, 1940)* Farther asst the Washita and Fredericksburg 
are Biasing due to pre~3tilf erosion*
Murray (1943) reports that Fredericksburg sediments with a 
maxi sum thickness of 250 feet are present in De Soto Parish west of 
s ll&s from Kingston to the southeastern corner of the parish* 
Apparently pre-Gulf truncation eroded all Aaehita and Fredericksburg 
•ediaente east of this line*
In Webster Parish the Washita and Fre&er icksburg groups maid 
not normally bo represented. However, the Mindon ayneliae seams to 
have bean a low enough area during the ©roeional interval between the 
Upper end Lower Cretaceous Periods so that Washita and Fredericksburg 
se&imeste sere preserved. The Bass Drilling Co. * a Crichton Ho. 1 
in sec. 21, tm 20 U.9 R. 9 W.» at the northern end of the syneline en­
countered 260 feet of sediments, mainly fossilifer©us limestone, which 
have been assigned to the Fredericksburg group. At Yaeherla salt dome, 
in the southern part of the syneline, Spooner {1926} reports the 
occurrence of Washita conglomerate Just above the cap rock. This was 
Identified on the basis of Ostrea (undoubtedly Jgypkaea) navla Hall, 
a Slamlehl fossil. Later Scott (1926) and Adkins (1932) assigned the 
Kiamiehl to the top of the Fredericksburg group. In two wells drilled 
on the flanks of the dome 230 to 300 feet of sandstones, shales and 
limestones were penetrated, which on fossil evidence, were correlated 
with the Weao day of the Texas Washita by Spooner (1926, p. 295). 
Unfortunately, so samples of Washita and Fredericksburg sediment a in 
lobster Parish were available so that a more detailed description Is 
not possible.
The Sibley dome which is also in the Mlnden syneline does not 
contain any Washita or Fredericksburg sediments. This indicates that 
while Sibley, an old structure which had been rising at least since 
Bodesse time was elevated enough to undergo erosion of the Paluxy, the 
Vbeherle salt dome bad evidently not started to rise before tk$ end 
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Mlwr and Bess (1935} , Boss, Miser end Stephenson (1928} end Bane
(1939) all described surface outcrops of these waterlaln volcanic 
reeks la Arinas** calling the* Woodbine and correlating them with 
the Woodbine of Bast Texas* Spooner (19%) was not certain of the 
eerrelation of these beds with the Woodbine of Texas, feeling rather 
that they were Eagleford in age* However, he continued to use the 
tana "Woodbine** Weeks (1928) was not certain of correlation of 
subsurface sediments with Bane’s surf see "Woodbine” end so used the 
saw* Bingen formation (restricted) for the subsurface volcanic 
materials* Thomas (1928) suggested that these sediments might be 
the equivalent of either the surface Woodbine or Eagleford but de­
clined to name then* Orage end Warren (1929) used the name Bingen 
fcreation (restricted) and correlated the sediments with the 
lagleford of Texas indicating that Hasssard in a forthcoming paper 
weald present corroborating evidence* Haxzard (1929) nailed the 
waterlaid volcanic sediments on the outcrop ("Woodbine" of Dane, 
Miser, Bess and Stephenson) Centerpoint volcanics and correlated 
them with the Sagieford of Texas* This correlation was applied on 
the surface in east Texas and to the subsurface in north Louisiana*
. These waterlaid volcanlcs can be correlated by means of well 
cores and electrical logs from the outcrop in Ark&nu&s into northern 
Louisiana* In northern Webster Parish they consist of about 200 feet 
cf tuffaeeous, chloritic, conglomeratic sands lr,iei*he&dt?d with red 
end gray shales* la central and southern vabater ,'arish the red 
shales begin to grade into dark shales althou gh lh. volcanic material
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still persists* The thickness in southern Webstar Pariah is about
250 feat* traced further south into Natchitoches Pariah (Haxzard,
1939A, pp. 156-157) these black shales interf inhering with the
Centerpoint volcanic& carry fossils which are undoubtedly lagleford








Placentlceraa pseudoplacenta var. occidantale ?
fossil forms noted by the author In the few fagleford-Ceaterpo int
sables available from the Magnolia, Sexton bait No. 1 well include:
foraainlfera
Anofltallga eaglefordensie Moremaa 
Kodosarla of. h* afflats Reuse
Ostracoda
Bairdla sp.
Cythere cf. C. concentrica (Uauss)
Cythereic eaglefordensi a Alexander 
Paracyprla sp*
In the vicinity of the Sibley field the northernmost lentil 
of the basal Sctor tongae of the Austin chalk begins to appear above 
these aediaante.
la Webster Parish tbe JSagleford-Ceuterpoini rests uncrmform- 
ably on eedlmente of Paluxy, Fredericksburg and Washita age and ia 
overlain conformably by sedlaents of Tokio age*
Austin group 
Toklo foKsetion 
Tb« Toklo formation was orginlally included us the upper 
pert of Veateh* s (1906B} "Bingen sands” at the outcrop in Arkansas.
In 1919, Miser and Purdue separated, an upper quarts sand Member 
vhieh they termed the Toklo sand member although the present basal 
M i d  gravels were assigned to the Bingen. Bane {1929} showed that 
the basal gravel belongs in the Toklo* proved that its age la Austin 
and Introduced the name Toklo formation. Weeks (1938) indicated that 
time mas still some confusion in the correlation of subsurface sedi­
ments with the outcrop but felt that most of it was correlative*
Updip in Arkansas the Toklo consists of medium to coarse sand 
with a tiiite volcanic ash matrix and numerous lignites, (This* accord­
ing to la eke (1938, p. 9?4) is represented dawn&ip by the Blossom sand.} 
Downdip towards the State line the Toklo consists mainly of gray 
glauconitic ashy shales aad sandy shale with streaks of lignite*
In Webster Parish the Toklo lies conformably above the Center* 
point aad unconforaably beneath the Bromstown* In the northern 
part of the perish* the Toklo consists of about 280 to 300 feet of 
gray to greenish-gray ashy calcareous sand and candy shale with two 
prominent sand bodies* In southern Webster Parish, the Toklo forma­
tion is becoming more shaly and the Kctor tongue Is beginning to make 
its appearance at the base of the formation. It is composed mainly of 
gray Ug&ltie to fossiliferous calcareous aha lew and gray micaceous, 
ashy* silty sands. Occasional bentonites arc also present. At the base
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of the formation is the northernmost indication of the Ector tongue*
A well developed chalk aad chalky shale la Be Soto aad Red River 
parishes (Murray, 1345} it become* more ahaly northward into Bienville 
Perish (Hansard, 1339) and is Questionably represented in the Sibley 
field by about 30 to 40 feet of gray sari carrying Vagjnulina reglneu 
The Toklo thickness in southern Webster Parish is ©stiisated at 300 
feet although it is hard to distinguish from the overlying Browns town.
The Tokio in dabster Parish is a shallow water deposit as in­
dicated by its somewhat llgnttlc character* The volcanic material is 
thought to have come from the region of the Monroe uplift in north­
easters Louisiana and southeastern Arkansas (Spooner, 1935).
Brownstown formation 
The name Brownstown was first used by Hill (1988) for the marls 
at Browastown, Arkansas, then thought to overlie the Chalk series*
Later Hill (1894) included everything from the Kaoatoeh to the Annona 
in the Browmstomn* Veatch (1906B) restricted the aase to the aedimeats 
between the Annona and the ’’Bingen*” Bane (192$, 1929) subdivided 
Veateh*s Broimstown, retaining the name for the lower portion*
Stephen eon (1927) correlated the Brov.natown with the basal Taylor of 
Texas* Later Israelaky (1929) on the basis of ostracodes correlated 
It with the Bonham clays of the Austin group* Stephenson (1937,
1942) has more recently correlated the Br wnatown with the Gober 
tongue of uppermost Austin age*
At the outcrop in Arkansas the Rrovnstown consists of dark 
gray marl, sandy marl aad fine-grained sand* lowndlp It is largely
SS
dark gray calcareous clay with som sand.
Ia northern Webstar Parish the Brownstown consists of brown 
to dark gray calcareous shale with aota mica aad thin saudy streaks, 
particularly la the lower portion (Thomas, 1938). Near the top Is 
the SLossea (?) sand from which production has been obtained in the 
Carterrilie-Barepta, Shongaloo and Cotton Talley fields (see di®~ 
suasion under Ozaa formation). Although it la difficult to die- 
tiuguish from the underlying Toklo It Is here assigned a thickness 
of shout 400 feet* In southern Webster Parish it consists of gray-* 
green glauconitic aarl end sandy marl with some micaceous sandy silts 
near the base. It is assigned a thickness of 500 feet although its 
easiest with the underlying Toklo Is Tory difficult to establish.
So eases of the Brawnstovm from Webstar Parish wore available.
Taylor group 
Oman formation
the sediments of the Oran formation were originally included 
in the Browaatawn of Veatch (1906B). Bane (19SS, 1929) divided the 
Brownetoiin end proposed the name Oaan for the upper beds. The Qzan 
consists of sandy, micaceous marl and sandy glauconitic marl at the 
oat crop. A three to eight foot glauconitic sandy marl at the base 
was named the Buekrange send lentil of the Osan formation, it is 
the equivalent of the basal part of the Annona chalk In east Texas 
(Stepnansoa, 1997). Due south into the northwest corner of Louisiana 
the upper pert grades Into Osan chalk (Lloyd and Baatzard, 1939) with 
a sandy phase at the base (t&rray, 1943). Southeastward towards
to i s* ii s
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The Oaaa is m marine marl in Webster Parish. To the west and 
BOtttbeft is Bossier, Caddo, Be Soto and Bed Hirer parishes It grades 
tote chalk aad to the east to eastern Claiborne and Union parishes it 
beeoees sandy. Bo Oman sores froa Webster Parish were available for 
vnuqf#
Annona formation
Hill (1883) originally sailed the chalk at White Hills, Ark., 
•White Cliffs1* and the chalk at Hoeky Comfort, Ark., "Rocky Comfort" 
without realising that they were the same. Later he correlated the 
chalk at White Cliffs with the chalk at Clarksville and Annona, Texas 
CBiHt 1394} and called it Annona because the term "White Cliffs" was 
preoccupied (Hill, 1901} • The "Rocky Comfort" chalk he considered 
equivalent to the Austin chalk (Hill, 1894}. Taff (1902) recognized 
toe equivalence of the White Cliffs and Rooky Comfort sections and 
sailed then the "'toite Cliffs formation." Veatch (1906B) adopted the 
texa Annona which had been used by Hill for the "White cliffs forma­
tion* of Taff including the section at Rocky Comfort. The name Annona 
is inappropriate both because the type locality is at White Cliffs 
end toe nearest chalk to the town of Annona is two stiles distant, 
the town being on Taylor earl. Kllisor (1935) correlated it with the 
Pecan Cap chalk of east Texas and proposed using the name Pecan Gap 
with toe type locality at White Cliffs. However, while recognizing 
toe correctness of Xlllsor’a (1925) and Stephenson* s (1929) correlation 
the us&^e of the name Annona has been continued in southwestern Arkansas 
aad northwesters Louisiana.
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At tbs surf*** in the White Cuffs area the Annona consists of
about 100 feet of massive, hard, white to bluish uSilte chalk. Tmm~
tip toward* the Loulalaaa line it continues to consist of hard white
to gray and bluish-gray massive chalk (Spooner, 1935) •
In northern Webster Perish the Annona consists of 100 to 120
feet of hard white to bluish gray massive chalk wit!, occasional thin
*haly or gritty streaks. It Is about 30 feet thicker along the
western boundary of the parish than it is along the eastern boundary,
being overlapped towards the east by the Marlbrook marl* In the Cotton
Valley area it has a thickness of about 100 feet and In the southern
port of the parish, it is approximately the same*
In the few cores from the United Central Oil Corp* Glaason
Bo* 1 well, the only Annona cores from Webster Pariah available for








Oaudryina oxyoona Eeuos 
Clobotruncaaa area (Cushman)
Qlobotruncana canSiiculata (Reuse) 
iyroidlna i^chellniana U^Orglgny)




Balrdla rotunda Alexander 
Cytheridea perforata (F.A. Hoetaer)
Cytherella perallea (Reuse)
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base of the Aanoaa is as excellent contouring point 
is the area of Webster Pari sis and the regional structure ®ep (pl» 8) 
has baas contoured on this datum*
tferlbrook formation 
Teateh (1906B) applied the name Marlbrook to the Karls above 
the Aanona chalk and beneath the Nacateeh sand, thus including the 
Saratoga and the lower Naeetoch* Dane (1929} restricted Marlbrook 
to the sari above the Annona chalk and beneath the Saratoga chalk*
On the surface it is a unifora chalky marl, dark blue when 
freeh and no let bat also at white *&en deeply weathered* Its basal 
eeat&et le transitional.
Bewndlp into Webster Parish the Xiarlbrook retains the charac­
teristic* of its surface exposures being gray to dark blue marl and 
chalky earl. In the northern part of the parish it is 150 to 170 
feet thiok, being thicker to the east due to overlapping the Annnna* 
In the Cotton Talley area the Morlbrook has a thickness of 175 feet 
and ia the southern part of the parish it is 170 to 130 feet thick* 
Both its upper and lower contacts appear to be conformable and the 
lower one is transitional while the upper one is fairly sharp, es­
pecially in the northern part of the pariah* No marlbrook samples
I
froa Webster Parish were available for study*
Navarro group 
Saratoga formation 
The Saratoga was originally included by R* T. Hill (1088) in 
the "Marlbrook, Columbus or Cryphaea vesicularIs chalk marls*"
m
Brenner (1898) called it the Saratoga chalk and faff (1902} described 
it in detail as the Saratoga formation. Vesteh (1906B) returned to 
the views of Hill, considering it as a member of the Marlbrook. 
Stephanson (1987} separated the Saratoga and Marlbrook, assigning 
the Saratoga to the S&rarro group and the M&rlbrook to the Taylor 
oa the basis of the occurrence of Ixogyra eoatata in the Saratoga 
and Bxoffirra ponderous in the ^arlbrook. Dane (1929) re&cssribad the 
Saratoga as a separate formation and pointed out the unconformity 
between it and the Marlbrook beneath •
At the surface in Arkansas, the Saratoga ranges from 80 to SO 
feet la thickness. At the base it consists of hard sandy or marly 
chalk and the upper part is generally chalky to sandy marl. Basin* 
ward towards the Louisiana line the Saratoga thickens at the expense 
of the Sarlbrook. Here it consists of white to gray massive chalk 
with some interbedded marly chalk and fine-grained glauconite die* 
saalnnted throughout (Spooner, 1935).
In northern Webster Parish, the Saratoga consists of CO to 
75 feet ef hard white to gray chalk with interbedded thin marly chalk. 
In the Cotton Valley area it is 60 to 70 feet thick and in southern 
Webster Parish it is ap roximatcly 50 to $0 feet thick. la the sub­
surface there is no evidence of unconformity between it and the 
underlying Marlbrook.
The only Saratoga sample (taken from 1924 to 1926 feet in the 
United Central Oil Corp. Uleasoa ho. 1 well) available for study from
Webster Far!3b yielded the following fossil forms:
Foramialfera
Anoaallna rublginosa Cushman 
BollTlnoi&ca decorate (Jones) var* 
delioatala Cushman 
Clblcldes CQtistrlcta. (V. Hagenow) 
ClaTullnoi&es trilatera (Cushman) 
Do rot hi a bul.letta (Careey) 
•leudrylna ra&ita Sandldge 
ulobotrancana area (Cushman) 
Olobotruncana f oral cats Flramsv 
Qyroi&ina dogressa (Alth)





the Naeatoch formation was first described by Veateh (1906B) 
from Kaoatoeh Blufft Clark County, Arkansas* According to Dane (1989) 
the Kacatoch
.••is a complex unit made up of cross-bedded yellowish 
and gray fine-grained unconsolidated quartz sand; hard, 
crystalline foseiliferous sandy li estone; coarse, richly 
glauconitic sand; fine-grained, argillaceous blue-black 
sand; mid pure light-gray clay and marl.
It is correlated (Stephenson, 192?; Dane, 1939) with the Navarro of 
Texas on the basis of the occurrence of Bxogyra cost at a 3ay«
Downdip towards the Louisiana line the Nacatoch is divisible 
into two llthologic units; an upper composed mainly of fine-grained 
foseiliferous gray glauconitic sands end hard calcareous sandstones 
with some clayey sands, and a lower unit composed mainly of gray clays
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and shales, fine sandy shales and sandy limes (Spooner, 1935$ Weeks, 
1938} * These two units are gradational one into the other»
In the Shongaloo area of northeastern Webster Parish the 
Kacatooh has a total thickness of about 340 feet. Of this 800 feet 
can be assigned to the upper unit of sandy lime, calcareous sand 
and sandy Male, and 140 feet can be assigned to the lower dark marly 
shale end sandy shale- In the Carterrille-Sarepta area of north­
western Webster Parish the Kaoatoch has attained a thickness of about 
390 to 400 feet* Here about 840 feet is assigned to the upper limy 
sand facies and Mont 140 feet to the lower marly shale facies* In 
the Cotton Talley area the Naeatoch is approximately 350 feet thick 
with 800 feet being assigned to the upper sandy lime and calcareous 
sand omit and 150 feet being assigned to the lower shale and sandy 
Male sons* In the southern part of the parish the Naeatoch has 
thinned to 250 to 270 feet* Most of the thinning is in the lower 
s m s  as the upper unit is still almost 200 feet thick with the re­
maining 50 to 70 feet being assigned to the lower unit*





Lent 1 eulina navarroensis (Plumper)
Qstraeoda




Cytherelia tabsrioullfera Alexander 
Cytherldea fabafomiatBerry)
Cytherldea menmouthensis Berry 
Cytherldea ftp,
Cytheropteroa Myarroasw Alexander 
Cytherura ep.
Tfcs Naeatoch appears to be conformable both with the Arkadelphla 
•bote and the Saratoga beneath*
Arkadelphla formation 
Hill (1688) applied the name Arkadelphla shales to "blue 
elays and yellow sands" which he thought to be Tertiary bat which 
Harrla (1894) proved to be Cretaceous. Veatch (1906B) applied th© 
m m  Arkadelphla clay to: w*..dark laminated clays which overlie
the Naeatoch sand.” The "blue clays and yellow sands” of Hill, feateh 
proved to be Naeatoch in age* He would hare changed the nanm except 
that Arkadelphla had become well established and It was possible that 
m b  of the Arkadelphla did outcrop at Arkadelphla* The basal few 
feet of the Arkadelphla contains gray sandy limestones and calcareous 
sandstones* The remainder of the formation is remarkably uniform gray 
marly clay and marl, weathering light gray (Spoonor, 1995). Th© thick­
ness at the outcrop is about 150 feet* The Arkadelphla is the upper 
part of the Sxagyra costata zone and is correlated with the upper 
Navarro of Texas*
Prior to 1924 sediments of Midway age were not generally recog­
nized at the surface In southwestern Arkansas* This was also true 
downdip In northwestern Louisiana except that if th© lithology was 
correct a few hundred feet were arbitrarily assigned to the Midway*
ffce result was that often 500 to 900 foot of sediment were &a~ 
signed to the Arkadelphla, a thlcknesa far In excess of Its actual 
thickness. Hill (1925) sun arises the circumstances attending the 
discovery of Midway sediments in southwestern Arkansas. Since 
then the Midway has been assigned its rightful position in the 
subeffrfeee section of southwest Arkansas end northwest Louisiana.
Dowadip the Arkadelphla retains its characteristics of dark 
grey carl, chalky marl and ssrly chalk. Its upper contact with the 
Midway is uaeonforaable• However, because there is no definite 
break between the two on electrical logs and because there are no 
well sas^lea available on that part of t © section, it le difficult 
to assign definite thicknesses to the Arkadelphla in Webster Pariah. 
In the northern part of the parish the Arkadelphla includes BO to 
120 feet of dark shale and chalky marl. In tbs Cotton Valley area 
it le 70 to 100 fast thick and in the southern part of the pariah 
it is not wore than 50 feet thick. No Arkadelphla cores fro® 
Webster Perish were available for study.
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Surface Stratigraphy 
Introduction
The surface deposits of Webster Parish are confined to the 
Socene, Sabine (Wiloox) and Claiborne groups and the Quaternary 
alluvial deposits that unconformably overlie them (see geological 
map, pi. 1). Sediments of Midway age also are reported {Spooner,
1986} to outcrop on the top of Vacherie salt dome but were not ob­
served by the author. Tertiary formations exposed at the surface 
Include the undifferentiated Sabine (Wilcox) group and the Cano 
Hirer* Sparta* Coot Mountain, and Cockfield formations* of the Claiborne 
grasp* The Sabine consists of about 500 feet of nonsarine, thin, 
aieaeeoos sands and sandy shales; the Dane Elver of 800 to 250 feet 
of aariae glauconitic clay-marl and chocolate-brown shale; the Sparta 
of 400 to 450 feet of nonnarine sands and silts; the Cook fountain 
of approximately 300 feet of marine to nonnarine glauconitic sandy 
shale* chocolate brown silty shales and thin bedded sands; only 
the basal 40 feet of the noirsarine sands and silts of the Coekfield 
formation are exposed* Studies of these sediments verifies Fiskfs
(1940) idea of *depo8itianal patterns'* or cycles for these sediments 
In the subsurface of central Louisiana. One of the cycles can be 
seen beginning with the marine greensand marl at the base of the 
Cane Elver and wading at the top of the Sparta. A second begins 
with the glauconitic clays at the base of the Cook Mountain and 
Continues to the top of the Coekfield which is not present in Webster 
Parish*
Sadiasnta of four Pleistocene terrace formations and Recent 
alluvium imconfor»ably overlying tha Tertiary sediments comprise the 
quaternary deposits of Webster Parish. The William*, Bentley, 
Hontgofiery, end Prairie terrace surfaces, as such, were first mapped 
in Louisiana by Fisk (1938) and designated as members. Farther work 
fey Boner (1939), Flak (1939A, 1939B) and others indicated that they 
could be napped over side areas, with the result that In 1940 Fisk 
(p. 175) elevated the deposits underlying the surfaces to the rank 
of formations. Farther work by Woodward and Guano (1941), Frink
(1941), Welch (1942), hurray (1943) and Holland (1943) has served to 
strengthen these conclusions. The areal extent covered by these 
fcreations in Webster Parish is shown on the geological map (pi. 1). 
These fcreations are taken to represent the alternation of glacial 




The Midway is a uniform marine black shale, 500 to  650 fe e t 
thick in the subsurface o f Webster Parish. I t  does not outcrop ex­
tensively in Louisiana, being re s tric te d  to  in te rio r s a lt domes and 
the top of th e Sabine Uplift (B arry and LeBlane, 1942; Murrey, 1943)* 
Previous investigations
The first use ef the term Midway in reference to  Louisiana 
stratigraphy was made fey H arris and Veateh (1899)* They named two
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localities* Bodgr Springs Church in Sabine Pariah and King# s a lt 
series in Bienville Pariah. The locality a t Rocky springs Church 
sea assigned to the Sabine group by Hose (1925) (1933), Barry and 
LeBlene (1942), and Sarny (1943)* The lo c a lity  described a t 
Singe «*» not subsequently reported by Spooner (1926) and fU B*
Roeeeil (personal communication) both of whom did d eta iled  work 
is the area*
Outcrops*—
In the Mister Parish area the Midway possibly occurs on the  
top of ?aefe«rie salt dene (Spooner, 1926), although R* D. Russell 
(personal coaoiunicatian) and the author d id  not record i t *  The 
Midway outcrop area on Vaehsrie dome is  covered by the Pleistocene 
and Bee«»t deposits of V&charie Creek and by Sabine surface wash.
The Midway would also outcrop around the Biatineau s a lt dm© were 
it not fa r  the fact that the surface is  e n tire ly  mantled by Recent 
alluvium and Pleistocene deposits o f P ra irie  and Montgomery age.
Safesugfaeet— »
In subsurface correlation the Upper Midway-Sabtne contact o f 
Hurray (1943) cannot be determined on e le c tric a l logs* Because o f 
this and the lack of core records o f the Midway and Sabine sections, 
all references to thickness must necessarily be re s tric te d  to  the 
•black Shale” section. This *black shale*’ section is  very uniform  
and ean be easily recognised on e le c tric a l logs (see p i* ? ). I t  con­
sists mainly of dark gray to black micaceous marine shale. E le c tric a l
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logs of well in Webster Parish Indicate that the Midway "black 
shale* seetion varies fro* 550 to 650 feet in thickness.
Eocene series 
Sabine (Wlleox) group 
The Sabine sediments consist aainly of noamarine, white to 
gray, thin-bedded,micaceous sands and sandy shales with numerous 
thin lignites, varying in thickness from 500 to 1,000 -feet.
Previous invest lgatioas:--
ihe tore Sabine was first used by A. C* Veatch (190S&, p. 88) 
to designate beds lying between the Midway and the Claiborne which 
had previously been called by the descriptive name of * lower lig- 
nitio*" In 1906 Veatch gave a more detailed description of the Sabine,*
Overlying the Midway Use stones and calcareous clays 
Is a series of dark finely laminated sands and clays con­
taining much Vegetable matter either scattered thru the 
mass or accumulate in lignite beds, and occasional layers 
containing marine shells. It commonly differs from the 
underlying Midway in the presence of lignltic material and 
fossil leaves and when containing narine fossils it is 
readily distinguished from both the Midway and the over­
lying Claiborne. Toward the coast, where it Is overlain 
by the very calcareous, argillaceous, foseiliferous, lower 
Claiborne beds, its upper limits can b® fixed with exact­
ness, but farther inland, where estearin© and swamp condi­
tions persisted until Jackson time, no separation la possible 
except on a purely strati graphic basis.
On the whole, the formation is predominantly sandy, 
and while the sand beds are not so regular or so coarse as 
sane of the beds in the Cretaceous, they are the most impor­
tant water-bearing strata in Louisiana and Arkansas north of 
the outcrop of the Catahoula formation and south of the 
Eocene-Cretaceous boundary.
la the same year Grider and Johnson (1906) published a paper 
In which the naae Wilcox vac used to supplant "ligaitle." the sub­
sequent history and differences of opinion concerning the terms 
Sabine and Wilcox are well* suanrnrized by Howe(19E3). Howe indicated 
that the Sabine ineluded more than a thousand feet of beds occurring 
stratigrapfcically below the base of Crider and Johnson*© Wilcox group 
as exposed at the type locality in Alabama* In 1934 Howe and Garrett 
divided the Sabine into the Wilcox subgroup, correlated with the 
Wileex group of Alabama, and the Mansfield subgroup, lying beneath 
it* This was done on the basis of oetrncodes* LeBlanc and Barry 
(1941, 1943} and Murray (1941, 1943} have recently shown that on the 
basis of both aaerofauna and laicrofauna the sediments occurring be­
low the Oetrca Thlrsae zone (base of Howe and Garrett*® iViloox sub­
group) and above the Midway "black shales" are upper Midway in age* 
This includes all of the Mansfield subgroup of Howe and Garrett* It 
has been divided by Murray (1943) into the baborton, Logansport and 
Hall Suamlt forest lone on the basis of field work done in Be Soto, 
led Hiver and adjacent parishes* The Sabine group in the same area 
was subdivided into three fannul units: the ?;arthayille, Pendleton,
and Sablnetown (Barry, 1941)* Barry and LeBlane (1942) and Murray 
(1943) new recognise the Marthaville as a formation, and Casern and 
Wilbert (1943) recognise the Pendleton as a formation while the 
Sablnetown beds still retain the rank of a faunal unit*
Sabine (Wilcox) of Webster Parishs—
Hone of the Sabine formations or units occurring In western
Louisiana ecu recognised on the outorop 1a Vvebster Parish, nor 
M i  any other subdivisions be set up. In the subsurface, lack of 
lithologic and paleoatologic data prohibits any subdivisions within 
the Sabine lithologic unit. Therefore, the Sabine group of sediments 
le u&differentiated in the Webster Parish area.
Oateaeegs:—
In Webster Parish, the Sabine group outcrops only on the north 
flank of Yaeherie salt dome (see fig* 6). The best exposure is found 
along a dirt road in the ilW£ of sec* 16, T. 17 H., R. S w. The 
Sabine sediments consist of weathered, reddish-brown, thin-bedded 
and cross-bedded, micaceous sands, sandy silts, and silts. The beds 
contain ironstone concretions, and ouch fossil wood is found as float 
in the ploughed fields although it Is not commonly found in outcrops# 
Accurate measurement of the strike and dip of the beds was Impossible 
end therefore the stratlgraphie thickness of this exposure could not 
be computed. This outorop eannot be correlated with anyone of the 
Sabine or Upper Midway formations as it le not particularly good and 
bo fossils ware found*
The Tertiary sediments are masked by Pleistocene terrace de­
posits and Recent alluvium in the southwest corner of Aebeter Parish. 
In this area the Sabine group would normally outcrop on the northwest 
flank of the Sabine Uplift*
Subsurface:—
The subsurface Sabine sediments in Webster Parish, based on 
interpretation from drillers and electrical logs, are similar to those
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exposed on the north flank of the Vacherie salt dome (see pi. ?)*
They consist mainly of white to gray sticac©ou« sands and sandy shales 
with numerous thin lignites* The sands are usually thin-bedded, but 
there are occasional thick channel sands.
fits subeurfaoe Upper Midway-Sabine contact (Hall Sumait- 
Karthavllle contact of Murray, 1941, 1943} cannot be determined fro® 
available electrical or drillerfe logs* Because cores of shallow sedi­
ments are rarely taken, there is also a leek of accurate paleoatologic 
evidence for establishing this eontact in the subsurface. The Upper 
Mldmsy-Sabine contact therefore has not been accurately established 
in this parish sad the Upper Midway beds ere grouped with the over­
lying, lithologically similar Sabine sediments. This lithologic unit 
varies In thickness from 500 to 550 feet throughout most of the parish* 
However, a thickness of about 1000 feet has been reported from one 
wall in T. 19 £*, R. 9 w*, in the Minden sync line area*
The Sabine sands in northern Webster Parish, as indicated by 
electrical logs, are entirely brackish to salt water bearing. How­
ever, in the Sibley field area of southern Webster Pariah, the upper 
hundred or more feet of the Sabine carries fresh or only slightly 
brackish water (see pis* 4 and ?}•
Claiborne group 
Cane River formation 
The Cane River consists of marine, gray-green glauconitic 
sandy silt and shale overlain by chocolate-brown eHVy shale. Its 
total thickness in the Webster Parish area varies between 200 and 300 
feet*
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P m l o M  iamtKKtloagi**
This basal marine formation of the Claiborne group wae 
first named by Spooner (192$) although Vaughan (1900) noted a die* 
blast Laser Claiborne fauna at Natchitoches. Spooner described 
the Cana Elver beds as follows;
la the Cane Hirer ere included the 75*150 feet 
of beds above the Wilcox (Sabine) formation and below the 
massive Sparta sand* The name Cane River, from the ex* 
eellent exposures on Cane Elver at Natchitoches, Louisiana, 
was suggested by K. V* Howe***
An erosional unconformity separatee the Cane River 
and Wilcox (Sabine) beds* The basal member consists of glau* 
eoaitie sand and sandy clay, but in some places marine tuff 
is present at the base* Olaneonltle elays predominate in 
the southern portion of the outcrop but northward from 
Bienville Parish they become sandier, until, in northern 
Beamier Pariah they a m  represented entirely by sands, in 
part glaucoaitle, and containing a meager representation 
of the prolific fauna found farther south*.*
Subsequently Shearer (1930) subdivided the uane Hirer Into the 
One Hirer marl below and the Cane Elver clay above. These are described 
as follows:
The top of the upper member is sandy shale which 
grades downward into smooth, plastic, slightly calcareous 
elay*shale* This material ie characterised by its dark 
choeolate*brown color, generally specked and streaked with 
light green* It is all marine and iforaminlfera are plant i* 
fill.
The lowest member consists of fossiliferous sandy, 
highly glaucoaitle marl or soft limestone*
It is commonly logged as *a&lt and pepper sand* 
because of the appearance of the white limestone with 'rains 
of dark glauconite*
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Chewier (1936)9 on the basis of subsurface work In Catahoula 
and Concordia parishes, added an upper transitional member to 
Shearer's twofold division. HUner (1939) was unable to recognize 
this transitional member in Winn Parish.
Basse? (1940) added an upper and a lower transitional zone 
to the twofold division of Shearer. He also recognized four zones 
is the lower greensand sari member based on foraraiai feral evidence.
Bis section is as follows:
1. Upper transitional zone
2. Cbocclate-brown clay
a# Gyclcagifna eaner lveren&l a zone
3. Greensand clay - sari
a. Laaarcklna claibornensis zone 
** Piaeoeytlias advena-Ostraa Ijaboneasis zone 
s. aiphoainella parva zone
d. Bifarina turriforgiig»Asterl ;erina texsna zone
4. Lover transitions! tone
This zonation he was able to follow in La Salle, Grant, 
Katehitochss9 and Bienville parishes. Based on information avail­
able at the tlss from Vacfaerie salt dome, Hussey indicated that only 
the chocolate-brown clay member and the Lamarcklna clalbomensig 
sose of the greensand sari member ware present In Webster Parish.
(toe River of Webster Parish;—
The division of the Cane River in Webster Parish resulting 
from this investigation is as follows:
1* Upper chocolate-brown sixty shcO.©
CyeX*guajU& caaeriverensls zo&e
2. tower greeaaand clay-smrl
a. Laiaarcklixa oXalborneasls zona
to* Placocycllna ad vena-0stroa lisboneasla zone
This sanation, baaed on X ithology and pfiXdOQtolo^y( bo&rs oat 
Sasaey’s ideas with the addition of the Dlscocyclina advefta-Ostrea 
llabcasasla s o m « The Slghoninalla parva and Bifarina turriforaia 
semes do not appear to toe present (see eheck list, table 18)*
The upper and loser transition beds may be present but were 
set found on the outorop or reported from the subsurface section*
Outcrops:—
The beet outcrops of the Cane Hiver formation in Webster Parish 
occur around the Taeherle salt dome where the Cane Elver Is exposed 
as an lnlier within the Sparta outcrop area* The best of these ex* 
posnres occurs on the north flank of the dome near the BE cor* of the 
3®i* of sec* 9t T. 17 W.# E. S W. The entire section of the lower 
Gane Elver greensand member and about seven feet of the Upper Cane 
River chocolate-brown shale member are exposed in this outcrop*
The lower greensend member is remarkably uniform, consisting 
of approximately 140 feet of weathered gray-green {dark red where ex­
cessively weathered} silty clay greensand with occasional thin cemented 
brows clay-irons tone ledges* The Octree lisbcmenais beBs, so prominent 
la southern Bienville Pariah and also found in a stream bottom six 
miles southwest of Vacherie, are missing* Detailed examination of the 
waethered outcrop and study of samples from several 15 foot auger
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bolt* tailed to any fossils other than arenaceous Foramlnifera*
o o
The beds here dip approximately IS to 16 K. and it la thought that 
excessive leaching in tha steeply dipp ing beds may hairs destroyed the 
fossils. &xeept In one or two borings, no lime was found on the out-
The basal contact between the Cane Hirer and the Sabine (Wilcox) 
is sot risible on the surface. However, it was encountered in an 
auger hole rad appeared to be conformable*
The contact between the lower Cane Hirer greenosnd and the 
upper Cane Hirer chocolate-brown shale is visible* The top of the 
glauconite is an abrupt line marked by a clay-ironston© concretion­
ary layer, which is taken as the contact. An auger hole passing 
through this cos tact bad the following section:
Thickness 
Feet Inches
5. Upper Badly weathered chocolate
Cane River brown silty clay (mottled
red and gray) carrying 
Cyelaffiffilna caneriverengja 4 0
4. Contact ------------  ~ *—
3* Lower leathered clay-iron concre-
Crae Elver tionary zone with a small
amount of glauconite O 1
Zm Weathered brora slightly
silty clay with increasing 
amount af glauconite 1 5
1. Brownish green, weathered
clay greensand 0 7
About seven feet of the upper Cane River chocolate-brown 
Clay is exposed, the remainder of the member being covered by a 
mantle of Bentley terrace material. As this is the only known out­
crop of Ppper Cane River there is no way of estimating the total
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thickness of the member.
The Case Elver Is also exposed on the flank of Bistlaeau salt 
does which is la the normal Sparta outcrop area* The outcrop on 
Slstlnean dose occurs In sees* 35 and 28, T. 18 SU, H. 10 W.t on a 
hillside north of Tadpole slough on the north aide of the dome*
There is no fresh exposure here hut weathered limonitie clay- 
grssasand concretions occur as float in ploughed fields* This ex* 
posure was first recorded by Spooner (1926, p. 306).
The normal regional outcrop of the Cane Hirer formation occurs
ealy In southern Webster Parish in T* 17 R*, Re* $ and 10 W. The
o
formation strikes about R 45 W. and dips to the northeast 50 feet 
to the mile in this area* The outcrop forms a belt about four miles 
is width which is almost entirely mantled by Pleistocene terrace and 
Benefit alluvial deposits* Only 11 exposures of the formation have 
ben found la this belt, located as follows (see geological aap, pi*
l H
1* Wear the center of see* 33, T* 17 N*, B* 9 W*
2. In the Bj of sec* 28, T. 17 IU, R* 9 W*
S* In the of sec. 29, T* 17 N., B* 9 W.
4. In the of sec* 30, T. 17 E., R* 9 W.
5* Hear the north line of sec* 19, T. 17 P., B* 10
6. Seer the center of see* 24, T* 17 !!*, R* 10 l!:.
7* Sear the north line of sec* 18, T. 17 E., B* 9 1*
8. from the center of sec. 12 south to the center of sec*15,
T. 17 H.f E. 10 W.
9. In the of sec. 11, T. 17 K., Fu 10 ?'*
10. Wear the center of sec* 28, T. 17 K*f R* 9 W*
11. In the SE cor. of sec* 81, T. 17 H*, R* 9 V:.
These exposures, all of the lower greenaand marl member, occur on 
the slopes at the base of terrace deposits and in the stream bottoms*
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She Casts Elver outcrops consist of badly weathered, gray* 
green weathering to dark 'red, highly glauconitic silty clay* Due 
to extreme weathering, all the lias has been leached from the sur­
face exposures and so fresh fossils were found at any of the localities. 
8sseya?» a badly weathered outorop of the Cane Hirer oyster bed
t
(Biaeocreliaa advanc-Oetrea lishoneaals none) was found In a stream
bottoa in the SS eor. of see* 81, f, 17 H.# R* 9 w. This outorop
contained badly weathered specimens of Dlseooyellna advena and caste




Oatrea ilaboasnals Harris 
Anoala llabonenels Aldrich 
Lada sp.
Hueala sp*
Venerlcordla (Jeaerlcor) densata Conrad 
Tenerlcardla sp*
Tellina sp* of* T* tallichetl Harris 




it all the Cana Hirer localities, auger holes were put down to obtain 
a better idea of the llthology and fossil content. Fresh material 
consisted of gray-green glauconitic olay marl which in sows localities 
yielded a good aierofauna. Study of the mierofaunas Indicated the 
preaenea of the Laaaraeklna olalbogaensls zone (in addition to the 

































tha town1 Claiborne "limited below by the Cane Hiver beds and above 
by the lowest fossiliforous horizon of the St. Maurice [cook Mountain^ 
beds'* and redescrihed it as follows:
ft* lower half of the Sparta sand is made up chiefly of 
aasslve sand with interbedded subordinate members of 
laminated seedy ©lay. the massive sends ere made up of 
quartz grains somewhat coarser then found In the Wilcox 
foraatlan. the upper half contains « relatively greater 
amount of clay than the lower half. Massive sands alter­
nate with beds of finely laminated sandy clay, in part 
lignltic end in aeay eases containing fossil leaves.
The upper SO feet of beds contain a considerable amount 
of llgaitle material and sons thin lignitic beds which are 
particularly well exposed in the vicinity of the town of 
Bienville* The beds are commonly light colored, but, 
depending upon the amount of iron and carbonaceous natter, 
red- and brown-colored beds occur* Fossils are generally 
absent from the Sparta sand but a few species of near­
shore forms are found near the s&ddle of the formation* 
TBs Sparta sand had a thickness of 400-500 feet with the 
greater thickness in the northern part of the salt-doae 
region*
Sparta divisions In Webster Pariah:—
la Webster Parish the Sparta is very similar to the descrip­
tion given by Spooner; namely, massive sand in the lower portion 
and thinly bedded randy clays and sands with some lignites In the 
upper portion. Bede are thicker near the top of the formation than 
they are in the midle. The Sparta con best be subdivided as follows:
'micknees - feet
3* Thin-bedded to fairly massive sands,
silty sands and silty shales.*.*............. BOO
2* This-bedded shale and silty shale.....   50
1* Massive raad**..  ............ ....... 150
2SSSSS3B&$W*
The Sparta sand outcrops la tha southeastern part of Webstar 
Pariah, on the northeast flank of tha Sabine uplift* It strikes 
northwest-southeast dipping gently to the northeast, and its out­
crop telt la about 10 to 12 miles vide. The Sparta also occurs as 
•a taller on both the Minden salt dome and the Cotton Talley struc­
ture which are la the normal Cook Mountain outorop area*
Hush of the Sparta, especially the lower part, is covered by 
Pleistocene terrace deposits but a good idea ?t the characteristics 
of the formation can be obtained*
The aassive basal sands are especially veil exposed in the
southeastern corner of the parish north of the Vacherie salt dome*
A particularly seed exposure is found along Louisiana Highway 125?
in the KWj see* 33, T. 13 H«, 1* 8 W* Here 60 to 80 feet of massive
tklte, weathering red, sand and silty sand with occasional clay /
lenses and pellets is closed* Along the dirt road near the canter 
of see* 3, f. 1? H., 3. 8 W», is an exposure of about 80 feet of 
aasslve weathered red-brown sand with occasional pellets and stringers 
af day* Tha middle and upper part of the formation is well exposed 
throughout most of ?♦ 13 N., ft. 3 W* It consists mainly of thin 
bedded laminated red-broim to gray sandy silts and clayey silts. 
Towards the top of the format ion the individual beds become somewhat 
thicker and is sows eases lignltic. Lignltic clays have been noted 
along the railroad sat near the m  comer of sec. 19, T. 18 H. 0 1 
sad at the top of a dag well near the center s®i soc- 18, T. 13 U.
n
8. 8 w. Ab exceptionally gecd section of the upper part of the
Sparta occur* near the cantor of sec* 26, 19 Mf#v H* 9 W.t oh
C, S« Hl^aujr 80 about ij alia* southeast of Minden# The section,
occurring <*& the east side of Cooley Creek share the road has been
eat into the bluff overlooking the ©reek valley, is gives below;
Thickness 
ft. la.
8* (Cook Mouatain-Sparta contact)., ..
7* leathered brown thin bedded silts,
fine sands and silty slays#....... 16
6# Hard linonitic sananted layer#..** 2
1# Thin bedded silts with occasional
Interbedded silty cloy*.*..•*...•• 8 
4# Thin bedded alternating gray silts
and days......................... 2 6
S. Massive (with a t m  thin interbeds) 
gray-white, weathering to brown, 
silty fine sand (well sorted)..... 16
2* Light gray to chocolate-brown
weathered wall sorted, thin bedded 
fins sandy silt (probably lignitic 
whoa fresh).....*.*»••*........... 12
1. Covered by slope wash to level of
Cooley Creek fl>od plain..*....... 12
Elevation of flood plain - 190 feet
As Motioned above the Sparta occurs as an inliar on the east
flank of the Cotton Talley structure. An excellent exposure of this
Sparta taller can be seen in the MWj H$| see. SI, T. 21 N., H. 9 W.,
In a cut slang *a oil company road on the east bank of Bayou Bareheat#
Sts section la given below#
Feet
Cook Mountain 4. Mostly covered but contains yellow-
brown silty sand ctiiaonted with llmonite 
containing fossil oasts and molds....... 40
(Elevation * Cook Mountain - Sparta contact - 190 feet)
%arta 3. Massive silty sand with some lli&onitic
layers##.. ....................... 3
2# Chocolate-brown lignitic silt at top
so
grading down into white sixty sand... &
1* Fine silty white quarts sands, masstve, 
crosa-bedded, with few weathering 
heads end few silty clay layers,.,...*10
(Head level * 165 feet}
Subsurface;—
Subsurface Information on the Sparta in Webster Parish is 
based ea electrical legs* Where logged, the Sparta is easy to dis­
tinguish bseaase of its massive, fresh water bearing sands. (See 
pi* 9). the available subsurface data supports the divisions of the 
Sparta forwatlen derived free surface studies. The electrical log 
of the tfiagselia Petroleum Company* s barren Ko* 1 well in sec. 12,
¥• 82 X*, S* 9 b*, record* a Complete Sparta section, approximately 
400 feet thick* The basal 150 feet is a massive sand with a few 
Aaly Streaks near the top* Above this there are about 40 feet of 
thinly bedded shales and silty sands* The upper 210 feet consist of 
this bedded to fairly massive sands, silty sands and silty clays*
M i s  Is tbs Shoagaloo and Carterville-3arepte fields in northern 
fshster Pariah also indicate that those general lithologic units exist 
Is that pert of the pariah* The electrical log of the Union Produce 
lag Cespany's Walker Unit Ho* 1 well In sec* 30, T* IB N., R. 3 w*,
Is the Sibley field, southern Webster Perish, shows a massive sand 
et least H O  feet thick at the base of the Sparta. Ko higher beds 
were recorded on this log*
The Sparta, especially the basal massive sand, la the principal 
aquifer in the parts of Webster Parish where it is present*
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Cook Mountain formation
ISie Cook Mountain in the TSefester Parish area includes a 
lower and an upper member. The lower member consists of SO to 
100 foot of alternating marine and noxtmarlne sediments* It is 
made op of foaailiferous, glauconitic clay-i ros.sione beds and 
lentils interfingered with chocolate-brown Shales, and silty 
Stales with a few thin-bedded silty sands and sands* The pre­
dominantly nonserlne upper member comprises approximately 200 
feet of ligaltle to chocolate-brown shales and elite, and thin* 
taflded, eross-bedded rands. These beds include local lentils of 
concretionary elay-ireaatone rad also some sparingly fosciliferous, 
gUneonitie rand lentils.
On the basis of contained fossils the lower member Is corre­
lated with the Dodson rad Milams members in the Winn Parish. The 
upper — her is correlated with the Saline Bayou rad little Ketches 
rashers on the basis of lithology and strati graphic position (era 
fig* S).
Previous larestlgatlonss—
The name, Oock Mountain, has been employed for 50 years to 
to refer to marine Claiborne beds lying below the Cockfield forma­
tion end above the Sparta sands. It was first used by William 
Kennedy (1892, pp. 54-5?) as a name for marine Claiborne beds ex­
posed at Cook’s Mountain in Houston County, Texas. In Louisiana 
Harris (1919} used the name St. Maurice to refer to all the Claiborne 
beneath the Cockfiald rad Spooner (1926) restricted the use of 3t •
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Maurice to the Cook Ckmatala, Shearer (1930) introduced the m m  
XBBBt Lebanon, at the saae time suggesting that Cook Mountain m s  
the proper s m  if it could he definitely sho-sm that the exposure 
at Cook Kotin tain was the same format ion. Moody (1951, p. §3?) ap­
plied the name Cook Mountain to th&se beds in Louisiana on the basis 
of tbs occurrence of the Oat res sella® form Is fauna and this usage 
has become general. the name "Mln&sn” has been applied to the lower 
Cook Mountain beds exposed near Misden hut as pointed out by Howe 
(1933) was never sanctioned In print*
Southeast of the Vfebster Parish area, in Winn Parish, Euner 
(1939) divided the Cook Mountain Into four members which are, in descend* 
lag order: Little Batches member, Saline Bayou member, Milams member, 
and Dodsoa member. Them members are all fosslliferous and all recog­
nisable on the basis of paleontology and lltkology (see fig. 2} •
Qatcrou area:—
The Cook Mountain outcrop area roughly covers that part of 
lobster Parish cast of Bayou Porohect and north of the south line of 
1* 19 S. The beds are comparatively flat-lying except In the areas 
of local structure. The lower Cook Mountain is well exposed east of 
Mladan and along Louisiana Highway 135 which parallels Bayou Dorafceat 
{sec pi. 6). The U p p e r  Cook Mountain la best exposed in east-central 
Abater Parish where the highest elevations In the parish are located, 
and in the rim eynellne around the Linden dome (see discussion under 
Min&en dome.)
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glauconitic day-ironstone beds and lentils, thin dark rsd-brown 
gree&sands, and thin~bedded chocolate-brown, weathering gray* silty 
days and gray sandy silts. It is c^prozlmately 80-100 feat thick* 
Tte test known exposure of tte laser Cook Mountain occurs 
•long II* S* Highway 80 (originally called the Mt. Lebanon road) tm  
sites southeast of Kindan* Many early Investigators (Johnson, 1838;
X838) oolteeted from and referred to collections from this 
teeallty* Unfortunately, the fresh material no longer exists at the 
locality so that it could not te examined first hand* The exposure 
ted teen tedly depleted by collectors and the landscaping of the 
highway right-of-way completely covered It. £hat remains is a 
typical weathered exposure of mottled red to gray silty clays and a 
fee femi) etey-ironstone concretionary layers containing glauconite 
and fossil easts exposed in the guileya beyond the highway right-of- 
eay* Anger telee were put down in order to obtain an idea of the 
litholegy and fossil content of the fresh material. The section an* 
countered in one of then was as follows;
Thickness
Feet Inches
8* Sticky silty red clay 4 1
7. Had brown day with gray silt patches
(gypsum crystals appeared at 3 feet) 1 6
6. Tan silty day and chocolate brown days 3 10
5* Same as above - less silt 1 0
4. Bark gray-green glauconitic silty clay with
uniform sand grains 0 6
3. Bard light chocolate brown shale 0 4
8. Calcareous, dark green, glauconitic silty
sandy clay with few fossil fragments z 2
1* Gray glauconitic iron concretion (posibly
base of Cook Mountain) 0 1
as
Although this sad the other soger holes put down here carried a 
good aierofauna, the aacrofaane encountered was comparatively 
seager* Therefore, it would seen that the old locality which has 
sines disappeared wee s lenticular coqulnold mass of snail lateral 
extant, unusually rich is invertebrate remains* This stay help to 
explain the ahnemally large number of species identified from this 
locality as compared to all other localities (see check list, table 
IS).
A typical weathered exposure of the lower Cook Mountain 
occurs along Louisiana Highway 165 near the 3£ cor. Stĝ  SB|- sec.
90, T. 20 R., H. 9 W., about six miles north of hinden. This section, 
the tap of which is truncated by Bentley terrace gravels, is as followss
Thickness
Feet Inches
u . Sand and gravel 4 0
10. Concretionary ledge 1 0
9. Weathered fosslliferous brown sand 9 O
8. Fine gray silty clay 1 0
9. Weathered fosslliferous brown sand 3 0
6. Gray silty clay with limo&ite concretions 6 0
5. Clay-ironetone concretionary layer with
yellow-gray silty clay 0 4
it Fosslliferous, glauconitic clay-ironstone
concretionary ledge 3 0
9. Thin-bedded gray silt and silty clays 1 0
2. Fosslliferous, glauconitic day-lron&toiie
concretionary ledge {Venericardia) % 0
1. Fosslliferous brown silty sands 3 6
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An excellent sMtloik at Cook Mountain is exposed la toe 
blowout at toe Louisiana Oil Refining Co**s Gleason Mo. 1 **11 in 
tt«. 15, Y. 22 K.t R. 10 W., along Louisiana Highway 185 (as* pi. 6; 
figs* 2, S, and 10}« It exposes the upper part of the lower member 
wad the basal part of the upper member of the Cook Mountain. The 




6* Red, withered, iron^ cemented sandstone ledge Z
5* Yellowish, massive to thln-bedded, non-resistant
weathered sand and silt 8
4. Weathered gray to yellow, thin-bedded slightly
clayey silt 3
S* Fresh gray (to white with yellow stains) thin
bedded clayey silt, silt, sandy silt and 
anad. (Bass upper Cook Mountain*} 15
2* Fairly fresh, petroliferous, silty clay green-
sand (with beach gravel) containing 
sharks* teeth and macrofoseil casts 
but no microfoeeils (JM 152} 8
I. Gray, petroliferous, fairly massive fin© sand
and silt 9
Upper Cook Mountain
The indifferentiatad upper Cook Mountain consists of clay- 
lronstone bade and lentils; dark gray lignltlo, weathering to 
toeeelste brown and white, shales and silts containing plant frag­
ments and leaf Impressions; and thin-bedded, cross-bedded sands*
Thee* sediments are very sparingly fosslliferous and glauconitic*
A three inch to one foot bentonite occurs about 25 feet below 
the top of toe Cook Mountain* It has been observed in many localities 
especially in east-central Webster Parish where the greatest amount
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of upper Cook Moos tala is exposed. A section along Louisiana High­
way 439 wear the center of see* 8, T. 19 8*t R. 3 W. allows the 
relationship of tbs bentonite to the Cook Mountain-Coekfleld contact 
and gift* a good idea of the upper Cook Mountain lithology. the sse- 
tiea la as follows:
Thickness
Feet Inches
Id* Weathered zone 5 0
If. Iron cemented sandstone 1 0
id* Weathered brown silty clay with liaonitic
sandstone 4 0
15* Gray to brown silty clay £ 0
id* Inter-bedded clays and silty clays 5 0
IS* Clay-ironstone lentil 1 0id* Red and gray silty sands 8 0
n * Cocfcf ield-Cook Mountain contest
id. Glauconitic day-ironstone lentil 1 0
9* Weathered red-brown silty sand 5 0
8* Glaneonitic, fosslliferous clay-ironatone
lentil 1 0
f. Mottled red and gray silty, sandy clay 4 ©
6. Glay-ironetone lentil 1 0
5* feathered liaonitic silty sand 9 0
4* Chocolate brown silty clay 4 0
3* Bentonite 0 6
8* Chocolate brown silty clay 4 0
1* Chocolate brown silty clay with sandy
liaonitic layers (to level of creek
flood plain) IE 0
This bentonite seams to occur in the same stratigraphic posi­
tion as the bentonite marking the top of the Saline Bayou member In 
the Winn Parish area. Also no other bentonites hove been observed 
|a the debater Parish section. Therefore, although t ile bed has 
eat been traced throughout the intervening area, it seems reasonable 
to correlate the two bentonites* However, in the Webster Parish area, 
the bentonite does not mark a lithologie change* For this reason the
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vppvt Cook Mountain has not boon differentiated.
The bentonite i« exposed in quite a few localities around 
the Kln&ea salt dose* On the basis of this bentonite a rather 
nimble rim syacline with a relief in the neighborhood of 100 
feet nan be mapped around the dome*
An stated above in the discussion of the lower Cook Mountain* 
the banal part ef the upper Cook Mountain in also exposed in the blow-
eat ef Louisiana Oil end Hsfinlztg Co.*8 aieason £*o, 1 well* located
\
la nee. IS, T. 22 If., E. 10 W*
About two miles north of the blowout along Louisiana Elghmy 
10$ la 5K^ nee* 11* T. 22 N., H* 11 W.* on the slope down to Indian R  s o u  ,■ 
Creek, another good section of upper Cook Mountain is exposed (see 
pi* 0). Ain neotion in an follows:
Thickness
Feet
6* Brown weathered* thin-bedded, cross-bedded
sands, sandy silts and silts 1C
9. Ihite to weathered brown this-bedded, cross­
bedded sands with large hematite iron 
concretions forming In place (liesegang 
banding} S3
S. Limonite cemented clop iron concretion lentil 1
5. Typically thin bedded* cross-bedded, inter-
bedded lenticular deposits of fresh to 
weathered, dark gray to chocolate brown 
to shite sandy clays and silts 35
4* Upper-lower Cook Mountain contact
S. Slauconitio clay-ironstone bed 1
£* Covered by slump 30
1. (kray brown* weather lag white, silty clays
and silts— to level of Indian Creek 
flood plain. Fosslliferous clay 
ironstone concretions at flood plain 
level (JM 150) IB
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Shaft this exposure mas studied a new road bed bed Just been 
*at through the bills and the exposures were fairly fresh. A close 
MXWdMtiQft ef them ©are a good idea of the difficulties of mapping 
la a deeply weathered area. Silty shale beds could be traced from 
any fresh to the sexually weathered sones. Their change in dolor 
m l  eppeeraaCa « i  extreme, varying from carbonaceous dark gray 
la the fresh rose, through chseslmte brown to gray and white where 
normally eogteeed at the surface*
The Upper dock Mountain-Cockfield contact is gradation sad 
hard to trees. Add to this the fast that the Coskfisld occurrences 
as* wary fee Is the perish sad confined to the tops of Mils in the 
fires ef greatest relief sad deepest weathering end it can be easily 
understood that this is cm exceedingly difficult eostact to pick.
sesssssoc-—
Time is sc fresh Cook Mountain fossil material at the sur- 
fSee a m  that the locality two Miss southeast of Min&en has bees 
•stared over. Seweror, s $»ed collection from this locality made 
by Professor H. 7. Howe in 1984 or 1995 ess deposited in the 
leMMssa State University Paleontology Museum. The identified 
Speeies from this collection are included in the checklist of Cook 
Mnstain aaerofossile (roe table 15}*
Gelleetloas of casts and molds of many fossils were made from 
the weathered cley-ironstoaa lentils. Almost all of these lentils 
escttrred is the lower somber of the Cook Mountain* This fauna 
appeared to be somewhat dwarfed in nature because -*hilo the forms
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wereadult, their sisa wae often considerably sssaller than the 
described species* It was found that m  definite son&iioa could 
he made ef the macrofossils within the lower Cook Mountain •
A lower Cook f̂ountain mlcrof&uae was found is the samples 
from the auger holes put dewn to determine the lithology at the 
basal contact two miles southeast of Mi&den {JM 91; JM 101$ JM 103)« 
the following forms were Identified: m
Foraaialfere '
Haplophraglnoldes maurlcoasts Howe and Ellis. 
Tertularla of. T* mlasisslppieasls Cushman* 
Teytelsria aaurTcensis Howe.
Textularla. sapotenais Cole*
4Uinquelocullna harrjei Howe end Roberts * 
^lsqueloculina yegtiaenals Weinnlerl and Applin. 
Trlloculisa Mndeneriala Howe*
Trllocullna panlocostata Cushman and Garrett* 
Oorauspira olygogyra H&ntkaa.
Robulus alato~I lmbatus (Oumbel) *
Robalaa cultratue Moatfort*
SobulttB jugpaus Cushman and Thomae*





HigBoabrphlna jackaonenaia (Cushman)* 
31jgBsaaorphisa jaeksonenais (Cushman) 
rar. cost if era (Cushman).
3 lamoaor plains semi tecta (Reuss).
Slswomarphlna semi tecta (Reuse)
rar. terq'umiaiiia tPon.asinl).
Nonion florlnensfa Cole.
Sonlon maurlcensig Howe and sills*
Ronion alerom Cole*
Honion pianaturn Cushman and Thomas.
Nonion preadvenum Howe.
Qmabellne aaurlelana Hows and Robert* 
Bullmlna(?) petal If era Howe.









far* oetocaaarata Cushman and C*D. Hanna* 
Ipoaldeg martein* ' (Cushman).
Slphonlna claiboraonsia Cushman*
Canaria ef . £* danvlXlensls Howe and Wallace. 
Baggatella laoonspicua Horn.
Aatcrlgertna hadlcyl Sow and Roberta*
Robert Ina aeguirtl Hone*








Cytherl&ea CH&ploeytherldea} Rontgomeryansl s 
Bow and Chamber a*
Cytheridea (Kaplooytkarldea) aubpyrlforBtic 
Sutton and Williams*
Cytherldea (Kaplooytherl&ea) ap*
Cytherjdaa {Gllthrocytheridaa) garrettl Sow 
and Chambers*
Cytherl&ea (Cllthrpcythurldea) oatalret leu lata 
Stephenson
Cytherldea {Cllthrooytherl&ea) oliveri (Cushman) 
Cytherldea (Clithrocytherldea) ap*
Cyt Rerouteron iacsrtua hart in.
Cytherapteroa llsborvenae Martin#
Brachyeythere inert in 1 Murray and Hussey* 
Brachyeythere rus'seill Murray and Hussey. 
Cythercle bursilloi&es Sutton and Williams* 
Cytherala eollal Gooch.
Cytherele wecheseaals Sutton and Williams* 
Cytherels splendent* Sutton and hllllaas* 
CythereiB sinuate Hutton arid Williams.
Qytherels WltWillenslg Button and Villi isms* 
Crtherela sp* A*
Cytharela ap* B.




Cytharldela sp* B* 
guoytharttra ap.
Lerocoacha ehamfera Murray*
Loxo concho chamfera var* divert a Murray* 
Loxoooncha clalboraenala Murray. 
Loxoconcha bowel Murray* 
loxocoGCha mcbeanensig Murray. 
Cytheratt* .p.
The only other fossillferouB Cook Mountain saaytle aas obtained 
from an auger hole on the Mlnden salt dome. Xt contained a lower 
Oeek Mountain fauna similar to that southeast of Mlnden with the ad­
dition of the fallowing ferae:
Dentallna ef* D. communis (d*Orbigny).
Lagena etrlatatd,Qrblgiiy) war. strumosa Reuse. 
auttallaa austrlaoa d’Grblgny.
Sigaaaorphimi min&enansia Howe*
?olymorphlna advena Cushman 
ear* nude Howe and Roberts.
Virgulina acsulrti Howe and Roberta*
BollTlna hunorl Howe*
Bollviaa taylorl Howe*
Qlobtaeriaa cretacea d’Orbigny (?)♦
Clblcides mauricensls Howe and Huberts.
Ceak Mountain eedljaeatatlon;—
The fossils of the lower Cook Mountain are contained mainly 
la the glauconitic, clay-ironstone lentils and are near shore (littoral) 
ferae each as Area. Cardlua, Ostrsa. Trlnaerla* Verier! cardla. and 
Athlete* The environment of sedimentation indicated by these fossils 
is supported by the nature of the sediments* The fosslliferous zones 
alternate and interfinger with thin-bedded, nonmarlne, chocolate-brown 
carbonaceous shales and silty shales which appear to have been deposited 
in marshes Close to the shore line*
m
The A«iX8«is of the lower Cook Mountain to the strand lino 
la farther indicated by the occurrence along Louisiana Highway 66 
sear the caster of tbs S| of see. 14, T. 00 K.t R. 9 W« of s&at 
appears to bo an offshore bar* It consists of a 16-foot section of 
Visd cross-bedded coarse sand with pockets and stringers of gray 
day lying above a motion of water cross-bedded sands and beneath 
gray days and water cross-bedded silts and sands* A detailed sec­
tion of the exposure la as follows:
Thickness 
feet Inches
5* fater-bedded end cross-bedded silts and
sands $ 0
4* Gray clays and silty clays 6 0
8* Sind bedded and cross-bedded coarse gray
aasda with lenses and pockets of 
water bedded gray clays and silty 
clays 16 0
2* Gray silty clay 0 2
i* Water bedded and cross-bedded coarse sands 20 0
Saws of the glauconitic zones to the north say represent a lagoonal 
facies behind this bar.
The alternation of massive and nonmarin© sediments which charac­
terise the lower Cook Mountain was gradually replaced by nomarine 
bads near the top of the weather* This Indicates that sedimentation 
beaaae increasingly act ire as the Cook fountain epoch progressed and 
that the strand line position was gradually forced southward by the 
encroachment of the nonmarlne environment*
This environment is indicated by the lignitic to chocolate- 
brown shales and silts carrying plant end leaf fragments; and thin- 
bedded, cross-bedded aon-fosallifezous silts and sands* The type of
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sedimentation indicated In these upper Cook Mountain beds Is more 
do sdy associated with that of the nonsarine Gockfield than with 
the warine losw Cook Mountain. It is included in the Cook Mountain 
because of the occasional occurrence of sparing!/ fosslliferous, 
glauconitic faclea containing near shore marine Cook Mountain faunas, 
these foasiliferous lentils probably represent deposition in ephemeral 
lakes ©r be/s. Marine faunas have access to these areas of open water 
within the boundaries of the delta for short periods of time. Man/ 
such small water bodies may be seen associated with the present advene* 
lug sedimentation in Garden Island Bay at the end of the present 
Mississippi River delta.
However, around the Kinder: salt dose sedimentary conditions 
seen to have been somewhat different during lower Cook Mountain times. 
An sugar hole put down near the center of the HSj sec. 19, T. 19
8., R. 8 V, showed the following lithology for the basal Cook Mountain:
Thickness
Feet Inches
12. Gray-green day greensand 1 0
(bray clay 3 0
10. Chocolate brown silty clays with pockets
of crystallised gypsum 1 0
9. Glauconitic brown clays 2 0e. Red-brown weathered glauconite 3 G
7. Qjrpeiferotts block/ gray clays, sparinglyglauoonltlc 0 6
6. Gray days with lieaonltic layers, fossil
fragments and glauconitic 0 6
5. Gray days with limonitic layers, sparinglyglauconitic 1 6
k. Weathered gray to brown glauconitic day 3 6
3. Seme as above with sows lignitic clay k 02. Fresh gray-green glauconitic, silty clay
aarl 2 0





















































































tit* deltaic or littoral sedimentary sequence.
However, these observations do not agree with most published 
reports on the occurrence of modern glauconite which state that 
glauconite is forming la deeper water Marine areas in depths which 
wary fW» 1© to 500 fathoms (see Murrey and Renard, 1391; Mansfield, 
1983; Twnnhofel, 1383; and Oalliher, 1935},
Cocfcfield formation 
The Coekfield in ftebetor Parish consists of dissected outliers 
of AO&aarine sands, silty sands, and chocolate-brown silty shales.
Bet mors than 40 feet of Coekfield is present in the parish*
H s d w i  Investigation:—
Teaman (1898} first used the name "Gocksfield Ferry bads1*
Isr "laelBSted non-fossiliferous clays or laminated sand and clay* 
beds occurring between the lower Claiborne and the Jackson along the 
Bed Biter between St* Maurice and Montgomery. These beds had previously 
bees called *0pper Ligaitie* by larch (1893). However, Vaughan did 
aet state whether these beds were Claiborne or Jackson in age* Harris 
(IMS) correlated them with the upper Claiborne of eastern Mississippi 
and Alabama. In 1905 Veateh changed the spelling to Coekfield to con~* 
for* with that of the residents at the locality whore it was named*
Since then the neae has been in eoamon usage despite some attempts to 
alter It (see discussion in Hnner, 1939, pp. 123-124)* Spooner (1926) 
using the name Yegua described it as follows:
xoa
tkm (OBetofttXcTl formation is predominantly sandy j massive 
light-colored sands alternate with laminated and thin- 
bedded sandy slays and lignitic day. Ths beds are gen­
erally light colored, bat often red and brown, the 
mawfam thickness of the Coekfield does not exceed $00
fdet. Fossil leaves ere present in the lignitic clays
in asuy pieces, bat marine fossils are not found in the
g*|»*ui*as In Webster Pariahs—
In Dabster Parish the Coekfield occurs only as dissected out­
liers in the rim ayncline around the Minden dome and capping a few 
high hills about five miles northwest of the dome. It is composed 
asiiily of red silty sands Interbedded with gray to chocolate-brown 
silts and silty clays. Here, as in the areas further to the south­
east the sediments are vary similar to those of the upper Cook Mountain 
sad can only be separated on the basis of presence or absence of 
fossils or glauconite. A detailed section including the basal part 
Of the Coekfield is given in ths discussion of the upper member of
the Seek Mountain. Howhere in the parish does the the thickness of
the Ooekfleld exceed AO feet.
Xt is considered that the Coekfield formation represents ac­
celerated sedimentation in the deltaic centers of accu&mlation which 




Deposits of the WllHana formation occurring in a north- 
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Besides their occurrence east of Lubberly these elite are also 
observed la see. 7, T. 23 K.y E* 9 W., and south of Lubberly along 
Louisiana Highway 359* This nay indicate that this urea is close 
to the eastern edge of the Bentley flood plain.
In Abater Parish th© Bentley formation attains a thickness 
ef 95 to 89 feet but averages 40 to 50 feet banana* of its deep 
dissection. The commercial aspect of the gravel deposits In the 
Bentley has been discussed by Woodward and Oueno (1941). (See also 
discussion under Seonomie Geology.) The soils of the Bentley are 
generally ef the Huston, Norfork and Susquehanna types {Meyer, et al., 
2915).
Itoatgoasry formation 
Montgomery f onset ion in Webster Parish occupies a north* 
south belt between Bayou Boreheat and the Bossier Parish line from 
the Arkansas boundary south to Clarks Bayou in T. 1? N., R, 10 w.
South of modes It also occurs east of Bayou Loreheat, between the 
beyoa cod Latonia Creek, and in T. 17 H. 9 W», extends almost to 
Heflin* These Montgomery sediments were deposited, by the ancestral 
Bed Hirer. Secondary stream Montgomery deposits also occur on Crows 
Creek er Black Lake Bayou, Cooley Creek, Black Bayou and Cypress Creek 
(see pi. 1).
The Montgomery sediments consist of basal sands and gravels 
grading upward into sandy silts, silts, siity clays and occasionally 
calcareous olaya. The deposits vary in color from gray to buff, brown 
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Prairie formation 
l&e Prairie formation in Webster Perish is confined to the 
valleys of present streams with the except ion of the extreme south- 
meet corner of the psrieh. Bare south of Clerks Bayou la T. 17 B»v 
B* 10 W*, is a email area of Prairie Bed Elver deposition. All the 
major stresses of the parish o& the west side of Bayou Doreheat have 
a m  Prairie then streams of comparable else on the east side*
The sediments in the area south of Clarks Bayou range from
basal sends end gravels thru silts to the dark red calcareous clays
as ehsracterist 1 c of Bed River deposition* Similar sediments are 
aloe encountered is see* 56, t» 17 U*9 R. 10 W*, east of Bayou Dorcheat. 
The Prairie sediments of the present streams usually consist of grey 
to buff, slightly oxidized sends with some gravels, silts and silty 
slays* However, dark red Red River clays were found in the Prairie 
sediments is sees. 2 and 11, T. 22 K.„ R. 10 W., at the junction 
of Bayou Bareboat and Indian Creek, In sec. 25, T* 22 IS*, R* 10 
st the junction of Bayou Dorcheat with Block Bayou and in sec. 51,
T. 21 S., &. 9 W., at the junction of Bayou Dorehsat with Plat lick 
Bayou, This would seam to indicate that during flood stages In 
Prairie time. Bed River waters backed up at least to Indian Creek, 
a distance of no less than 30 miles from the closest possible Red 
River course.
The thickness of the Bed Elver Prairie is in excess of 50 feet
although a well drilled in sec* 28, T. 17 K,, R« 10 W., logged only














Structurally Abater Parish is located on the northeast©m 
flWBk af tea Sabine Uplift. The crest of the Sabine Uplift in the 
ttartlsry foxnations la located in Do So to Parish (Murray, 1943)*
&  Webeter Pariah the surface foraatiana have a morfhweatward-eoutheaat 
regional strifes Share they are not affected by local structures. (See 
pla. 1 aaft 6). The Cane River and Sparta formations appear to dip 
Sbout SO feet to the alia to the northeast. In the northeastern part 
Of tbs parish, the dip has lessened considerably and the Cook Mountain 
fenwtfea is almost flat-lying. This factor, plus the local structures 
which head to reverse the dip to some extent, cause the Cook Mountain 
be be exposed ever ell of northeastern Webster Parish and a good part 
of eastern Claiborne Parish.
Most of the local structures have surface expressions although 
they ere to a great extent covered by Pleistocene material. The 
Cotton Valley structure is expressed by an inlier of Sparta sand in 
the sanel Cook Mountain outcrop area (see pis. 1 and 6). This in- 
Her Is best exposed along a dirt road in sees. 19, 50, and 51,
T* 231 N.t 2* 9 " along the east bank of Bayou Dorchaat. Here it 
Consists of a 25 foot bed of massive whit© quartz sand with a 3 
foot lignite bed near the middle. The sain part of the structure 
west of the bayou Is entirely blanketed by Pleistocene and Recent 
Material. The Carterville-Sarepta structure is entirely covered by 
Pleistocene and Recent material, and there Is no surface expression.
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The %agil»0 etrueture lisa in the Cook Mountain outcrop area*
Strike and dips la mama $lacas indicate the existence of a struc­
ture* tat there la no trustworthy bad la the a res on which the 
shrsâ ^̂ t̂ ^̂ s mapped* The Sibley structure is situated la the 
Sparta outcrop area, and although most of it is masked by 
Pleistocene ssilaeats* strike# and dips on the eastern side in-/
disat* its existence. fheBistineau salt dona lias in the normal
outcrop area but la aostly covered by Pleaistocone and Recent 
material. Ikwawi, It Is expressed by an inlier of Cane River in 
sees* 25 and *6, T. 18 K.t R* 10 W.» on the north side of the dome. 
Tbs Mlnflsn salt dose, situated in the Cook Mountain outcrop area, 
la akprsTH— rt by an inlier of Sparta and a rim syscline of CeekfieM. 
Taeherla salt dome la located in the normal Sparta outcrop area.
It is call caressed by ialiera of Cane River and Sabina (Wilcox) 
esdleasts almost completely encircling the dome (see pis, 1 and 6).
Subsurface Structure 
The Upper Cretaceous sediments of Webster Parish are also 
Situated an the northeast flank of the Sabine Uplift* Regional 
asps show that the eenter of the uplift centers in south and con­
tra! Caddo Parish and in the Red River-Bull Bayou field. Contours 
on the bass of the Aanona chalk show a regional northwest-southeast 
strife* and northeast dip in Webster Parish* However, this is greatly 
obscured by local structures (see pi. 8). In the northern part of 
the parish. Haynesville. Shongaloo, and Carterville-Sarepta appear as 
elongate anticlines laid end to and (see pis. 3 and 1% and fig. 8).
Sbongaloo is connected with Cotton Valley to the south by a low
Midi** Cotton Volley it a northeast-southwest trending; anticline
with 150 to SCO feet of relief. Southwest of Cotton Valley, in
V* 19 IU» ft» 11 W., is the Tory pnaatnairfc Bellevue dome who©e eastern
fleak dips off to a very definite synclino is which the Minden salt
dose In situated* further south is T. is J?., ft* 10 W.» is the
Bistineau daae, situated is a rather flat, terrace-like area which,
however, has very little structural control* East of this is the 
JU<cSibleyStructure whoso Opper Cretaceous high is about two Miles 
- west of its Lower Cretaceous high* Further southeast, alorr- the 
Bienville Parish line, Is the Yacherie salt dosio, flawed, at least 
Oh the west, by a trough which Bay be a reflection of its ria syncline 
la the Lower Cretaceous, the Webster Parish area is regionally 
low fro® two directions, the west and the northeast. Regional struc­
tural contours drawn on the base of the Ferry Lake Anhydrite slow 
that the center of the Lower Cretaceous 3ablne Uplift was in the 
Fiao Island area of north-central Caddo Parish {Spooner, 1939, and un­
published wap of the author)* They also show that the center of the 
lever Cretaceous Ouachita uplift was probably in southeastern Arkansas 
north of Morehouse Parish* Contours west of Webster Parish show an 
vest to southeast dip, whereas contnurs east of Webster Parish show 
a southwest dip. These dips converge In Webster Parish to form the 
proainent Miadea syncline starting southeast of the Cotton Valley 
field end extending to the southeast comer of the parish (see pi. 9).
m
m lis syadiiie would undoubtedly extend northwest across the 
parish were it not for the Cotton Valley and Cartervilie strue- 
m » i «  fo* syneline can be recognised again in northern Bossier 
Parish as it starts to awing around the northern end of the Sabine 
Bpllft.
foe local structures are all wore prominent in the Lower 
thes in foe Upper Cretaceous indicating that they are old struc­
tures which haps been continually growing* Hsynesvllle, Shongaloo, 
and Gerterville-Sarepta appear acre as structural noses or anti- 
dine* with eery little closure to the east, foe structure of the 
lower Cretaceous at Cotton Talley Is very similar to the structure 
of foe Upper Cretaceous rocks hut has osar 300 feet of closure as 
eowpared with 150 to BOO feet in the Upper Cretaceous,
foe Bladen syncline, heading In T, BO h,t B, 9 W*t Is very 
irwdsad, there being over 4,000 feet of relief from it to the 
eastern edge of Bellevue dews eight wiles to the west and the south* 
western edge of foe Boater done eight alias to the northeast, %di* 
asats in the eyneline are n&eh thicker than elsewhere, foe ferry 
Lake ofoyftrlte is 565 feet thick, twice its usual thickness, in the 
Tidewater, Pipes Be, 1 well on the western flank of the syncline * 
disc foe Mladaa syaellne was a low enough area during the tine of 
9W*"#af erosion so that ease 250 feet of Washita end Fredericksburg 
scdlasats were preserved in it, This is the only remaining occurrence 
east of western Da Soto Parish (see discussion under Stratigraphy),
I 1































Nbst«r Parish is located on the northern edge of the so- 
called interior salt done basin. Two domes, Bistineau and Minden, 
are located in the southern part of the parish and a third, Vacherie, 
lies in the southeast corner, half in Webster ami half in Bienville 
Parish (see pi. 3) .
A thorough discussion of the different theories regarding 
the origin ©f these donee has bens published in previous reports 
(Bov# and Boreal, 1931? Huner, 1939) so that only a brief resume 
Is in order in this report. The early observers, because they found 
Ostaeeous fossils around the salines, believed that the cap rock 
w m  Cretaceous in age and that a Cretaceous ridge or backbone ex­
tended dean through the State (Hiig&rd, 18&9A; Hopkiu , 11371;
Musts, 1538) • Lerch (1893), although agreeing as to the Cretaceous 
age of the ’’limestone” outcrops at the saline, referred the age of 
the "salt deposits0 to early l&eene. Vaughan (1896) was more in­
clined to concur with fillgard and Hopkins. Lucas (1900), as a re­
sult of drilling on the "Five Islands0 concluded that the salt was 
in local masses rather than extensive horizontal beds and that It 
did not show a characteristic salt-pan sequence. Harris and Veatch 
(3599) also showed that the ”Cretaceous backbone” idea was not 
correct. They indicated that the dips around the domes were
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qaaqosvereal. Veatoh (1899B) published a map of Balia Isle showing 
the dome-Hke structure and Indicated that it was due to uplift 
rather than erosion, Veatch (1902a) amplified this idea in his re­
port on the salines of north Louisiana but still thought the lime- 
•ten* « u  Cretaceous. Harris (190BB) said that Lucas had become 
convinced that the salt and cap rock materials were all secondary* 
fiber investigators took up this idea and mmj theories were advanced 
to aqjlis the secondary origin of the salt and the cap rock. At 
present, the generally accepted theory is that the salt is of sedl~ 
wntiry origin and has been forced upward through the sediments into 
lbs present shape and position mainly by differences in density 
(SettletsR, 1934# 1943)* The mother salt bed in north Louisiana 
is believed to be the B&gle Mills salt underlying the Ssmckover 
IfosStena which is Upper Jurassic in age (Imlay, 19M>)«
Bistineau dome 
Location
Bistineau salt dome is centered in secs* 25, 26, 35, end 36,
T. 18 H., H. 10 W., in the southwestern part of Ylebster Parish, 
Offline, the nearest town, is located four miles to the northwest 
and tbs Illinois Central Railroad from Minden to Shreveport passes 
about two miles north of the dome. The dome can be reached from 
Doyline by means of gravel and dirt ropds leading down into the 













seems to b« no way of approximating the amount of salt made at 
StsHana daring the war*
At t)i# and of the war, operations at Bistineau practically 
peased although a little salt was made for local consumption as 
lete as 189? (Veatch, 19Q2A, p. 86)*
Bistineau salt done was off the beaten track of the nine- 
teeath century travelers and writers, and consequently was not 
visited asA described by say of them* It was first mentioned by 
Hllgard (1866) idu> spoke of it was the most northerly of the licks 
situated near the head of lake Bistineau. He had not visited 
Bistineau sad bed so details concerning the saline but deserlted 
a specimen of the salt, sent hie in 1862, as follows;
Belt was of a grayish tint, quite fine, evidently 
having been scooped out of the boilers during the 
process, end somewhat moist* On treatment with 
water about 5 percent of insoluble, apparently 
earthy sediment remained; the salt in solution 
consisted of:
Harris and thatch (1029) mentioned Bistineau and later ?eatch (1903A) 
wads the first detailed investigation and description of the saline* 
Besides giving a history of early operations he published (190EA, 
pi. XXH) a detailed map of the saline* An outcrop of Upper Cretaceous 
limestone was desert^ed and fossils obtained from it were listed
Chloride of sodium (by difference)
Chloride of calcium* *.......
Chloride of magnesium*  ......






{190S&, pp. 36-87). Ala* Veatsfa noted that the rest of the area 
was ttnwid by Pleistocene terrace material aad Recant alluvium,
The dag brine wells were shallow, usually not exceeding 10 feet 
end being bottomed In sand end gravel. Veatch (p. 39) concludes 
that the circular arrangement of the wells "...suggests an eroded 
dees with the eelle following the outcrop of the brine bearing 
hsrtsMu*
Subsequent drilling for oil has indicated that the salt 
' probably dees not cose within a thousand feet of the surface.
Starts f!903B} gave a resume of previous Information on Bistineau 
sad republished Veateh's nap.
Spooner {125} published a detailed report on the Bistineau 
salt dome Including a topographic map of the area end a table of 
the walls drilled around the dome in search of oil. He gives a 
thorough discussion of the history, topography, and geology of the 
area.
Topography and surface geology
Bistineau salt dome is located in the flood plain of Bayou 
Oereheat about four miles above the present head of Lake Bistineau. 
Baring the time of the Red River raft, the salt dome was beneath the 
surface of the raft lake. The dome has a roughly circular, central 
saline about one mile in diameter and outlined by Tadpole Slough, 
Crane Lake and Potters Pond. It was around the circutmfarencc of 
this saline that most of the early brine wells were dug* The area
1X8
«f the saline is partly barren and partly covered by a stunted 
growth at hawthorns, thick brush and soste cypress trees* Skirt­
ing the sail&e» but still in the flood plain are a number of low 
seated knolls rising about 10*15 feet above the alluvial surface* 
Soring tbs tine of Civil War operations, many of these were named 
fey the workers. To the north and west there is a rise of about 
40 feel to the top of the Prairie terrace level. To the south and 
east the saline merges with the bottoms of Bayou Bo reheat.
On tbs north side of the cone in the 3®% see. 25, T. IB S.,
1* 10 W., where the Prairie terrace material has been stripped 
away there is an outcrop of the Cane Elver formation. It consists 
of badly weathered glauconitic sand and clay with limoniti© concre­
tions. As outcrop of yellow clay or soft limestone assigned to the 
bsrlbrook format ion by Spooner (1026, p. 306} had previously been 
fwported by Test eh (1902 A.). This exposure occurs in the waters of 
Tadpole Lake on the north shore of Btansbury Island in the 3$ corner 
Of sac* 26, T. 18 H., a . 10 I. Spooner (1926) records it a® being 
poorly exposed and f̂aan the author visited the area it was entirely 
sowed end was not found. Featch (1902V p. 87} recorded the follow­
















































































It encountered the beam of the Aauona Chalk about BOO feet higher 
M m  did the American National, Crichton No, 1 well half a mile 
to the earth (see pi* 8)*
Veeteh (19Q&&, p. 87) reports that during the civil tar a 
tail w e  drilled to the depth of 135 feet near the mouth of Hodgss 
Greek* At this depth it struck a rock it could cot penetrate,
^poone? (1926, p. 987) observes that:
Fragments of rook similar to the cap rock at Rayburn*®
' and other domes are found in this locality, and the 
presumption is that the rock, at a depth of 125 feet, 
represents the cap rock.
The eixcnaference of the saline and the old walla dug around 
it probably glees an approximation of the areal extent of the cep 
sock and the salt core which is at least a mile in diameter, the 
sedimentary tarnations are sharply inclined around the salt stock 
although their actual angle of dip la not known* Outcropping of the 




The Minden dome canters In sec* 20, T* 19 &#, it, 0 £*, about 
four miles east of the town of Minden* Louisiana Highway No* 558 
intersects the Minden^Iiomer highway two miles west of the dome and 
traverses the top of the dome in an easi~west direction* The nearest 
railroad is the Louisiana and Arkansas Hallway at Minden •
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History and investigation 
Mot having a typical central saline or depression, the 
Minden dose was act known to the early inhabitants of the area* 
Surface geological indications of a structural anomaly led to 
the drilling of wildcat walls in the area and the dome was proven 
when the Gulf Satining Co.'s Bridgeeian So* 1 well encountered salt 
at 1,912 feet in 1922* Credit for the discovery of the structural 
anoaely in generally given to Mr. J* T. Snyder, geologist, of 
Shreveport. Craft (19S4) noted the discovery of the dome although 
he did net name it. Mettleton (1945) makes some Interesting obeerva- 
tlons concerning the possibility of a salt shoulder on the Minden
salt stock, beneath the Ferry Lake Anhydrite. This is based on a
cash l&ation of ^ophysical evidence from torsion balance, reflection 
aeiaeograph and refraction seismograph surveys.
Topography and surface geology 
Topographically, the Minden doma occurs on the divide be­
tween the &oreheat Bayou and Black Inks Bayou drainage basins* A 
branch of Cooley Creek flows westward from the northeast corner of 
section 19 and a branch of Crows Creek or Black Lake Bayou flows 
eastward froa the eastern part of section 20* The top of the divide 
over the center of the dam Is fairly flat, being an erosions! remnant 
of a Pleistocene terrace deposit. These sands and gravels are prob­
ably of Wllliana age although the basal gravels are, at $(J0 feet, 
somewhat lower than where encountered further north in the parish.
The total relief in the area is about 60 feet.
The Minden dome is reflected ©a tlx® surface by an inlier of 
Spwrta and a rla syaellns outlier of Coalfield in the normal Cook 
Itoaataln outcrop area* fhe Sparta is exposed in the northeast corner 
of see* IS, T. 19 JS., R. 3 II* Hare it can b® soon in the crook 
bottom and along Louisiana Highway No. 558 near the baa® of tbs hill 
•act of the croak* It baa also been found In draws in the northwest 
corner of sec* 80, T. 19 M*, R. 3 ff* It is composed of dark gray 
lignitic clay weathering to eh&eolate-brown clay and light gray blocky 
day. Overlying It is basal Cook Mountain gresasaod which on the sur­
face is badly weathered to a deep red color* An auger hole was put 
don along the south side of Highway 568 in the Cook Mountain outcrop 
about 925 feet east of the bridge over the creek. At 20 to 3® feet 
■starts! sufficiently fresh to carry fossils was encountered* It was 
composed of a silty graense&d marl with a Cook Hountain foramiaiferal 
fauna* At the total depth, 2Z feet, it was becoming decidedly isore 
lig&ltie. Sparta sediisent® also outcrop In the bottom of a creak in 
the S %  B&z of sec* 20, T. 19 K.f li. 9 W.t on the eastern side of the 
doss* Barm they are composed of weathered gray clays and silty clays 
overlain by fossiliferous basal Cook Mountain clay-iron concretionary 
ledges*
A rim synolins of Cockfield sediments occurs around th© dome 
outcropping between one and two miles from the center of the dome* 
the best exposures can be seen north and northwest of the dome along 
U«S* Highway 79 and Louisiana Highway 469 where there are sections 
from the middle of the Cook Mountain up into the Cockfield.
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Subsurface geology 
Four wells have been drilled In the area of the Hindoo salt 
t o ,  the most recent of which encountered the ealt* The first,
Hope Oil Co., later J* Y* Snyder, Matt Moore Ho. 1 wall, was located 
la esc. 13, Y. 19 &*, R. 9 «S., about l~ milea northwest of the center 
of the dome. This well was abandoned August 6, 1919, at a total 
depth of 5,012 feet in the Upper Cretaceous. The second wall,
Kioden Petroleum Co*fs Ferguson Ho* 1 wall, was located in sec. 28, 
f* 19 K., S. 8 W., about 1& Ellas southeast of the center of the 
t o *  Zt was abandoned in 1920 at a total depth of 2,415 feet*
The third well, M* ST. Borkhalter, Fas Ho. 1 well, was located in 
sac* 89, T* 19 H*f B. 8 vs., about a wile south of the canter of the 
to— . It was abandoned December 6, 1921, at a total depth of 2,560 
feat* The last wall drilled was the Gulf Refining Co.’s F* E. 
Bridgsoan Ho. 1 well located near the center of the HWj; of sac* 20,
T* 19 £*, R. 8 f?. This wall was abandoned December 8, 1933, at a 
total depth of 1,922 feet in salt*
After passing the base of the gravels at 44 fact, the Gulf, 
Bridgeaan well want thru 344 feat of Sparta, 304 feet of Cane River, 
end 504 feet * into the Sabine ( Wilcox) before topping the cap rock 
at 1,190 feet. The cap rock was 722 feet thick In this well* The 
Matt Moore well on the northwest flank of the dome had an abnormally 
thick section, due probably to its location in the Minden synoline* 
The top of the Sabine (Wilcox) was at about 1,?>1S feet more th«ip
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500 feet lower than in the Brldgaman wall* The Sabine-Midway 
section was abnormally thick, totalling more than 1,700 feet*
Most of tha thickening was probably la tha Sabine (Wilcox) making 
it acre than 1,000 feat thick compared vdth some 500 feet at 
Cotton Valley (aaa fig* 5).
Rettleton (1943) has drawn soma very interesting conclusions 
regarding the shape of the salt mass at Minden as inferred from 
geological and geophysical data. The data he presents are as follows
A test, probably near the center of the dome Shows 
oep rook at 1,190 feet, salt at 1,9X3 feet* A torsion* 
balance surrey Indicate® a broad gravity minimum with a 
central "cap-rock'* high* A refract ion-seismograph survey 
indicates a shallow dome with a diameter of about 3,000 
feet and a depth to cap of about 1,000 feet* A reflect!on- 
seismograph surrey on the flanks indicates a horizon at a 
depth of about 3,900 feet (probably the top of the Cretaceous) 
Slaving a ria sync line with a radius of about 7000*8000 feet* 
1&e interval between the base of the f Ferry lake • anhydrite 
sad the top of the [Bagla Mllls\ salt, indicated by a few deep 
wells la the general area is about 7,300 feet* Regional sub* 
surface contours indicate that the base of the ; Ferry Lake, 
anhydrite near the Minden dome is at a depth of about 7,009 
feet* From those figures we may infer, with some confidence, 
that the depth to the Eagle Millet salt at Minden is between 
14,000 end 15,000 feet*
In devising a dome to fit the facts Rettleton found that the 
gravity effect of a simple dome produced a curve much narrower than 
that observed. Therefore, it was neeessary that the gravity effect 
come from the width rather than the depth of the dome* He then 
postulated that the salt rose to just below the anhydrite which was 
strong enough to resist it, causing it to flow out I t  ©rally. Later, 
probably in the Tertiary, for the Cane River is certainly not thinned
u e
e w  the top of the dome, the salt broke thru the anhydrite. A 
narrow central portion than arose to giro the cap rook and prob­




The Vacherie salt dome centers in secs. 16 and SI, T. 1?
S., 1. 8 I., Bienville end debater Parishes. It is located four 
wiles east of the town of Heflin and about four miles northeast 
of the tow of Fryeburg in Bienville Parish. It can be reached 
from Heflin by means of gravel and dirt roads. The nearest rail­
road is the Louisiana and Arkansas Railway which peases through 
Eaflin.
History and investigation 
Although it has a central topographic low, Vaeherie does 
not have a saline and for this reason it sms not known to the 
nineteenth century investigators* The dqsae was discovered as a 
result of field work done during 1921 by S. C* St at hers, chief 
geologist for the Standard Oil Co. of Louisiana and was proved to 
be a salt dome in 1922 when the Standard of Louisiana's Jorien Bo. 
1 wall in aec. 16, T. 17 K., R. 8 W., struck salt at 799 feet. 
Hill (19258) records the discover:/ of the dome, giving cared it to 
Stathers for the surface work, saying that h© found an inlier of 
Arkadelphia shale in a shallow water well. In the light of
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subsequent changes in the Hpper Cretaceous ideologic column of the 
•na, this Arksdelphie would probably be called Midway today*
Spooner (1926) gives a detailed report on the dome, including a 
topographic wap end a cross seetion*
Topography and surface geology 
The topography at Vachorie shows a characteristic central de­
pression surrounded by hlgb encircling hills (see fig* 6)* ?&cherle 
Creek occupies the central low and drains it to the east* The total 
relief in the area is over 200 feet* Tachorie lies in the normal out- 
crop area of the Sparta formation* It is expressed at the surface by 
eoncentrie inliers of the Cane River and Sabine (Wilcox) fomations* 
The wester of the area is underlain by Midway and Arkadelphla clays 
(Spooner. 1936} but no surface outcrops are visible being covered 
by the flood plain and Prairie terrace sedimente of Vaeherie Creek* 
k ©sod outcrop of Cane River occurs along Louisiana Highway 
Bo* US? at ?acherle Church near the 81 corner* $w4» S#4 see* 9*
?• 17 1*. R. 3 ®* Here the entire lower Cane River clay greeasand 
is exposed as well as tha basal portion of the upper Cane River
chocolate-brown clays (eee discussion under Stratigraphy)* The
o o
altitude of the beds here is L 63 W 12 B* This angle of dip has 
probably allowed exee^&ive leach lag by ground water for although 
the sediments still retain their green color* all the fossils have 
been leached out to a depth of at least 15 feat* Another good ex­
posure of Cane Elver can be aeen along an old road* now impassable*
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running along the west half of tha section lino between sees* 17 
end SO.
The Sabine (Wilcox) la exposed in several places, the beat
locality on the north aids of the dona being dong the road in tha
M %  of sec. 16, ?• 1? S., H. 8 I. Hare it consists typically of
light to dark gray cad brown li&iltie silty clays and interbedded
wcatherad brown sands which weather oat in flat slabs. Some of
these fist concretionary sandstone layers contain leaf fra&aent
o
Impressions. The dip here la 1? H. In many places where the 
Sabina (Wilcox) outcrop has been under cultivation, the fields are
.r
strewn with fossil wood.
Wo outcrops of definite Midway age have been observed In the 
lafestar Parish portion of Vaoherle dose, and none have been reported 
free the Bienville Parish portion by Bussell (personal communication).
Surface traces of radial faults around the '/aeherie dome have 
been noted. One of these is in the JtW£ H&i see* 1? where the Cane 
liver on the weat is dropped in against the Sabine (Wilcox) on the 
east, the fault trace on the western side of the greben thus formed 
cen&et be too far removed for in the K %  of see. 17, the Cane Elver 
mad Sabine (Wilcox) ere in their normal positions* This trace, how­
ever, in obscured by Pleistocene terrace sands and gravels. Similar 
fault traces on the south side of the dome in Bienville Parish have 


























































































Standard, Hesse Jordan Mo* 1, sac* 16, T* 1? M*, B* 3 @*
Upper Grtiaeamt Foot
Arfcadelphia formation* ........  .0-188
Haeatoeh formation.................188-303.
Chalk and atari*•  ........  .301-493
Bingen group (Tokio C e n t a r p t .495-575
Lower Cretaceous
"Washita?* group*•**••*••........•»,.573-709
Cap Hock.........     709-799
Book salt ....   .799-897
Standard, L* Stephana Mo* 1, see. 21, T* 17 $*, H. S W*
tertiary Feet
Sabine (Wilcox) ...... .... ....0-658
Midway )
Cap rock*.  .....   *198-777
Hock salt  .....  *.777-888
Standard, L* Scott Ho* 1, sec. 31, T* 17 H*, H. 8 W*
Tertiary Feet
Sabine (Wilcox) ........  0-951
Midway group )
Upper Cretaceous )..............  . .551-953
Arkedelphla formation)
Haeatoeh formatIon. . .953-1052
Chalk and marl. .............1052-1748
Bingen group........................1748-2251
lower Cretaceous
Washita group** ..... ............ *8281-3558





Haeatoeh formation*   *880-675
Chalk and marl*....................*675-918
Bingen group (Tokio Centerpt.)••..*•.918-1543 
lower Cretaceous
Washita group*  .........  .1543-1872
The eldest beds penetrated on the done are of the lower
Cretaceous Fredericksburg* In the Jordan Mo* 1 well, it consists of
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fess 11 ifarous o&aglosmnt« made up of varicolored well^rmuided 
limestone pebbles and sMQfey quarts and chart pebbles In a matrix 
of fine-grained angular quarts sand and green argillaceous material 
assented with oalelte {Spooder, 1926, p. 295), the only recog­
nisable fossil is Oatrss (undoubtedly Uryphaea) aavla Hall, a 
Slasiehi fossil* At the time of Spooner’s report (1926), the 
XieBiehl was eonsiderad as basal Washita* It has since been corre- 
lated with the upper part of the Fredericksburg group (Scott, 1926; 
Alexander, 1929) and is thus here Considered* This conglomerate 
occupies the same position directly shore the cap rock that it does 
on the Arcadia dome (Spooner, 1926). In the other sells the Washita 
is couponed of shale, sand and limestone which on fossil evidence 
was correlated with the Wens clay of the Texas Upper Washita (Spooner, 
1926).
The difference in thickness in the various Upper Cretaceous 
fexeat ions seeas to be mainly due to faulting, though there may be 
sees thinning over tbs top of the structure* (Soe fig* 9.)
The salt stock at Yacherie Is slightly elongate in a northwest- 
southeast direction as indicated by the surface geology (see fig. 6) 
and has a disaster of about half a mile at 800 feet. The anhydrite 
cap rock is 90-120 feet thick. The structure Is complicated by 
faulting which can be observed both on the surface and in the wells. 
The surface faulting appears to be radial. However, due to the small 
number of wells, It cannot be definitely ascertained whether the sub­
surface faulting is radial or peripheral, although Spooner (1926, p. 
299) believes it to be mainly peripheral*
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JSCOS0MIQ O m OOY 
Petroleum
CarterriULe-Sarepta oil and gas field 
Location
Qte Carterville-Sarepta oil and gas field ia located in 
f* 28 and £3S4| £• 11 and 12 W„, in northwestern Webster Parish 
and northeastern Bossier Parish. Its proven productive area Is 
approximately 4,260 acres, The field is located about ten miles 
northeast of the Cotton Valley field, and its eastern edge is about 
three alls a vest of the western edge of the Bhongaloa field. The 
town of Sarepta is located t^o miles southeast of the producing 
area, and the town of Carterville is located in the western part 
of the producing area. Springhill is situated about four miles 
north of the eastern edge of the producing area, and the asphalt 
road from Cotton Valley to Springhill traverses the eastern edge 
of the producing area, the Louisiana and Arkansas Railroad from 
Cotton Valley to Springhill also goes thru the eastern edge of the 
producing area. Usually the portion of the field in Bossier Parish 
Is known as Carterville, and the portion in Webster Parish as 
Sarepta. However, the parish line does not in any way divide the 
structure or the producing area.
The nature of the surface formations does not give m y  
indication of the structure beneath except that the Montgomery 
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38# f« 23 ST., R. 11 W., Bossier Pariah, was completed in September, 
1929, at 3,170 feet after plugging bade from 4,005 feet. Its 
initial production was 50 BPD. This discovery greatly stimulated 
development and wany old gas walls were deepened as well as many 
nee wells drilled. The most intensive development took place dur- 
lug late 1929 and 1930.
there are three Opper Cretaoeous producing sands at Carters ville- 
Sarepta (Thomas, 1928). The first of these is the Blossom (?) sand 
hbieh produces oil in the Sarepta area and some gas elsewhere in the 
field* Hie Blossom (?}, found at about 2,600 feet in the field, Is 
extremely variable in character and thickness. Its maximum thick­
ness Is 50 feet, but the basal part is either non-porous or contains 
salt water. Accordingly, the effective thickness varies from 0 to 
20 feet, bat does not average more than 12 feet. The porosity is 
edrmdjr variable. In character, the Blossom (?), according to 
H amas (1938, p. 1496):
...is a calcareous fine- to medium-grained sandstone 
which ordinarily contains considerable glauconite and 
small amounts of pyrite.
The first Tokio sand, or Tokio gas sand, produced gas through­
out the field wherever sufficiently porous and developed. This 
sand, also variable in character and thickness, occurs at an average 
depth of 3,050 feet. Its effective thickness ranges from 0 to 20 
feet but averages less than 10 feet. According to Thomas (1938, 
p. 1496) it:
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...la ahaly and in sews places calcareous* It is 
fine-grained axtd contains some glauconite and white 
siea with ligaitle inclusions here and there*
The second Toklo sand, or Tokio oil sand, occurring 60 feet 
halos the gas sand, produces oil In the Cartarvill© area, Xt is 
extremely variable la thickness and porosity, the effective thick* 
asss varying from 0 to 15 feet and averaging 7 feet* Thomas (1928, 
p. 1696) describes It as consisting:
***cf sandy llgnitie shale and vary fine* to medium- 
gained gray send which is non-celcareoua. The 
censntlng material say he volcanic ash* Some glau­
conite, brown aiea, end pyrlte are present*
2b data, there have been S? wells drilled in tbs lobster 
Pariah (or Sarepta) portion of tbs Cartervllle-Sarepta field* Of 
this masher, 96 were oil walls, 13 gas wells, and 19 were dry holes* 
As of January 1* 1963, there were 97 oil wells still pro­
ducing in the Carterville-Sarepta field* The gas was depleted by 
1939.
Deep exploration 
Tim first deep test to be drilled in the CarterriUe-darepta 
area was the Sal the roan and McDonald Oakley No. 1 well located in 
see* 29, T* 33 K*, R* 11 W*, on the northern edge of the producing 
area* This’well was abandoned December 13, 1926, at a total depth 
of 5,120 feet in the ifedessa fomation just above the basal anhydrite 
stringer* It recorded a snail show of gas In the Mooringsport forma­






































































































of almost 100 feet it Is estimated that there is about 10 feet of 
effective thickness.
structure
Cartervllle-Larepta Is a northwest-southeast trending anti- 
dins. Contoured os the base of the Annoaa chalk (fig* 8, after 
Thaos*}, it shoes six smell local anticlinal closures on the struc­
ture, the highest of shiah centers in secs* 36, T. 83 K*, B. 18 «*, 
and 21, T. 23 H.# E« 11 W, Of the six local closures, two are 
dolly within Webster Parish and two others partly within the parish. 
The easternmost, cantering in see. 1, T* 23 $*, 8* 11 produces 
ell from the Blossom (?}, and the other three produce gas and a 
little ell else from the Blosson (?).
Dae to the extremely lenticular and variable nature of the 
Upper Cretaceous producing sends, produet ion is controlled by
porosity as such as by structure* Therefore, the producing areas<
is not always coincide with the structural hi $he although they 
tend to. The amount of producing closure in the Blossom {*) Is 
very small, probably not much in excess of 20 feet while in the 
Tokio sands it ranges from 50 to 40 feet (Thomas, 1938) •
Adequate information does not exist to contour the Gartervlllo- 
Sarspta structure in the Lo./er Cretaceous or Jurassic formattone* 
However, the regional map contoured on the bass of the Ferry Lake 
anhydrite (pi. 9) seams to indicate that the structure in general is 
similar to the Upper Cretaceous structure*
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The origin of C«rtorrlXlo*^«roptat like Shongaloo, is 
thought to bo connected with eons minor flowage of the Eagle Mill* 
salt*
Stratigraphy
Sediments in the Cartarville-Sarapta area have boon penetrated 
to a depth of 10,070 feet* Beds of Tertiary Eocene age extend from 
the surface to & depth of about 1,660 feat* Beneath the Tertiary- 
tipper Cretaceous contact lie about g,420 feat of Upper Cretaceous 
Self sediments* the unconfoisoable Upper-Lower Cretaceous contact 
occurs at about 4*080 feet, and beneath It are 3,755 feet of Cosssneheaa 
sediments* the Upper Jurassic sediments of the Cotton Valley forma­
tion are topped at about 7,835 feet and hate been penetrated for 
2,135 feet*
A strstigraphic chart of the formations encountered in the 
lobster Parish area, together with their approximate thicknessee 
and Hthologle characteristics is shown in Table 1*
It is practically impossible to assign definite thicknesses 
to the Claiborne fo mat ions at Cartervl lie—Barepta because there 
are me samples available on the old wells and the more recent ones 
took no samples until after surface casing was set In the Babins 
(Wilcox). The Cook Mountain thickness is variable as It would be 
the outcropping formation were not the field area covered by 
torsos and flood-plain material*
As at Cotton Valley, the thickness of th® Arkadslphia is sub­
ject to question. Ho samples ware available, and it la difficult
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to distinguish lithologioally ftp the overlying Midway*
the Paluxy is the uppwraost Comanchoan formation present 
it Certerville-oarepta, all the Washita end irederlekaburg sedl- 
asais have been truncated by pre-dulf erosion* The Paliucy thick- 
seas is variable over the field due also to truncation, a thick­
ness of 425 feet being present In the Magnolia, Pardee No. C-l 
eeU* There is more Paluxy present here than in the Shongaloo 
field to the east.
The rest of the Comaaehean formtlone are comparable in 
thickness to those at Shongaloo with the exception of the Hoseton 
forestion which is about 170 feet thinner*
Twenty-one hundred and thirty-five feet of Cotton Valley 
sediments have been penetrated at Carterville-Parepta. At 
Saynesvllle, IS Biles to the east, the Cotton Valley has a thick­
ness of 3,370 feet, and it is reasonable to assume a comparable 
thickness at Carterville-Sarepta*
Production Statistics 
In the 21 years since its discovery, th© Oartarvills- 
Sarepta field has produced mors than 2*5 million barrels of oil 
and 48 billion cubic feet of gas. Yearly and cumulative oil and 
gas figures for the Webster Parish (Saropta) portion of the field 
as of January 1, 1942, are shown below (from Minerals Division, 
Department of Conservation)*
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Oil ProductIan * In Barrels
Year Yearly Production Cumulative Production/
1989 10t355 10,855
1980 264,823 275,678
1981 153, 975 429,653
1952 118,114 547,76?
1935 150,240 678,007
193* 105,013 783,0201935 88,280 869,840
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By the end of 1938 the gas in the Cart err llle~3ar*pta field 
had Been depleted*
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Character! sties of the oil fro® the Hloasosa{?) sand in the 
Sarepta p&rt of the field m  analysed by the U *S * Bureau of Mines 
ere shows* la fable 2.
Possible future production 
Future production at Cartenrille-*Sar©pta nay earn© from 
the Sssaekover lime. The Smaekover has produced from numerous fields 
la south Arkansas as well as from the Li ahem field in Claiborne 
Parish* Where tested on other structures in north Louisiana* it 
has W e n  tight, but if porous and permeable, it would constitute 
m  excellent reservoir bed. It mold be encountered in the 
Sarepta area at a depth of about 11,500 feet,
the lower part of the Cotton Valley formtion Is another 
possible sons of future production* Beep wells drilled at Bellevue 
and Haynesville indicate that this section contains many sand beds 
which if pproua and portable enough would provide excellent rasor- 
Voir beds* This section has produced gas and condensate at Lisbon* 
Discovery of 311^0 {^Fettet") lime production at Kaynesvllle 
and horth Garterville has stimulated exploration for production from 
this section throughout the area, Dry holes drilled in secs. 5, 17# 
and IB, f. 23 !*., H. 11 W*t s e m  to indicate pretty strongly that 
"Pettet" production from North Carterville will not extend into 
lebster Pariah* However, it Is possible that "Petiet* production 











Specific gravity, 0.893 A.P.I. gravity, £7.0
Sulfur, percent, o*68 Color, greenish black
Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100° F«, 165 eeo.f at 130°F., 89 seo.
DISTILLATION, BUREAU 01’ U P TES HEMPEL LET HOD




















Up to 50 - - - • - m Up to 122
50 - 75 • - - m - 122 - 167
75 - 100 - - • m - - 167 - 212
100 - 125 m - • - - 21? - 257
125 - 150 m - . * - - 257 - 30?
150 - 175 2.1 2.1 0.798 45.8 * _ 302 - 347
175 - 200 2.4 4.5 • 828 39.4 -
'
347 - 392
200 - 225 2.8 7.3 .844 36.2 - 392 - 437
225 - 250 3.9 11.2 .853 34.4 _ 437 - 482
250 - 275 6.9 18.1 .857 33.6 - - 4.82 - 527
Vacuum distillation at 40 mm,
Up tc 200 4.4 4.4 0.861 32.8 44 de'lm 5 Up. to 392
200 - 225 9.5 13.9 .863 32.5 49 do. 392 - 437
225 - 250 8.9 22.8 .870 31.1 66 do. 437 - 482
250 - 275 8.1 30.9 .881 29.1 95 do. 48? - 527
275 * 300 6.1 39.0 .887 28.0 160 do. 527 - 572
Carbon residue of residuum, 7#g percent| carbon residue of crude, 3*1 percent.
APPROXIMATE SUMMARY
Dight gasoline
Percent Sp. gr. ®A.P.I. Viscosity
- -
Total gasoline and naptha 2.1 ^ 0.798 1 45.8 -
Kerosene distillate m -
Gas oil 26.7 .854 34.2 -
Ronviscous lubricating distillate 17.8 .863—.881 32.5-29.1 50-100
Medium lubricating distillate 11.6 .881-.890 29.1-27.6 100-200
Viscous lubricating distillate • m • Above 200
Res iduum 41.6 .933 20.2 -
Distillation loss 1.3 mut - -
Reprinted from Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations 3476.
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Cotton Galley Oil and &as Field 
location
The Cotton Valley oil and gas field underlies moat of 
Township 81 Sortt, Range 10 West and the we atom tier of sections 
of Township 81 Morth, Range 9 $cat, in north-central Abater Parish, 
Its proven product ire area is approximately 14,000 acres* The 
Louisiana and Arkansas Hallway and the Mindsa-Sarepta highway pass 
thru the western part of the field and the town of Cotton Valley 
for which it was named is three miles northwest of the center of 
tee field*
The western portion of the field lies b@rj.aath the Montgomery 
terrace level which has an average elevation of from 800 to 880 feet* 
The east-eeatral portion of the field lios beneath the flood plain 
of Oorcheat Bayou which has an elevation of about 170 feet* The 
extreme eastern edge of the field lias beneath hills of Sparta end 
Qeolc Mountain sediments which rise to heights of 830 feet.
Pre-discovery data
Prior to the discovery of the Cotton Valley field, three 
wildcat wells were drilled in the area which proved the existence 
of a structure and led to the drilling of the discovery well* The 
terse wells, Pino Valley Oil Co.’s Hodges No. 1 in sec. 7, T, 81 
B.t E* 9 W.r Mladen Oil Co.*a Hope No. 1 in sec. 30, T. 81 U *,
8 9* U#, and Cotton Valley Syndicate’s Bodcaw No. 1 in sec. 3,
?. 81 IS*, R. 10 W.f all encountered salt water In the Blossom sand. 
They «sre located respectively one mile northeast, one mile southeast,
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and one and one-half miles northwest of the limits of Blossom- 
send production* All three walls encountered the Blossom at 
least SO feet below the oil-water contact but th© comparatively 
equality of depth to the top of the Blossom indicated a structure 
of soa© sise*
Discovery and Blossom (?) development 
the discovery well for the Cotton Galley field was completed 
August 25, 1922* This well, Br. R» B. Webb, et̂  al, i&irritt Ho* 1 
located la the ■$£ of sec* 13, 1. 21 *U, B* 10 ?*, had an Initial 
flew of 25,000 hQ? of gas* This was the only well drilled in 1922.
Sarly development la the field was slow because there was 
ae indication of oil product ion such as was so prolific at the 
Homer and Hayaeaville fields.
Daring early 1925, three wells were drilled in the Cotton 
Talley area but only one of these was a producer* This m s  the 
Cotton Talley Syndicate's fiedge* Bo. 1 well is sec. 15, T * 21 K»,
R. 10 9*, Which had an initial flow of 25,000 KGF* The other two 
wells. Cotton Talley Syndicate's B. Sidney Hairs Ho. X well in 
see. 16, T. 21 K., R* 10 and Palmer Corp.'s 8. H. killer Ro* 1 
in see. 29, T* 21 w., R. 10 w», encountered water in the Blossom (?) 
sand and practically defined the western edge of the field* The 
Fortune Oil Cole S. J. Rerritt ho. 1 well in sac. 14 was completed 
October 11, 1923, for 45,000 MCF and a eurey of oil, the first well 
















































































In 1926 th© Palmer Corp * completed tho first well from the 
Bodessa format ion. This well, the I. F. Deris Mo. 1, located In 
see. 25, T. 21 K., R. 10 W., was completed February 9, 1926, for 
as initial produetion of 7,000 MCF from a depth of 4,378 feet.
Although this production was reported as coming from the has© of 
the Ferry Lake anhydrite (Bose, 1931; and Moody, 1939), it is most 
likely that it earns from the top Rodessa limestone directly beneath. 
Daring the next two years, 15 gas wells were completed In this 
horizon with an average Initial open flow volume of 4,000 MCF.
This production has been depleted.
The Palmer Corp.'s Davis Mo. 1 well was drilled to 4,626 
ffeet before it was plugged b a d  to produce from just beneath the 
anhydrite. It penetrated what is called the '’Davis zone" {Ross,
1951), named for the l as© on which the well was drilled. However, 
production was not obtained from this zone until April, 1928. " This 
zone, about 150 feet below the top of the Rodessa formation and 
about 40 to 50 feet below the basal anhydrite stringer, consists of 
about 85 feet of thinly bedded lenticular sands and limestones.
The sands have a maximum thickness of 20 to 30 feet, and the lime* 
stones range fro® 5 to 13 feet in thickness. Production from these 
sand lessee was first obtained in April, 1928. Subsequent drilling 
defined two sain sand lenses, the Tillman lens (Roes, 1931) at the 
top of the Day is zone, and the Bod caw lens (Ross, 1931) near the base* 
Other wells were completed in small lenticular sands occurring
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throughout the Davis zone.
tits Tillstan Ians, found at the top of the Buvis zone, first 
produced fro® the PaXiaer Corpus Tillisan Ho* 4 well located In sec* 
£8* ?. 21 N*, B* 1© b., which was completed January 1, 1989, with 
an open flow volume of 22,000 MGF. The Ions ie developed over parte 
of sees. SI, £8 and 33 on the southwest flank of the structure, its 
productive area being about 600 acres* In its productive portion* 
the Tillman sand consists of from 5 to SO feet of radium-grained, 
light-gray to buff, friable sand with porosities of 19 to ST per cent 
{Boss* 1931) • Sast of the productive area It grades into shale. 
Twelve gas cells and one oil and gas cell cere completed In the 
Til Twin sand during 1989 and 1930* At present this product ion has 
teen entirely depleted*
The Bod caw lens is found near the base of the Baris sane about 
69 feet below the Tillman lens* It first produced fros the Ohio 
©11 Co.'s Bodeaw Lumber Co. No* 39 well located In sec* 13, T. 81 
5*, S* 10 T* This cell was completed iterch 20, 1923, with an 
initial production of 3,000 barrels of oil and 10,000 MGF* The 
Boeoav, a long narrow sand lens trending in a SB-Q& direction, Is 
developed la parte of sections 14, 15, 21, 22 and 28 on the west and 
northwest flanks of the structure* Both east and west of the produc­
ing area it grades into limestone* In the productive area, the 
Bodeaw sand consists of coarse-grained soft friable sand up to 20 
or 3© feet thick with a porosity varying from 18 to 26 per cent 
(Boss, 1931). Six gas wells and two oil and gas wells were completed
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is the Bodes* sand. The ferity of the oil produced was 510 4.1.1. 
which say indicate tfcst the Bodcaw ions was a gaa-conrtensats reser­
voir* Four salt-water walls, one of which m e  completed as an oil 
wall in a miscellaneous aand; and seven unproductive wells, one of 
which wee a fiosaton teat* in which the Bodcaw m s  either tight 
or Biasing helped to outline the producing arse# The original salt 
water contact in the Bodcaw appears to have been approximately 
-4,480 feet (Hose, 1951). At present production from this sand has 
been entirely depleted.
Other await sands in the Davis zone of lenticular nature and 
Halted extent produced from go wells drilled in 1983 and 1989* 
Seventeen of these were gas wells, the other three being oil and 
gee producers. Cores taken from soms of the mils completed in 
these sands show variations in porosities from 10 to ZZ per cent 
(Ross, 1931)•
Sixty-two wells were drilled to the Eodessa horizons. Of 
these, 4? were gas wells, 6 oil and gas wells and 9 dry or salt 
water wells. Three of the m &  wells completed In the top 3odss«s 
lias ware later deepened and completed in unnamed sand bodies in the 
Davis zone* This makes a total of So completions which may be tabu­
lated as follows:
las Oil 4 gas vater or dry Totals
Top Bo&sssa line 15 0 0 15
¥Hlma& sand 12 1 0 15
Bcdcsw sand 6 2 3 11
O&na&sd sands IT 5 6   26
Totals 50 6 9 65
Beap (Bosston and Cotton Volley) development 
la October 1938 the Hag&olla Petroleum Go. spudded their 
ScCooJt-Hlbbler Ko. 1 noil, located in see. 32, T. 21 R* 10 ST, 
fhie well was drilled to a total depth of 7,006 feet before being 
abandoned January 21, 1930* It penetrated the Pine Island and 
Sligs forsatlona and 1,400 feet into the Ecsston format ion which 
was topped at about 5,600 feet. A show was encountered In a sand 
at $,945-56 feet, and casing was set, but water spoiled the test 
and the wall was abandoned. A core from this sand showed a 
porosity of 13*5 par cent (Ross, 1951}* After the ab&a&omsmt of 
this well there was no development until 1936.
On December 2$, 1955, the Ohio Oil Co. spudded their S.* 1* 
Holloway No. 6 vail located in sec. 23, T. 21 H.t R* 10 S., the 
first deep test to be drilled in the field in six years, this 
well was drilled to a total depth of 8,556 feet through the entire 
Eosston foraetlon and 1,000 feet into the Cotton Valley formation. 
Brill stea tests verified the occurrence of gas and condensate in 
the Bodeaw sand of the Cotton Talley formation# the well m s  then 
plugged baefc and completed m & i ist 25, 1956, as @n oil wall from a 
sand at 5,536-62 feet, near the top of the Houston formation.
Houston -development 
The discovery wall for Hessian production, Ohio Oil Co.'s 
&• 1. Holloway Ho* 6, located in sec. 23, T. 21 H., R. 10 was 
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with an average thickness of about 10 feet and m  average porosity 
of about 1? per cent, A snail gas ©up wej& found on top of the oil 
reservoir, there being two gas walla completed in the southwest 
quarter of section 23* Also, edge water was encountered in some 
Eosston wells on the southwest flank of the structure*
Development in the '’Holloway zone'* was complete by the end 
of 1940* Sixty-three wells were drilled to the Hosstoxu Of this 
total, 51 were oil wells, 2 were gas wells, and 10 were dry holes* 
the suabar of dry holes is no indication of tha number of wells 
that found the ’♦Holloway zone* unproductive, for many of those were 
deepened sad completed in the Cotton Valley aando, especially 
in the early years of development*
As of January 1, 1945, there were 3d wells still producing 
from the "Holloway eons," all of which were on artificial lift*
Cotton Valley development 
Although the occurrence of gas and condensate in sands of 
Cotton Valley age was damor*stratod by drlll-stom tests in Ohio oil 
Co.’s a* L. Holloway ho. 6 well, the first well to produce from 
any of these sands was the ohio Oil ecu’s hod caw Lumber Co* k/0 
4 So* 1 well located in sec* 28, f* 21 K*, R. 10 #*, about a mile 
and a half southwest of the ©outer of the structure (see pi* 10)* 
This well was completed January 8, 1937, at a total depth of 8,196 
feet, it produced from a sand encountered at B, 172-96 foot &hieh 
Is ©ailed the Eodca* sand after the lease on which production was 
first obtained* C an lag was set on top of the s&ad, and the initial 
product Ion of the well was 312 barrels of condensate with a $as-oil
152*
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ratio of 9*651/1. The rock pressure was 3,300 pounds.
Subsequent development has been continuous am! rapid, tbar© 
balftg 07 additional nails eofspleted by the end of 1937. Most nolle 
were drilled fairly near the top of the structure* Prilling 
showed the existence of at least eight saore possible producing 
sands in the top 1,200 feat of the Cotton Valley fom&tlos*
Four ©f these, namely, the WA". ”Bn» ”0" and ’'Î* occur above the 
Bodcaw; and four, nasely, the *K* of "Davis, " •]?**, "(P*, and **HW 
occur beneath the Bod caw (see fig* 9}* However, these sands are 
all thinner and tighter than the Bod caw and so far only the WD" 
asd Davis have been produced. The average of porosity tests in 
sands beneath the Bodcaw is 3.3 per cast, and the highest porosity 
recorded is 10 per cent.
The Bodcsw sand itself ia a white to grey, medium-grained, 
well-Indurated marine blanket sandstone. It varies in thickness 
free 48 to 25 feet {in the field) and has an average thickness of 
about 35 feet. Its effective thickness varies fron 48 to 7 foot, 
end the average effective thickness is 23.5 feet. The porosity 
averages 13.5 per cent, and the permeability varies from 150 to 
350 millidarciea with the vertical permeability almost equal to 
the horizontal. The original bottom-hole pressure was estimated 
at 4,000 pounds, and the original gas-oll ratio at about 13,000/1 
in the gas-condensate part of the field.
The Bodcaw sand is a combination g&a-and-vater dz'iv® type 
reservoir, and the original salt-water contact as encountered In
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the Harth American Consolidated Oil Co. *s Burrows Ho. 1 well in 
sec. 21, X* 21, H., 8. 10 W», was -8,450 foot• 3 a n  wator con­
tacts wfsrs later encountered in Hunt Oil Co.’s arigsby.'Ho. 1 well 
in sec. 17* T. 21 N.# &. 9 W., at -8,428 teet and in Mi&states 
Oil Corp.'s GKdans-layoso Unit Ho. 1 la sec* 30, T. 21 H., a. 9 
W., at -8,412 feat. AS the Midstates’ ^i&dens-Gayoso Unit well 
was completed prior to the Hunt well, there seem to be irregularities 
is the salt-water eon-act, perhaps due to unequal withdrawals in 
one part of the field with respect to another or to minor faulting 
that cannot be specifically determined with the wide spacing in the 
field.
Until July, 1957, development was on the basis of 40-acre 
spacing. Most wells were started for Eosston production, but In 
almost every case disappointing results in the Holloway zone neces­
sitated deepening to the Cotton Talley formation. In July, 1937, 
because of high drilling costs and lack of gas markets, the operators 
petitioned the Conservation Commission for a larger spacing unit for 
drilling wells to the Cotton Talley formation, The result of this 
was Order ylQ, issued July 24, 1937, in which the spacing was set 
at one well to 80 acros.
Oil was discovered in the Bodeasf sand with the comp lot ion of 
the Staaoltnd Oil and Cas Co.’s Pardee Ho. 1 well located in sec.
36, t. 21 P., Ii. 10 W. (Eblstun, 1930; Oil and 'las Jour., 6/2/38, 
pp. 39-41). X’hls well was officially completed June 6, 1938, with 
m  initial potential of 1,030 barrels per day on a £-laefe choke with
15?
ft gaa-oil ratio of 581/1. Tbo oil was green* of which 41° &.P.I. 
gravity and had a paraffin* bass and high wax content# The sec* 
tins la the Pardee well showed a seven foot shale break between 
the gae-distillate portion of the Bodcaw sand and the oil-bearing 
portion aa fellows;
At first it was believed that this oil-bearing sand was a separate 
sand* and it was named the "Pardee" send, However, further drill­
ing disclosed siarely a shale break within the Bodo&w sand, the 
upper Bode aw and the ao-called "Pardee" sand being oonn&etsd,
The oil ring thus discovered in the Bodeaw sand is not ®o< e 
than one location wide and has a coluzm sot in excels of 30 feet*
It has been developed sainly around the south and east flank# of 
the structure. Apparently the oil is Missing in some parts of the 
structure for the North American Oil Consolidated Burrows ! o« 1 
well in sec. 21, T. 21 S., E. 10 1*, exhibited a gfts-conAsnBst* 
water contact. Nineteen wells were originally completed as oil wells 
in the Bodeaw sand, six of which were in the Pardee sand. The Fas- 
oll ration on some of these wells has since risen to the extent 
that they h^ve been included in the Cotton Valley Operators G»dtte© 
Unit. On January 1, 1942, there were seven producing oil wells in 
the Bodcaw send.
Oil was dlsQovored in the sand with the completion of the 
Midatfttes Oil Corp.’s Welori lumber Co. ho. 1 well located la a®c* 5,
gea-condensat© sand*, 






T. 80 H., H. 10 oft the south flank of the structure. .Although 
gas-eondensate had bean tested previously from tte *P’* sand there 
had been so production. The Midstatss m i l  was completed July 8, 
1838, producing from perforations at 8,508-38 feat* It® initial 
potential was 705 barrels per day of 43® A.?.I. gravity oil on a 
1/4 inch choke with a gas-oil ratio of 1,134/1.
The **P" sand is similar in physical characteristics to the 
Bodcaw, being a whit© to gray, medium-grained well-Indurated 
blanket marine sandstone. Its average porosity is 16.® per cent.
It is less than half as thick as the Bod caw sand, varying in effec­
tive thickness from 0 to 24 feet throughout the field and having an 
average effective thickness of 10 feet. It is thickest In the south­
west part of the field while in the northeast part of the field it 
is very thin aad has no porosity. The original Bottom hole pressure 
has teen estimated at about 4,000 pounds.
The oil ring in the *£* sand la also only about one location
wide.
Development has been mainly on the south and west flanks of 
the structure. A total of 23 oil wells has been drilled in the 
sand. The gas-oil ratio of most of these has sines increased to the 
extent that they have been included in tho Cotton Valley Operators 
Committee Unit. On January 1, 1943, there wore three wells produc­
ing oil from the nDw sand.
The greatest development of the Cotton Valley reservoirs took
1S9
place la 1938* la that yesr, 4? walla war© drilled to the Cotton 
Talley formation. By the and of 1942, development wan almost en­
tirely complete there being only one completion during that year. 
One hundred and twenty-eight walla hare been drilled in search of 
Cotton Talley production* The results of their original completions 
are tabulated as follows:
Oas-Cofideasat® Oil Dry Totals
*&* sand 0 24 0 24
Bodeaw sand  80 19 & 104
80 43 & 12B
Recycling development 
On July 1* 1940, the Conservation Corniest on of the State of 
Louisiana issued Order IS* 10-C which Bade a single producing unit 
of the gas-condeasate area in the WDW and Bodeaw sands of the 
Cotton Talley formation far tho purpose of recycling. All wells 
in the unit are operated by the Cotton Talley Operator® C omit toe 
with each operator and royalty owner getting his pro rata share of 
the income on the basis of producing acreage within th© unit.
This cycling project was first started in 135? when the 
operators realized that the Bodcaw and ’*p« sand reservoirs were gas- 
condensate reservoirs of e type suitable for recycling operations* 
Also, & limited gas market and a high per well drilltng cost neces­
sitated a means of obtaining som» return on investment without a 
great waste of gas*
As a result, the Cotton Valley gngiuenrin : Conm&ittee was 
formed and met periodically to study conditions in the field. In
July, 19S8, a subcommittee was farwed to study th® problem of 
pressure maintenance in the Cotton Valley field. In September, 
1923, they presented to the Conservation Commission a report which 
ess the outgrowth of that study. This report gave a summary of 
pressure maintenance operations in other fields. It showed the 
financial advantages and savings of such operations over normal 
field operations. It outlined a tentative recycling plan for 
Cotton Valley and urged that more thorough study be given to th® 
project. At the same time a rough estimate m s  submitted of the 
cost of erecting a plant capable of processing 120,000 MCI? daily 
at 1,500 pounds. This estimate was approximately #1,350,000*
As a result of this preliminary report a group of Cotton 
valley operators pooled interacts and shared the cost of an ex­
perimental recycling plant to prove th® feasibility of returning 
dry gas to th® Bodoaw reservoir. Construction was begun on the 
plant in December, 1933. This plant used one input well on top 
of the structure (with its casing set on top of th® sand} and two 
production wells. The injection capacity was IB.000 MCI? dally.
The results of this experimental work were presented to th® 
Conservation Commission in October, 1929* This report demon­
strated th® physical feasibility of returning gas to the Bo&caw 
•aad* In the experimental input well 250,000 MCF of gas wore 
returned to th® sand in 30 days. The surface pressure in the 
production wells built up from a,735 to 3,000 pound® and never 
went below 2,950 pounds. This build-up in pressure was due to
162.
t&e displacement cf the wet gas by th© dry gas. The gas was 
injected at a pressure of 3,100 pounds.
A final plan was dram, up by tha Gotten Valley Operators 
Canaltte* end th© Cotton Valley Royalty Owners Committee* This 
plan, known as the Cotton Valley Unitization and Pressure Mein- 
tenaaee Agreement, was presented before the Conservation Costalsslon 
at a public hearing June 12, 1940* The Operators Committee also re* 
quested an order setting up the recycling unit and empowering the 
Pressure îalnte&aaee Agreement.
All wells whose gas-oil ratio was greater than 1G,G0G/1 would 
be ineluded within the unit* Hie original limits of this area were 
roughly: *£» send, above the -6,300-foot contour on the Badeew
•and; and Bodcaw sand, above the -3, 375-foot contour on th© Bod caw 
sand. The original acreage included within the sand unit was
11,089 acres, and within tba Bodeaw sand unit was 12,704 acres.
The data used in estimating reserves and recoveries are as follows:
Bouc&w sand WI)W sand
Aree-acres 12,704 11,089
Av. sand thickness 26.5* 10.3*
Av. porosity 16.5$ 16.9$
Orig. res* pressure 4,000 f 4,000 f
Present res* pressure 3,500 § 3,890 #
Res* ta^p* 238° F 238° F
Bsv. from Boyles law 10 $ 10 $
As* sonnets water 29 $ 25 $
On the basis of these figures there were 341,695 ncre-feet 
of Bodoaw sand reservoir and 114,155 acre-feet of *Dn send reser­
voir* Thus, 75 per cent of produet Ion was assigned to the Bodcaw
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seed participating area and 36 per **nt to the *D« sand partici- 
pat lag area. Returns vase to tee allotted to the various operators 
and royalty owners os the teaals of acreage within the Bodcaw and 
*&* sand units, it was estimated that the original gas is place 
la the two reservoirs was 636*000,000 MCF and the original condensate 
use 4?,GGQ,GQG barrels* The amount estimated to be Is place os of 
January 1* 1940, was 460,000,000 JSG3T &k& and 63,000,000 barrels of 
condensate. future recovery under the pressure maintenance agree* 
seat was estimated at 400,000,000 MCF of gas over a period of 18 
years a&d 36,600,000 barrels of condensate over a period of years. 
Jitteout recycling the future recovery was estimated at 340,000,000 
IBf of g&e lu 11 years and 16,300,000 barrels af condensate in 11 
ysare. This shows an expectation of a 40 per sent increase in total 
production thru pressure maintenance • it was also shown that the 
bottom hole pressures had been steadily decreasing from an estimated
4,000 pounds at th© discovery date to 3,370 pounds in March, 1940. 
Correspondingly, the average gas-oil ratios had been increasing 
from an original of 13,176/1 to 15,437/1 in early 1940*
As a result of this hearing, the Conservation Commission 
issued Order So. 10-B on July 1, 1940, setting up a recycling 
unit and empowering forced pooling should it be necessary. From 
this time until the main plant was completed, the experimental 
pilot plant was in continuous operation. Construction on the new 
plant itts started immediately, and it was finally put into operation 
•arly in 1941. The giant has & processing capacity of 150,000 BCf
16$
daily at « working pressure af 1,SG0 pounds. Of this about
90,090 MCF is rolumft to the Sana, the remainder being used In 
plant operations and lost la scrubbing. In actual operat ion ell 
wells in the unit are operated by th© Cotton Valley Operators 
Comities who decide what wells shall he Input mils, what wells 
producers, and what valla shut tn« tbs injection wells are located 
on the top of the structure, all of them within the 9G0~foot 
contour os the Bodeaw sand, the producing wells are located 
generally down the flanks near the oil rim with the wells between 
being used as cheek veils for cample collecting and plotting the 
lean gaa frost* ^es from the rim oil wells Is gathered and used 
to fiftst market commitments* If there is a surplus It is returned 
to the reservoir. If the gas~oil ratio of a rim oil well goes over 
l$t0Q6/l and it is reclassified as a gas well, it Is taiediately 
taken into the unit under the terms of the agreement*
Structure
Cotton Valley 1® a northeast-southwest trending anticline.
So aappable faults occur on the structure although a few small one® 
here been suggested (Moody and Moody, 1233). The northwest and 
southeast flanks hare a rather uniform dip although the rate of 
dip on the southeast flank is somewhat steeper (pi* 10)* On the 
top of the Bodcaw sand it is about 500 feet per mile compared with 
about 500 feet per mile on the northwest flank. On the southwest 
end of the anticline, the lower flank shows a distinct nosing to the
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vest. There i© © suggestion of this on th© northeast end, lead­
ing towards th© structural saddle between th© Cotton Valley and 
Shsngalo© fields, bat that© la not enough control to map It la a©* 
tail*
Surface indications of the structure can be seen on th© 
east side of Dorcheat Bayou in see. SO, Y. 31 fi., R, 9 where 
& *  3parta send outcrops along a road (pi. 1)* However, the major 
P*rt of the structure is mantled by Heeent alluvium and Pleistocene 
terrace material and is sot visible at the surface*
the structure at Cotton Talley eteepsas progressively with 
depth Indicating that it started to grow in Jurassic time and was 
continually soring upward until far into Tertiary time* There were 
190 feet of producing closure on the top of th© Blossom (?) sand 
and shout SgiO feet of xsappable closure based on th© present produc­
ing area, The top of the Hosston formation s h o w  a closure of BOO 
feet, and there is a producing closure of SGC feet in the Bodeaw 
Mi, An isopah nap drawn on the interval from the top of th© 
Hoaaton to the top of the Bodeaw sand shows a thickening of from 
245© feet on top of the structure to 2300 feet on th© flanks* This 
thickening amounts to 350 feet in a section of 3800 feet and shows 
that by the end of Hoaston time at least 350 feet of closure had 
been brought about by vertically directed forces.
3alt adjustffienta la the Eagle frills for?nation are probably 
responsible for th© Cotton Valley structure, Thuy occurred over & 
long period of tir̂ e, actuated by continued deposition of sedimaats
•bora.
The crest of the Cotton. Valley structure migrates to the 
•wtbiist with Increase is depth. In the Blossom (?) sand the 
top of the structure is located In the north an# central parts 
of option 85 end the east-central portion of flection 82. On 
the top of the Hosaton formation it is located in the southwest 
quarter of section 33, and ia the Bodeaw sand It is located in 
the northwest quarter of section 36. It has been noted by the 
author that In similar structures In north and central Louisiana 
it is a wry common occurrence to hate the top of the structure 
migrate up the regional dip with decrease In depth*
stratigraphy
the formations in the Gotten Valley field area were pene­
trated to a depth of 9,159 feet* Soeene tertiary beds extend from 
the surface to approximately 1,500 feet, underlying which there are 
about 1,800 feet of Upper Cretaceous Gulf series sediments, the 
sasoafersmble Upper-Lower Cretaceous contact occura at about 3,300 
feet. Below this are about 4,20 feet of Lower Cretaceous sediments 
belonging to the Trinity group and the Houston formation (of the 
Coahulla group). The Upper Jurassic ee&Lnents are topped at about 
7,500 feet. In the Cotton Valley field about 1,300 feet of Upper 
Jurassic sediments belonging to the Cotton Valley formation hare 
been penetrated*

















































































































Only the upper 1,300 feet of the Cotton Valley fom&tion 
has teen penetrated in the Cotton Valley f ield, this by the Hunt 
011 Co.’a Baht No. 0 will in see. 13, T* SI a. 10 W. (eee 
fig* 9)* Based os comparison with wells drilled In Kayaeaville 
end Lisbon fields which penetrated the full Cotton Valley section, 
the thickness of the Cotton Valley formation in th® Cotton Valley 
field should be about 3,400*3,500 feet*
Production figures 
In the 30 years singe its discovery the Cotton Valley field 
has produced acre than 33*7 Billion barrels of oil. Because of the 
great aaeant of gas that was vented during the early years of the 
field, the total gas production is not known. However, the known 
total gas product ion to date is more than 253 billion cubic feet 
adth an estimated 40 to 100 billion cubic feet wasted by flowing 
late the air (Ross, 1031}*
Yearly and cmsalstlve oil and gas production figures as 
of January 1, 1943, are shown below (from Minerals Division, Depart- 
aeat of Co&servatlos}t
Oil Production » in Barrels





1928 1,720,046 U , 007,530
1929 1,060,921 12,068,451
i m
1930 751,636 18,820,2871931 398,136 13,2X8,423
1232 243,172 13,461,5951933 199,500 13,661,098








las .Production - 1b





















*Includes gas produced in oil wells
1£9
Theee gas figures are exclusive of the gas in the Blossom 
iWMfflfolr which was blown off into the air* Thic reservoir was 
•atisated by Hoes {p. 45) to have contained:
approximately 105,000,000,000 cubic feet at atmos­
pheric pressure of which probably 97,000,000,000 
was recoverable economically above a gauge pressure 
of 50 pound* per square inch*
Characteristics of the oils produced in the Cotton Valley 
field as indicated by U*S* Bureau of Mines analyses are shown la 
Tables 3 through 9*
Future dovelopsent
Of the sine sands already penetrated in the Cotton Valley 
fesaation, only three, the *1**, the Bodeaw and the Davis, have 
ao far been eoasiereially produced* This leaves the remaining six 
to be produced at a later date* Kowevar, all of those sands axe 
thinner than the Bodeaw (see fig* 9), and available porosity and 
pesaeability data Indicate that these sands are also considerably 
less porous and permeable than the Bodeaw*
In the Shon&aloo field, 8 miles uorth of Cotton Valley,
2,950 feet of Cotton Valley sediment, a were penetrated in the 
Magnolia Petroleum Co.'s Jexton Unit fio. 1 well located in sec.
22, T# 25 K*, B* 9 %• In the Haynesville field, 15 miles north- 
east of Cotton Valley in Claiborne Parish, th© Cotton Valley forma­
tion is 5,370 feet t ick. At Bellevue, 10 miles southwest of Cotton
i» Bossier Parish, tho Cotton Valley formation is at 
leant 2,300 feet thick* However, Bellevue is a greatly up­
lifted, highly faulted type of structure with a salt plug at 
9,0©5 feet; so that these thicknesses are not entirely compar­
able. Thus, based on these surrounding thicknesses, it is es­
timated that the Cotton Valley formation at Cotton Valley Is wore 
than $,000 feet thick and probably nearer to 3,500 feet* the 
8*000 i?lM* or mistts) fast of Cotton Valley sediments not yet 
yeasts*ted at Cotton Valley should be comparable to that already 
known im other fields. They are probably composed of black shales 
with interbedded sands aad sandy shales and nose brown argillaceous 
limestones* The sands in the remainder of the Cotton Valley forma­
tion should produce if they are porous aad permeable enough, and it 
has bees found that at Cotton Valley the sends of the upper pert 
Of the formation sets more porous and permeable than at most all 
other plaees tested to date*
The top of m e  Sseekever lime would probably be encountered 
at Cotton Valley st a depth in the neighborhood of 12,000 feet* 
Although this formation so far has produced only from the Lisbon 
field in Louisiana, it has produced from several fields in Arkansas 
end is an excellent reservoir when porosity and accumulation condi­




0ott«B Valley field. Lou Islam
Blesson Band. Webster Parish
1,882-8,578 feet (from Ohio Oil Co*, Gray #9, sec. 26, 7, 81 W*, H. 10 W*}.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Specific gravity, 0<87f A.JP.I, gravity, 26,5°
Sulfur, percent, Color, greenish black
Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100a F., J40 Sec.
DISTILLATION, BUREAU OF M P TES HEMPEL METHOD



















Up to 50 m «• e» • - - Up to 122
50 - 75 • m - 122 - 167
75 - 100 1** 1.9 • • - 16 7 - 212
100 - 125 .T 2.0 • • - - 21? - 257
125 - 150 .0 2.8 0.769 62.6 - - 257 - 302
150 - 175 2.9 6.1 .808 44.7 * - 302 - 347
.175 - 200 2.9 7.4 .822 40.6 - - 347 - 392
200 - 225 9.6 10.9. .898 88.0 - - 392 - 437
■225 - 250 9*4 14,8 .842 98,8 - - 437 - 482
250 - 275 81*4 _____ ... 88.4 - " 482 - 527Vacuum distillation at 40 mm.
Up to 200 4.7 4.7 0.881 84.8 49 10 Up to 392
200 - 225 L0.8 15.5 .881 84.8 48 90 392 - 437
225 - 25fi 8.9 28.4 .889 88.2 87 86 437 - 482
250 - 275 9.7 89.1 .889 81.9 77 70 482 - 527
275 - 300 7.9 42.0 .878 99.7 , -128 m 527 - 572
Carbon residue of residuum, ® #6 percent* carbon reeldue of crude, 2.5 percent*
APPROXIMATE SUMMARY
Light gasoline
Percent sp. gr* UA.P.I. Viscos ity
2r.3 - -
Total gasoline and naptha 7,4 0.798 48.8 *»
Kerosene distillate •0 m -
Gas oil 26.4 • 848 96,0 -
Nonviscous lubricating distillate 22.0 ,852-.873 84,6—30.6 50-100
Medium lubricating distillate 8,1 ,878-.882 90,6—20,6 100-200
Viscous lubricating distillate .0 «• Above 200
Residuum 86.8 •929 20.8 ~
Distillation loss •9 m - -
Reprinted from Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations 3476,
Table 4
Cotton Talley field# Louisiana
Redcssa, Davis zone, Bodeaw lense# Webster Parish
4,699-4,752 feet (from Ohio Oil Co#, Bodeaw #59, sec# 15, T, 21 r. 10 w.)
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Specific gravity, 0#767 A#P#I# gravity, 55,0°
Sulfur, percent, less than 0.1 Color, green
Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100° F., 55 sec*
DISTILLATION, BUREAU OF M P TES HEMPEL METHOD




















Up to 50 6»b 0,0 " KF.64T ” 87.2 - - Up to 122
50 - 75 8.4 14*4 •664 81,6 - - 122 - 167
75 - 100 9,1 23.6 .691 73*8 - - 167 - 212
100 - 125 11*9 86*4 *716 66.1 - - 21? - 257
125 - 150 6*9 41,3 .732 61.8 - - 257 - 30?
150 - 175 6*4 47.7 .746 68.2 - 30? - 347
175 - 200 4.7 62*4 .761 64.4 - - 347 - 392
200 - 225 4*4 56.8 ,777 50.6 - 392 - 437
225 - 250 4,5 61.1 *791 47.4 - 437 - 482
‘250 * 275
T7"______  -I . ", f .
5o2 66 o 3 .804 44.5 _  ..:____ - 482 - 527Vacuum distillation at 40 mm,
Up to 200 2.8 2.8 0*826 39*8 41 10 Up to 392
200 - 225 4,3 7.1 *830 39*0 45 25 392 - 437
225 - 250 4.1 11.2 ,841 36,8 63 55 437 - 482
250 - 275 3,8 15,0 *851 34*8 76 70 482 - 527
275 *■ 300 4.8 19.8 *863 32,6 120 85 527 - 572
Carbon residue of residuum, 2*8 percent; 'carbon residue of crude, 0*4percent*
APPROXIMATE SUMMARY
Light gasoline
Percent Sp. gr* da .p .i . Viscosity
26.6 0.670 79.7
Total gasoline and naptha ' 52.4 0*705 69*2 -
Kerosene distillate 13*9 .791 47.4 -
Gas oil 7.8 *831 38*8 -
Nonviscous lubricating distillate 7.7 *857-*887 37.6*33*0 50-100
Medium lubricating distillate 4.3 *857**889 33*6*31.3 100-200
Viscous lubricating distillate - - m Above 200
Residuum 13.7 *898 26*1 **
Distillation loss .2 m - -
Reprinted from Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations 3476,
173
Table £
Cetton Valley field* Lmsdaiema
Soil***? n o m *  Webster Far! oh
8,810*0,981 fast.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Specific gravity, 0*783 A*P*I* gravity, 4iMp
Sulfur, percent, leas than 0*1 Color* greenish black
Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100° F., 84 000*
DISTILLATION, BUREAU 01' J'P-ES HEMPEL METHOD




















Up to 50 m m ** - - Up to 122
50 - 75 8*9 8*9 0*648 86*6 - - 12? - 167
75 - 100 6*1 lt.0 •689 78.9 - - 167 - 212
100 - 125 8*3 80*8 .711 67.6 - - 21? - 257
125 - 150 7*1 87*4 .787 63*1 - - 257 - 30?
150 - 175 6*9 84*3 .742 89*2 - - 302 - 347
175 - 200 6*1 40*4 *767 68*4 *• •*» 347 - 392
200 - 225 6*8 46*6 *771 68*0 - - 392 - 437
225 - 250 6*8 52*9 .738 49*2 - - 437 - 482
250 - 275 6*7 68*8 *796 46*8 ----- ...... , . .i- 482 - 527Vacuum distillation at 40 mm.
Up to 200 8** 5*7 ' ”07817 “ 31*7- “39'“.. .SfO' Up to 392
200 - 225 6*0 11*7 *828 40*8 44 40 392 - 437
225 - 250 8*0 16.7 *834 86*2 68 60 437 - 482
250 - 275 4*6 21*5 *848 36*4 70 78 482 - 527
275 - 300 6*1 28*4 *831 34*8 100 96 527 - 572
uarbon residue of residuum, 4*9 parcant3 carton rooiduo or oruua, 1I) *8 percent.
APPROXIMATE SUMMARY
Dight gasoline
Percent Sp, gr. UA.P.I* Viscos ity
12*0 0*689 80*0 "
Total gasoline and naptha 
Kerosene distillate 
Gas oil
Uortviscous lubricating distillate 
Medium lubricating distillate 
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Reprinted from Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations 3476,
174
Table 6








Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100° F*, 000*
A.P.X, gravity, 46*8° 
Color, V.P.A. No* 8
DISTILLATION, BUREAU OF M P TES HEMPEL METHOD 




















Up to 50 4*1 4.1 ......o ;« 8 o .... 98.1 - to. Up to 122
50 -  75 8*9 8.0 •644 81,6 — - 122 -  167
75 - 100 1 8.8 18.8 •708 88.4 - - 167 - 212
100 - 125 8*9 20*7 • 739 60.0 - - 21? - 257
125 - 150 5*8 28*8 •769 84.9 - .. 257 - 302
150 - 175 6*9 81.8 .778 81.8 - - 302 - 347
175 - 200 4*9 88.7 .788 49.8 - 347 - 392
200 - 225 4.8 41.8 .794 48.7 pi 392 - 437
225 - 250 8*8 48,8 .810 48.8 — _ 437 - 482
250 - 275 8.8 68.8 .828 40.6 - - 482 - 527
Vacuum distillation at 40 mm.
Up to 200 -OT" .0.840 — mo— — 89---- ""■80. Up to 392
200 - 225 6.0 10.8 .844 86,8 46 40 392 - 437
225 - 25H 6.8 16.8 .868 84.6 68 63 437 - 482
250 - 275 6.0 80.8 .668 88.4 70 70 482 - 527
275 - 300 6.6 88.6 .884 3ft,8 100 100 527 - 572iV pSPSlftt f 'Wrfcftg 3TOty7’P»8~popgoBt;Carbon residue of residuum,
APPROXIMATE SUMMARY
Light gasoline
Percent Sp.gr.. UA.P.I. Viscos ity18,6 0.»71 79.1
Total gasoline and naptha 86 .7 "0;788.. .68.9 ~
Kerosene distillate 16.1 ,610 48.8 *.
Gas oil 11.1 ..844 86.8
Nonviscous lubricating distillat< 12.6 •849*.864 86.8*33,3 50-100
Medium lubricating distillate 9,9 .864**, 88 7 83.8*31.7 100-200
Viscous lubricating distillate • m 4» Above 200
Residuum 17.1 ,899 36. 9 mu
Distillation loss 3.6 «• m -
Reprinted from Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations 3476,
175
Table 7
Cotton Valley field* Louisiana
Bodeaw Sand* Webster Parish
8,300-8,325 feet.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Specific gravity, 0.732 A.P.I. gravity, 61.8°
Sulfur, percent, less than 0.1 Color, lighter than
Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100'’ F., lsss than 32 s,0> N.P.A. No. 1
DISTILLATION, BUBEAU OF 'T'ES HEMPEL METHOD 




















Up to 50 9.4 9.4 0.631 92.8 - Up to 122
50 - 75 10.2 19.6 .664 81.6 - - 122 - 16 7
75 - 100 15.4 33.0 .702 70.1 - - 167 - 212100 - 125 14.1 47.1 .731 62.1 - — - 21? - 257
125 - 150 10.2 57.3 .750 57.2 - ** 257 - 302
150 - 175 9.1 66 .4 .761 54.4 - - 302 - 347
175 - 200 7.0 73.4 .771 52.0 - to 347 - 392
200 - 225 5.5 78.9 .781 49.7 - - 392 - 437
225 - 250 5.0 83.9 .793 46.9 - 437 - 482
250 - 275 5.1 89.0 .805 44.3 - - 482 - 527
Vacuum disti]elation at 40 mm,
Up to 200 Up to 392
200 - 225 392 - 437
225 - 250 437 - 482
250 - 275 482 - 527
275 - 300 527 - 572
Carbon residue of residuum, less than 0*1 percent; carbon residue of crude oil, nil
APPROXIMATE SUMMARY
Light gasoline
Percent Sp. gr. CA.P.I. Viscos ity
, . 33.0 _ 07670 . 7<5L7
Total gasoline and naptha 73.4 0.714 66.7
Kerosene distillate 15.6 .793 46.9 -
Gas oil . • m -
Nonviscous lubricating distillatt m • m 50-100
Medium lubricating distillate m m «, 100-200
Viscous lubricating distillate - m m Above 200
Residuum 8.3 .824 40.2 *
Distillation loss 2.7 «v m -
Reprinted from Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations 3476.
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Table 8
Cotton Valley field* 





Specific g rav ity , Q 777
Sulfur, percent, * .. -
Saybolt Universal viscosity i t  100° F.,
AJP.I. gravity, 80*6° 
Color, W.P.A. Wo. 5
32 sec.








First drop: 2 e 0 C * ( 7 9 ° F m )














Up to 50 
50 - 75
75 - 100 
100 - 125 
125 - 150 
150 - 175 
175 - 200 
200 - 225 









































Up to 122 
122 - 167 
16 7 - 212 
212 - 257 
257 - 302 
302 - 347 
347 - 392 
392 - 437 
437 - 482 
482 - 527
Vacuum distil mm,
Up to 200 
200 - 225 
225 - 2 5 0  































Up to 392 
392 - 437 
437 - 482 
482 - 527 
527 - 572
1.6 percent} carbon residue of crude, 0.1 percent
APPROXIMATE SUMMARY
Light gasoline
Percent Sp, gr* ‘A.P.I. Viscosity
0x882Total gasoline and naptha 
Kerosene distillate 
Gas oil
Nonviscous lubricating distillatt 
Medium lubricating distillate 



































Sulfur, percent, leee than 0*1
Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100^ F ,, 46 *ao.
Louisiana 
Webiter Parieh
A.F.I. gravity* 40*6® 
Color* brownish green
DISTILLATION, BUREAU OF MI^ES HEMPEL METHOD 



















Up to 50 " n r ^ 1*1 m m - Up to 122
50 - 75 1.6 8*6 0*668 65*8 - - 122 - 167
75 - 100 8*6 6*1 *708 68.9 - ■b» 167 - 212
100 - 125 8.7 6*8 *740 89*7 - * 212 - 257
125 - 150 5.S 18*1 .758 65*8 - - 257 - 302
150 - 175 8.6 15*6 .770 58.5 - - 302 - 347
175 - 200 8*6 19*1 .778 80.4 - 347 - 392
200 - 225 4.0 88.1 .786 46.6 - — 392 - 437
225 - 250 4*6 87.7 •601 46.8 - 437 - 482
250 - 275 7.8 84.9 .818 48 .6 - - 482 - 527
Vacuum distillation at 40 mm.
Up to 200 ' 8*8 8*8 0.887 89.6 59 26 Up to 392
200 - 225 7.8 11*0 .888 58.6 48 40 392 - 437
225 - 250 9*4 80*4 *889 87.2 60 66 437 - 482
250 - 275 9*8 89*7 *844 86.8 68 80 482 - 527
275 - 300 6*8 88.0 .850 36.0 89 98 527 - 572
Carbon residue of •2 percent*
APPROXIMATE SUMFA3Y
Light gasoline
Percent Sp. gr. bA.P,I, Viscosity6*i 0.679 ... x/8.f
Total gasoline and naptha h. “CCT66“' H "80.0 -
Kerosene distillate 16*8 •803 44.7 -
Gas oil 16.7 ,888 88,6
Konviscous lubricating distillate 88,6 •859-,858 37.8*84.4 50-100
Medium lubricating distillate m m m 100-200
Viscous lubricating distillate m m m Above 200
Residuum 88.9 •868 31.9 —
Distillation loss 1.8 - m -
Reprinted from Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations 3476,
Shongaloo oil and gas field 
Location
The Shongaloo oil and gas field is located in Ts. 22 and 23 
N.f Rs. 9 and 10 W., in the north central portion of Webster parish, 
lie proven productive area is approximate!/ 5,750 acres, the field 
is located about ten miles northeast of the Cotton Valle/ field and 
about eight wiles southwest of the Haynesville field in Claiborne 
Parish* the town of Shongaloo is located at the eastern edge of the 
producing area. Gravel roads lead to Shongaloo from Haynesville, 
Minder* and S&repta. the nearest railroad is the Louisiana and 
Arkansas Railroad which runs north and south through Spring Hill 
and Sarepta about six wiles west of the center of the field.
Sediments of Cook Mountain age outcrop over the eastern 
portion of the field. Deep weathering, the lack of good outcrops, 
and the lack of wappable lithologic units stake it impossible to do 
detailed surface mapping of the field. AiVeri dip and strike readings 
cannot be obtained with any degree of accuracy because of the near 
shore cross-bedded and lenticular type of the position and the deep 
weathering.
The western part of the field is covered by th© Recent flood 
plain of Do reheat Bayou and the Pleistocene, Prairie, and Montgomery 
terrace levels lying west of the bayou.
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Discovery and tapper Cretaceous development 
the discovery wall for the Shongaloo field was the Louisiana 
Gil Refining Co.’s Gleason No. 1 located in sec. 13, T. 22 N., R. 10 
about two jailea south of what subsequently proved to be the main 
part of the field. The well blew in Kerch 3# 1921, producing about
10,000 MCF gas and a spray of oil (Thomas, 193&). This production 
was from the Blossom (?) sand at a depth of 2,791 feet. The derrick 
collapsed, and the well cratered, after which it was abandoned. The 
crater is still open to a depth of about 30 feet and exposes a good 
fresh section of Oook Mountain sediments (see figs. 3 and 10). This 
mil was located on the basis of surface and subsurface evidence of 
structure (Thomas, 1938).
The first commercially productive well, Portland Syndicate* s 
Wrann No. 1 located in sec. 1, T. 22 K., R. 10 W., was completed 
October 5, 1921. This well had an estimated initial production of 
44,OCX) MCF from the Blossom (?) sand, its total depth being 2,662 
feet. Ry October, 1923, 33 wells had been drilled in the Shongaloo 
and Garterville-Sarepta fields of which 13 were gas wells. Moat of 
the non-productive wells were drilled in the productive area but were 
not successful due to blowouts and junked holes.
Hie most intensive Blossom (?) development occurred in the late 
1920’s, but by 1930 development was complete. After the discovery of 
oil in the Tokio sands in the Garterville-Sarepta field some wells in 
Shongaloo were deepened to the Tokio, but they encountered salt water. 
The Blossom (?) sand, found at an average depth of 2,600-30
IB®
feet at Shongaloo, is variable in character and thickness. Its ef­
fective thickness ranges fro® 5 up to 20 feet. The average porosity 
has been estimated at 20 per cent (Belchle, 1923).
The porosity as well as the thickness is variable and produc­
tion Is governed as much by sand conditions as by structure. The gas
column was about 35 feet on the northeast flank of the structure and
apparently about 73 feet on the southwest flank (Thomas, 1933). This
excessive thickness on the southwest flank «ay be due to erratic lenses 
of sand separated fro® the sain body. Indications are that a thin oil 
rlw say have almost surrounded the gas reservoir. However, it was 
only produced on the northeast and east flanks of the field, being 
probably too thin to be economically exploited elsewhere.
Kinety-five weHs were drilled for Upper Cretaceous produc­
tion in the 3hoogaloo field. Of these, 75 were completed as gas wells,
7 as oil wells, and 13 were non-producers. As of January 1, 1943, one 
oil well was still producing from the Blossom (?) sand at Shongaloo.
Deep exploration and development 
The first well in the Shongaloo field to be drilled to the Lower 
Cretaceous was the Southern Crude and Ramsey, kunn-¥?adley ho. 1 well 
located in sec. 1, T. 22 ft. 10 on the south side of the field. 
This well was dry and abandoned December 23, 1926, at a total depth of
4,750 feet without important shows. It was abandoned in the upper part 
of the Rodessa formation.
On December 19*, 1937, the Magnolia Petroleum Co. began operations 
on their Sexton Unit Ho. 1 well located in sec. 32, T. 23 N., E. 9 W., 
in the eastern portion of the field. This well was drilled to a total
lai
depth of 10,462 feet, 2,850 feet below the top of the Cotton Valley 
foTBation. In attempting to run casing to the bottom it struck at 
9,464 feet and m s  cemented there. The casing was perforated from
6.990 to 9*010 feet, and the well m s  completed June 3, 1936* Initial 
production was 268 barrels per day of white condensate and 3,165 MCF 
gas through open tubing with casing pressure of 750 pounds and tubing 
pressure 300 pounds. The gas-oil ratio m s  9,760/1 and the gravity 
or th« oil 57.1°.
This sand is known as the Sexton sand of the Cotton Valley 
formation. It occurs 1,380 feet below the top of the Cotton Valley 
foraation or 630 feet below the Bodc&w sand, which carries salt 
water at Shong&loo. Hie Sexton sand occurs in the Sexton well from
8.990 to 9,090 feet* It is rather fine grained, calcareous and 
slightly conglomerate» lie porosity ranges from 5 to 13 per cent, 
but the permeability is low (Eaves, 1939).
Hie second Cotton Valley well, Magnolia Petroleum Co.'s 
Branion Unit 80. 1, located in sec. 6, T. 23 N., R. 9 ft., was com­
pleted on Febroary 23, 1939* This well m s  drilled to a total depth 
of 9,203 feet and 7-inch casing was set at 9,137 feet, Just above 
the Sexton sand. It* initial production was 93 barrel® per day of 
condensate and 1,396 MCF.
Uagnolla Petroleum Co.*s Roseberry Unit Uo. 1 well, located 
in sec. 29, T. 23 M., R. 9 ft*, was completed October 2, 1939* This 
well was drilled to 9,377 feet, and casing was set at 9,318 feet, 
above the top of the Sexton sand. However, production from the
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Sexton sand was only a small amount of gas and the well was plugged 
bade and perforated in the Roseberry sand at 9,140-87 feet* Initial 
production was 74 barrels per day of 49.8° gravity oil flowing by 
heads. The performance of this well was very disappointing and after 
being worked ever, it was finally abandoned.
the Roseberry sand, located about 125 feet above the Sexton 
sand, has an average thickness of 25 feet and where best developed 
its porosity varies from 10 to 12 per cent (laves, 1939)* However, 
as In the case of the Saxton sand, its permeability is very low.
Because of the high cost of development and the disappoint­
ing results obtained in its three wells, there has been no further 
Gotten Talley development by the Magnolia Petroleum Go. The Sexton 
and Branton wells were still producing from the oexton sand on 
January 1, 1943.
Subsequent to the discovery and development of npettet lime,” 
Sligo production in the Hayneeville field in 1941 and 1942, two wells 
Ism been drilled in the Shongaloo field in search of ”Pettetrt pro­
duction. The first of these, &• V. ^hitwell*a Adkins Mo. 1 well, 
located in see. 4, T. 22 U. 9 on the southeast flank of the 
structure, was begun on July 16, 1942. This well was dry and 
abandoned August 6, 1942, at a total depth of 5,780 feet, with no 
shows reported. The second, P. R. 3ylvasfcre*a 0. K* Haynes No. 1 
well, located in sec. 29, T. 23 N., R. 9 W., on the northeast flank 
of the structure was begun on January 27, 1943. It was abandoned 




Shongaloo is an e&st-west-trsnding elongate anticline. Con­
toured on the base of the Armona Qialk (pi. 12), it centers in secs. 
%  and 32, ?• 23 K., R. 9 Its eastern end seems to be somewhat 
mre steep than its western end, where & low saddle connects it to 
the Cfru^erville-Sarepta struct ore. On the south, another low saddle 
connects it with the Cotton VaUqjr structure. Although variable £&nd 
conditions controlled the accumulation almost as much as structure, 
Sfcongaloo seems to have had somewhat in excess of 60 feet of produc­
ing closure in the Blossom (?) sand*
There is not enough information to contour the Shongaloo 
structure in the Ceaanchaan or Jurassic formations. However, on the 
regional map contoured on the base of the Ferry Lake anhydrite (pi. 
9}# Sbangaloo seems to be a structural nose plunging to the west and 
southwest with the possibility of some closure on the northeast.
The three deep well a show a thinning of the section over the 
top of the structure all the way down into the Cotton Valley form- 
tloKU -fhis indicates that Shongaloo, like Cotton Valley, la an old 
structure on the Gulf Coastal Plain and was slowly and steadily ris­
ing at least from Upper Jurassic to Tertiary time. Its origin is 
probably connected with some small amount of flowage in the Kagle 
Bill* salt.
Stratigraphy
The formations In the Shongaloo field area were penetrated to 
a depth of 10,i»62 feet* Beds of Socerie Tertiary age extend from the
X:M
surface to & depth of about 1,700 foot, Below this th^re are about
1,750 feet of Upper Cretaceous Gulf sediments, comprising the full
section* The unconformable Upper-Lower Cretaceous contact occurs 
at about 3,450 feet* Beneath this contact are 4,125 feet of lower 
Cretaceous sediments belonging to the Trinity group and the Hosston 
format ion* The Upper Jurassic sediments are encountered at about 
7,600 feet* In the Shongaloo field about 2,850 feet of Upper 
Jurassic sediments of lot ton Valley age have been penetrated*
A stratigraphic chart of the formations encountered in the 
Webster Parish area, together with their approximate thicknesses 
and lithologlc characteristics, is shown in Table 1*
It is almost impossible to assign definite thicknesses to 
the Claiborne formations at Shongaloo. This is because there are 
no samples available on the old wells and the more recent ones
took no samples until after the surface casing was set in the
Sabine (Wilcox) or i£idway* The Cook lioimtain thickness is variable, 
as it is the outcropping fo mat ion on the structure where it is not 
covered with Terrace and flood plain-material.
As in the case of the Cotton Valley field, the thickness of 
the Arkadeiphia is subject to question. fk> sa&plea were available 
from it and it is very hard to distinguish lit holo gic&liy from the 
overlying Midway, as there is no definite lithologic break between 
the two at the Tertiary-Upper Cretaceous contact. Thomas (p. 147ft) 
assigns a thickness of 120 feet to the Aricadelphia.
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The P&luxy foiwation is the uppermost Qcmmnohmn fomation 
present at Sfaongaloo, all the Washita and Fredericksburg sediments 
having been eroded away prior to Upper Cretaceous deposition. The 
Paluxy is completely truncated east of the field near the parish 
line* being absent in the Haynesvill© field. It varies from 150-175 
feet at Shongaloo.
Twenty-eight hundred and fifty feet of Cotton Valley sediments 
have been penetrated In the Shongaloo field. Eaves (1939) and Imlay 
(1910) indicated a thickness of about 1*850 feet for the Cotton 
Valley formation in the k&ipoolia, Sexton Unit No. 1 well, and ques­
tionably assigned the basal 1,000 feet in the well to the Btieksr and 
Seackover formations. Ilore recent drilling in Baynesville, Bellevue, 
and other adjacent localities has indicated that this entire section 
should be assigned to the Cotton Valley. In the HayneavHle field, 
nine idles to the northeast, the Cotton Valley is found to be 3,370 
feet thick. It is reasonable to assume th<At it will be comparable in 
thickness at Shongaloo and that the remainder of the sediments will be 
similar to these penetrated elsewhere.
Production statistics
In the 22 years since its discovery, the Shongaloo field has 
produced more than 175 thousand barrels of oil and 72 billion cubic 
fast of gas. faarly and cumulative oil and gas figures as of January 
1, 1943, are shown below (from minerals Division, Department of Con­
servation).
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Oil Production - In Barrale




1933 —  24,511
1934 1,339 25,850
1935 175 26,025
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*lndudes gas from oil wells.
v w
the increase in production beginning In 1937 was the result 
of the opening of the Sexton and Roseberry eand reservoirs.
The oil from the Blossom (?) sand waa of 28°-30° gravity. 
Characteristics of the oil from the Sexton sand of the Cotton 
Valley formation as analysed by the 0, S. Bureau of Mines are shown 
in Mile 10.
Possible future production 
Future production in the ̂ hongaloo field may came from the 
Smaekover lime, the Smackovcr has produced in numerous fields in 
south Arkansas and in the Lisbon field in north Louisiana. It 
has been tested on other structures in north Louisiana including 
Eaysesville and Bellevue, but without success. At Shongaloo, it 
would be encountered somewhere between 11,000 and 11,500 feet and 
if porous would constitute an excellent reservoir bed. Development 
at such a depth would necessarily have to be on a wide spacing pattern 
to compensate for the high cost of exploitation.
The discovery of ”Pettetn production on the H^ynasville and 
Carterwille strictures has stimulated exploration for Sligo produc­
tion throughout northwest Louisiana. It is possible that Sligo pro­
duction will be obtained on the Shongaloo structure due to porosity 
conditions, perhaps on the west flank. The three Cotton Valley wells 
in the field shcm a 10-foot porous streak near the middle of the Sligo 
formation. This seems to be better developed In the two flank wells 
than in the Sexton well on top of the structure. Probably the best
development is in the Majgaolia, Brant on Unit ho* X well in son, 
6, f. 2S £*., R. 9 h.t on the south side of the struetnre* fi* V*
Shitwallre Adkins Ko. X well in see. 4, T. S3 fJ*t ft* t on the
southeast flank and Sylvestre* s Haynes Bo. 1 well in see. 89, T*
23 K., H. 9 W. on the northeast flank have unsuccessfully tested
the *Fettet* on these flanks of the structure*
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Table 10
Shong&loo field * Louisiana
Sexton Sand* Webster Parish
1,930*9,010 feet (Magnolia,  ̂ex ton Unit #1, seo« 32, T. 23 H., R. 9 W*)
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Specific gravity, ©#721 A.P.I. gravity, 64.8°
Sulfur, percent, less than 0*1 Color, NJP#A. ^o. 1
Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100° F*,
DISTILLATION, BUREAU OF MP'ES HEMPEL METHOD




















Up to 50 9.4 9*4 0.684 di.7 - - Up to 122
50 - 75 12*7 22*1 .664 81.6 - - 12? - 167
75 - 100 14*9 37.0 .703 69.6 - - 167 - 212
100 - 125 14*8 61.8 .729 62.6 - - 21? - 257
125 - 150 11.0 62.8 .746 68.2 - - 257 - 302
150 - 175 9.0 71.8 .757 55.4 - 302 - 347
175 - 200 6.6 78.4 .768 53.2 - • 347 - 392
200 - 225 5*2 88.6 .777 60.6 - - 392 - 437
225 - 250 3*9 87.5 .790 47.6 - 437 - 482
250 - 275 3.8 91.5 •802 44.9 - - 482 - 527
Vacuum distilelation at 40 mm.
Up to 200 Up to 392
200 - 225 392 - 437
225 - 250 437 - 482
250 - 275 482 - 527
275 - 300 527 - 572
carton residue of residuum, less than 0.1 percent| carbon residue of crude, nil
APPROXIMATE SUMMARY
light gasoline
Percent Sp. gr. ^A.P.I. Viscosity
67.0 0.672 79.1
Total gasoline and naptha 78.4 0.711 67.6 -
Kerosene distillate 12.9 .788 48.1 -
Gas oil m m m -
Nonviscous lubricating distillate - - mm 50-100
Medium lubricating distillate - - m 100-200
Viscous lubricating distillate - m m Above 200
Residuum 4.0 •840 37.0
Distillation loss 4.7 - m -
Reprinted from Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations 3476,
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Sibley gas field 
Location
The Sibley gas field is located In the southeast cor­
ner of T* IS !?*, H, 9 W*# and the northeast corner of T* 17 
S., E» 9 1«9 In southeastern Webster Parish. It is three 
alias southeast of the town of Sibley and three miles north 
of the toon of Heflin* A black-top road connects Mia&ea and 
Sibley and fro® the latter, gravel roads lead to the field*
The Louisiana and Arkansas Hallway froia Alexandria to inden 
peases about a ails west of the field*
The entire field is overlain by rleistocene terrace 
deposits of the Bentley level* Though dissected, they have 
not teen eroded enough to allow the Tertiary beds to show be­
neath these, and so all surface structural expression which 
night exist is effectually nasked. A fey? miles to the east, 
however, at the edge of the Bentley deposits, strikes and 
dips in the Sparta formation give an Inc; 1 cation of struc­
ture*
Pre-discovery data 
Prior to the discovery of the Sibley field In 192* 9 ®ix wells 
had been drilled in the area testing the Upper Cretaceous formations*
These had outlined a rather large, elongate northeast-southwest- 
trending anticline as contoured on the base of the Aiutona Chalk 
(see pi* 6}*
The first of these, Kansas City Syndicate * s Walters Mo. 1 
wall, was located In sec. 8, T. 17 H., R. 9 W., about three miles 
southwest of the producing area. It was dry and abandoned September 
29# 1920, at 2,900 feet, with no shows reported. The second, J. P. 
S m s 9 Crichton No. 1, was located in sec. 31, T. 18 N., R. 6lf., 
shout a adle east of the producing area* It was dry and abandoned 
October 17, 1930, at 2,690 feet, with no shows reported. The third, 
3m P. Swans9 6. Burson Ho. 1, was located in sec. 27, T. 18 N., 
fi* 9 W«, about one sails northwest of the producing area. It was 
dry and abandoned November IB, 1933, At 3,515 feet, with shows of 
gas reported at 2,418 feet, 3,252 feet, and 3,351 feet. The fourth, 
3, P. £vana* J. R. Miller No. 1, was located in sec. 29, T. IB N.,
R. 9 W., about three ailee northwest of the producing area. It 
was dry and abandoned December 19, 1933, at 2,517 feet, with no shows 
reported. The fifth, J. P. Svans* T. Crichton, Jr* No. 1, was 
located in sec. 34, T. IB H., H. 9 W., about a rail© west of the 
profiticiog area. It was abandoned at a total depth of 2,377 feet,
*ith no shows reported. The sixth, J. L. Edwards1 J. B. Hooper 
Be* 1, was located in sec. 8, T. 17 N., It. 9 ?*., about three tail os 
southwest of the producing area. It was dry and abandoned in 1936, 
st 3,016 feet, with no shows reported.
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Discovery and development 
The discovery well for the Sibley gas field was J. P. Evans*
T* Crichton Mo. 1 well, located in sec* 35, T. 18 8., R. 9 W*, in 
the northeastern part of the present producing area. Ibis well was 
completed May 22, 1936, at a total depth of 5,587 feet in the Rodessa 
formation, with an initial open flow potential of 80,000 MGF of gas 
with some condensate. Production was obtained from a coarsely oolitic, 
medium porous, gray limestone member near the middle of the Rodaaaa 
formation•
Since the discovery, five additional Rodessa producers and 
three dry holes have been completed. Two more producers were com­
pleted in 1936, one producer in 1937, one dry hole in 1939, one dry 
hole in I960, and two producers and one dry hole in 1961* Produc­
tive limits have been defined on the northeast where the Union Pro­
ducing Co.*a Walker Unit Mo. 1 well, in see. 30, T. 18 &•, R. 8 iff., 
l£ miles from production, was dry* This well, however, was higher 
than some of the producing wells and the exact reason for its non- 
productivity is not known. The dry holes drilled on the northwest 
and south flanks of the structure did not test the main producing 
member of the Modessa, but, being very low structurally, and finding 
salt water in the upper producing member, were abandoned as non­
productive* The productive area in the Rodessa formation has been 
estimated at 1,000 acres.
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Characteristics of producing sand 
there are two main porous producing members of the liodsssa 
formation, the upper of which produces in the lifrane, Crichton 11. 1 
wen, and the lower of which producaa in the other wells. The upper 
aeeber la encountered 2?0 feet below the top of the formation (base 
of the Ferry Lake anhydrite) and is approximately 50 feet thick.
The second Is encountered 370 feet below the top of the formation 
and is approximately 65 feet thick. A description of the cores 
of the producing section as logged In the Standard ail Co. of La., 
Fudicker So. 1 well, is as follows]
5,526-53 - Gray fossdliferous liae, occasional streaks
5,553-60 -
of shaley lime
Slightly oolitic and slightly porous lime 
(gas and condensate)
5,560-64 - Hard gray lime
5,564-66 - Brown crossbedded medium-grained, fairly 
porous sand; porosity 13.73 % (gas and
5,566-6? -
condensate)
Greensand, porosity 13.53SS (gas and con­
densate)
5,567-32 - Brown medium-grained, fairly porous sand; 
porosity 19.29$ (gas and condensate)
5,562-83 - Black shale with thin layers of cross- 
bedded sand.
5,563-5,600 Coarsely oolitic, medium porous lime; 
porosity ast. 10$ (gas and condensate)
5,600-12 - Lime
5,612-22 - Black shale
5,622-31 - Gray lime
5,631-36 - Black shale
5,636-44 - Hard gray fosslliferoue lime, some anhydrite 
at 5636
5,644-50 — Black shale
5,650-54 - Lime
5,654-58 - Fairly parous oolitic lime ($&a odor)
5,656-64 - Hard gray lime
19‘j
5>664-83 - Ffeirly porous oolitic lii»e, average porosity
10-12,̂  (salty taste, slight gas odor) 
5,633-34 * Hard tight lime
5,684-5,717 - Medium porous, coarsely oolitic lime (salty 
taste)
5,717-20 - Slightly porous lime, nodules of sand
5,720-26 Gray lime
The average effective thickness of the producing zones is 
probably not over 40 feet and the average porosity not over 15 per
Structure
On the base of the Axinoaa Chalk, as noted above, the Sibley 
structure is an elongate northeast-southsest-trending anticline (pi.
8)* there is not enough control to accurately or completely contour 
the Sibley structure on the base of the Perry Lake anhydrite or on the 
top of the producing horison, 270 feet lower. However, based on present 
information, the Sibley structure in the Lower Cretaceous seams to be 
an elongate northeast-soutfevegt-trending anticline with two subsidiary 
highs (pi* 13)* One of these highs centers in the 3^ of sec. 35,
7. IB S., R. 9 W«, in the producing area. The other is east of the 
producing area, centering in secs. 36 and 25, T. IB R., R. 9 ft*, and 
sece. 30 and 31, ?. 18 R-, R. 6 ft. This high is controlled by the 
Onion Producing Co.'s Walker Unit No. 1 well, which, although dry, Is 
higher than some of the producing wells. It may be that porosity and 
permeability have been more important in affecting accumulation than 
structural position.
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The Sibley structure, like Cotton Valley, is an old one on 
the Golf Coastal Plain, as all the formations from tike Kodesss to 
the top of the Upper Cretaceous show r,mrked thinning over the top 
of the structure. For example, the Perry lake Anhydrite is 274 
feet thick in the koffitt and Perritt, Kennon No. 1 well (sec. 35,
T. 16 IL, &• 9 W.), the highest well on the structure, while it is 
347 feet thick in the Peassl, Tillman Ko. 1 well (sec. 11, T. 17 N*,
E. 9 S.) on the south flank of the structure, l£ miles away.
The Sibley structure la probably due to slow steady adjust* 
sent flowage in the Saji a Mills salt* This took place over a long 
period of time actuated by the increasing load of sediments. How­
ever, the abnormally thick section of Hosston in the Union Prod.
00**8, Walker Unit No. 1 well, indicates that it did not start to rise 
until after Hosston time.
Stratigraphy
the formations in the Sibley field have been penetrated to a 
depth of 10,362 feet. Beds of Eocene Tertiary age are penetrated from 
the surface down to about 1,600 feet. Below the Tertiary-Upper 
Cretaceous contact, there is about 1,800 feet of Upper Cretaceous 
sediments. The unconfornable Upper-Lower Cretaceous contact occurs 
at about 3,500 feet. Beneath this contact there are about 6,630 feet 
of Lower Cretaceous Comanchean sediments belonging to the Trinity 
group and the Hosston formation. No definite Jurassic sediments have 
yet been penetrated in the Sibley area.
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A etr&tlgraphic chart of the formations encountered in the 
Webstar Parish artsa, together with their approximate thicknesses and 
litfaologic characteristics is shown in Table 1.
A definite thickness cannot be assigned to the Sparta forma­
tion in the Sibley area as the Sparta normally outcrops there when 
not mantled by Pleistocene terrace deposits.
The Upper Cretaceous sediments in general are about 100 
feet thicker than at Cotton Valley. This is due to the lower part 
of the section; i.e., sediments of Austin and E&gleford age, being 
over 200 feet thicker; as the Taylor and Navarro sediments are 100 
feet thinner than at Cotton Valley.
The Dean formation has thickened about 70 feet and the 
Baekrange sand which is abs<stt as far north as the State line (see 
discussion under Stratigraphy) again reappears. Also, the r&ddle 
of the formations shows the beginning of the chalk which is so well
developed farther south and west In Bossier, Red River, end Do Soto
parishes (Haxzard and Lloyd, 1939; Murray, 19A3).
Beneath the Tokio occurs the northernmost lentil of the Ector 
tongue of the Austin chalk, as suggested by Hazxard (1939A, p. 134).
It is not well developed here, appearing both on electrical logs and
in cores and cuttings as a chalky marl rather than a chalk. Farther 
to the south and west, it Is rauch raore fully developed (Hazzard, 1939; 
Murray, 1943). Its thickness at Sibley has been estimated at 40 feet.
The aagleford-GeJiterpoint at Sibley la in the transition zone 
between the volcanic red shales and tufts of farther north and the dark
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marine shales farther south (K&ssard, 1939A) . All facies are here 
represented interfingering together. There are some red volcanic 
shales as reported in the Standard, PUdieker No. 1 wall, as well 
as iuffaceous sands and the dark marine Kaglaford shales.
The Lower Cretaceous formations of the Trinity group are 
considerably thicker at Sibley than at Cotton Valley farther north. 
from the Upper-Lower Cretaceous contact to the base of the Sligo 
formation, there are 3*700 feet of sediment at Sibley compared with 
2,250 feet at Cotton Valley* All the formations have thickened 
proportionately.
The thickness of the Paluxy at Sibley varies from 700 to 950 
feet. Fifty feet of this is accounted for by thinning over the top of
the structure, but based on ̂ comparison with the Base, Crichton No. 1i
well which had a complete Paluaqr section of 1,525 feet, at least 500 
feet were eroded off the top before the Upper Cretaceous sediments 
were laid down. This is another indication of the fact that Sibley 
was an early and a comparatively steep structure.
The Onion Producing Co.’s Walker Unit Ho. 1 well (see. 30, T.
IB S., E. 8 ̂ *) penetrated 3,430 fe^t of sediment, below the base of 
the Sligo fona&tion. This entire thickness is made up of vari­
colored alternating sands, sandy shales, and shales. It is not known 
whether this is all Hosston sediment or whether some of it belongs 
to the Cotton Valley formation. If the well penetrated the Cotton 
Valley section as recorded by Weeks and Purser (1940, p. 1094), then 
the marine black-shala section at the top seems to be missing.
i m
However, the well aid not reach Cotton Valley, and the thickness of 
Hoaston sediments here Is at least 1,400 feet thicker than at either 
Cotton Valley to the north or Lake Hietineau to the south. This is 
due to its location in the S&nden syncline and the fact that the 
Sibley structure had not yet started to rise in Hosston time.
Production statistics 
In the seven years since its discovery, the Sibley field 
has produced sore than 5 billion cubic feet of natural gas and 25 
thousand barrels of condensate, Yearly and cumulative gas and 
condensate figures as of January 1, 1943* are shown in the table 
below (froei mnerals Division, Department of Conservation),
Gas Production - in HG?
Year Yearly Production Cumulative Production
1936 —  —
1937 —
1938 56,906 56,906
1939 262,449 339,3551940 1,004,388 1,343,743
1941 2,232,271 3,576,0141942 - 1,810,042 5,386,056
Condensate Production - in Barrels 
Isas Is»Ek_ Production Cumulative Production







Prior to 1938, the field was shut in except when gas was 
osed ae fuel for drilling wells.
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Characteristics of the condensate fraji the kodossa, fojpssatlon 
as analysed by the U. S. Dureau of Mines are shown In Table H *
Possible future production 
Production fross the '’porous Pettet lime” section of th© Sligo 
forsaation Is a possibility at Sibley. The Union Producing Co. set 
easing to the Sligo in its Walker Unit Mo. 1 deep well east of the 
field producing area* to test a 10-foot slightly porous section at 
the top of the Sligo. However, results were not encouraging and 
the well was abandoned. The only producing well drilled to the 
Sligp formation showed a slight porosity at the top of the formation. 
However, it is possible that there may be enough porosity on the 
flanks of the structure, as has occurred at Haynesviile, Hsbou, and 
Carterville for comerclal production.
Gotten ?alley production jaay possibly be obtained at Sibley, 
althcm^i to date results of exploration in the Gotten Valley have 
been very disappointing except at Gotten Valley. In stoat cases, 
the sands have lacked sufficient porosity and pert usability.
It is not likely that S&i&ckovar-liiae production would be 









A*P*I, gravity, 69,8° 
Color, lighter then S*P*A* 
No* 1
Specific gravity, 0*740 
Sulfur, percent, !••• than 0*1 
Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100° F*,
DISTILLATION, BUREAU OF U P TES HEMPEL METHOD




















Up to 50 m m 6» 4* - Up to 122
50 - 75 0*0 6,0 0,678 79.1 - #■ 12? - 167
75 - 100 10,6 16,6 •718 86,4 - - 167 - 212
100 - 125 13*8 30,1 ,789 68,9 - 21? - 257
125 - 150 18*1 48,3 ,738 60,8 “ " 257 - 30?
150 - 175 16*8 67*1 •733 66,4 - - 302 - 347
175 - 200 13.1 80,8 ,767 83,0 - a* 347 - 392
200 - 225 9,3 69,3 ,781 49,7 *• - 392 - 437
225 - 250 5*1 94,8 •796 46,6 - - 437 - 482
250 - 275 1*4 96,0 ,806 44,8 —— .— Z----— - 482 - 527
Up to 200 
200 - 225 
225 - 25ft 
250 - 275
275 - 500 ______________ ___________
Carbon residue of residuum,’ than
Up to 392 
392 - 437 
437 - 482 
482 - 527
_______ 527 - 572
6.Ip®reanii carbon realdua of crude, nil
APPROXIMATE SUMMARY
J|ight gasoline
Percent Sp. gr. ^A.P.I. Viscos ity16*8 0,699 70,9
Total gasoline and naptha 80,2 0,737 60*6 -
Kerosene distillate 15,8 ,788 48,1 -
Gas oil m _
Nonviscous lubricating distillate «i • 50-100
Medium lubricating distillate • - 100-200
Viscous lubricating distillate m «* Above 200
Residuum 8,0 *683 40,4
Distillation loss L i i Q .. m m -
Beprinted from Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations 3476,
Hayaearill© oil field
Introduction
The Mayaeavill® field ia located la T* 25 N.,R 8 and 9 W.,
Ib  M  northeast of the town of Haynear ilia, Claiborne Pari all, 
Louisiana. The field mas discovered by Smith© naan, et al.. A*
Taylor Ho* 1 (now known Ohio Oil Co.*a A* Taylor Aeet. 4 No. 3} 
wall located ia sec. 14f T. 33 N*, a. a W* This veil was completed 
Karch 30, 1931, la the Bleesoa (*) sand of the Tofcio formation.
Its initial production mas between 2,000 and 4,000 barrels of clean 
oil dally (Stroud, 1933}♦ Beralopmsat of the Blossom (?) sand was 
rapid, and by the end of 1923 the field was practically drilled 
up. A total of 964 veils mere completed In the Blossom {?}, 
totalling 6,160 product ire acres. Secondary recovery has pro* 
longed the life of the Blossom (?} production and the field still 
produces 2300 barrels of oil dally from the Blossom (?).
In 1946, the Ohio Oil Co* drilled a deep test, &. 1. Taylor 
Aset. 1 Bo. 15 in see* 15, 7* 33 3. 8 f * This sell mas drilled
to a total depth of 11,334 feet in the £agle fc'ills salt, and wee 
abandoned Nerembe? 14, 1941 after unsuccessful tests in the Saack- 
otrer lime. In October, 1941, 7. L. lames spudded his Cali is Akin 
ho* 1 vail in sec. 27, T. 23 M.# R« 8 W., on the south flank of the 
structure. This sell mas completed November 30, 1941, in the Sligo 
formation (*Pettet lime**) at 5,431*40 feet for an Initial production 
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Is of necessity Halted*
Sew of these localities wre visited by &. 8. Big*® (IBS?)* 
Johnson (XS88) and *• ** Burefcard (1918)* Selected samples taken 
by than showed creditable iron analyses* However, these investi­
gators recognised the limited extant of the deposits.
Salt
Three salt do»es are known within the area of Webster Pariah; 
nasaly, SUUasau, Slades, and Tailor la. One of those f Vaeherie, 
la altnntftil on the line between debater and Bienville pari she a in 
son* 16 and 81, T. 17 S., JU 8 *•
The only salt done in the pariah that has had nay development 
at ell la the Blstinewu dona* There is evldanee of Indian occupation 
in the fan of potsherds around Potters Fond, though no direot 
evidence that they aa&e salt (Vesteh, 19QEA). Salt van first made 
at Blatinean in 1856* In 1855 a drought hindered eater transporta­
tion ap Bayou Dereheet and salt was aade on a considerable scale for 
local consumption* During the Civil War the Federal blockade neces­
sitated salt asking on a large scale at the north Louisiana salines*
It is set lasted that 1,000 to 1,800 people ears engaged in this oc­
cupation at Bistinean, but no estimate can be made of the amount of 
salt aade (Veateh, 1903k). The stain drawback at Blstlneau was its 
location in the Bayou Doreheat flood plain which made salt Baking 
seasonal* After the war, salt making on a large scale ceased and after 
1897 was entirely abandoned*
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Nob* of the dag noils avows* Biatlnsau is known to hate 
encountered the salt stock* The only oil tost that pierced it was 
the Gulf Sefiaiag Co** a Biatiaaau Ho* 8 wall in sec* 35, T. 18 8*,
&. 10 b*t that topped it at 1,6*8 feet*
91is shallowest depth at which salt was encountered on the 
fuharl* dees* discovered is U S ,  Is 777 feet, while the shallowest 
at Hindes done, discovered in 2 1 %  is 1,918 feet* neither of these 
doses has a cents*! saline, althaea at Vacfcerie the central area 
is tapegrsghieally hoe*
day
The day xawirMs of Webster Parish ere undeveloped, bat 
soples fens the parish hate been tested by Bfeltteaor* (1987)* He 
fees* that all eaeplea exhibited excessive shrinkage on drying and 
that aeet of tfcsa sere too sandy. However, cone fasted in the 
vieinity of xa&dam were edeptehle for eaklns ecsaoa brick*
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V I m  iMi'iiTpr -r ^
% m  or m m m m s m  localities in m m m  parish
m m w o m
M  76 ̂ La roadside ditch on efcet aide La. Highway 1257*
532 feet fiS of wooden bridge over creek in SS$
33$ & $  o«u 9, T. 17 a., g. 6 w. Elevation 291*. 
Merth flank Vaeherle sali dmt.
JX 77 ̂ 3e»e location 22 feet north of J^76. Elevation 
293*- Cane River chocolate-brown shale.
JX 79A ̂  Auger hale in ro&dside ditch on S. side La. Highway 
699, earn mile S. of intersection with La. Highway 90 
m 3  near center of sec. 33, T. 1? n.» B. 9 w, Surface 
elevation 223* • Sample fro® 8*4* below surface.
A  072 X  Auger hole in roadside ditch cm 1. side of La- High­
way 1257, 509 feet K& of wooden bridge over small 
stress ®f| 33$ 31$ sec. %  $. 17 R* 8 w. on 
north flank Vacheria dose. Surface elevation 262* • 
Sample from 6*7* below surface.
&  934 Anger hole in roadside ditch on £. side La. Highway 
765, 2.9 wiles south of intersection with La. High­
way 90 in 31$ S$i see. 20, 7. 17 n., B. 9 w.
Surface elevation 105*. Sample 4* 10" below surface.
A  94B Auger hole in roadside ditch on B. side dirt road on 
section line between secs. 28 and 33, .3 mile W. of 
S4BSbioCI corner between sees. 27, 28, 33 and 34, ?•
17 «u, I* 9i* Surface elevation 227*. Sample 11* 
below surface.
«*M 968 Zh center of roadbed of old wagon road, about 400 
yard» west of La. Highway 765 and near center H5$
Me. 20, 7. 17 n*» R. 9 w. Surface elevation 100*. 
Staple frow 8* 3* below surface.
JH 96c Sane. Sample from 8*11" below surface
960 Same. Sample from io*e« below surface
96f Same. Sample from 15* 6** below surface
Jb 966 Same. Sample from 16*5** below surface
r.
I.
A  96H Sams. Sample from 17*9* below surface.
A  96J Sams. Sample fwm 20*1” below surface.
A  96K Seas. Sample from 21*6" below surface,
JU 970 Auger bole 40 yards W. of JM96 in sec. 20, T. 17 n.,
E» 9 «• Surface elevation 174’. Sample from 11* 
below surface,
JU 970 Same, Staple fro® 12* below surface.
JU 994 Outcrop in etreaa button In SS cor. or sec. 21,
?♦ 1? n., H, 9 w. 50 yards 1. of section line and 
460 yards due S. of W  dirt road in SE J sec. 21. 
Surf ace elevation lSG9(app.), Macrofossils fro® 
outcrop; ttlerofoasils fro® auger hole 3* below the 
surface.
A  10AA Auger hole in roadside ditch on ME side La. Highway 
561 Just below Montgomery-Cane River contact in 5W £ 
SB* see. 11, T. 17 n., R. 10 w. Surface elevation 
150-160 (app„). Sample fro® 3’7” below surface.
A  104S Sane. Sample fro® 4*ln below surface.
A  105A Auger hole 10* S. and 6» below JM104. in &lk SUk
sec, 11, f. 17 n., R. 10 w. Sample fro® 6*6M below
surface.
A  105B Sue. Sample fro® 7*10n below surface.
A  305C Seme. Sample fro® 10’U'* below surface.
A  1050 Saws. Sample from 15*2** below surface.
A  114A Auger hole ihbed of wagon road about .6 mile S. of
intersection with La, Highway 843, in 3E£ SEfc sec. 7,
f. 17 n., R. 8 w. On W. flank Vaeherle dome. Sample 
fra® 7*2* below surface.
A  114B 3aa«. Sample
A  U4G Same. Sample
A  1140 Same. Sample
A114E Same. Sample
from S*7tt below surface, 
fro® 11* 6n below surface, 
from 14*ln below surface, 







&  n a
Auger hole lit roadside ditch on S. aide La. Highway 
843# *5 ail* V* of intersection with La. highway
125? in 8$£ S£& sec. 8, T. 17 n., R. 8 w* On NW
flank Vacharie dene* Surface elevation 288* • Sample 
fro* 8*7" below surface.
Sane. Sample from 9*10" below surface.
Sane* Saaple from 12*ln below surface.
Sane* Sample from 14* 10° below surface.
Auger bale in roadside ditch on S. side La. High*
way 843# 150* w* of J1015, in SBi sec. 8, T. 17 n.*a* 8 w. Surface elevation 295*. Sample from 7*
below surface*
Float fro® a dug well in SW£ sec. 7, T. 17 n.#
E. 8 v* Surface elevation 290* • Sample probably 




(sox m m x m
M  91M Auger hole ia roadbed of Minden-GibaXand &>ad|
50 yds. S. of present tJ.S. Highway 60 and 2.1 
«Jlee S£ of Mind« in SE& SHi Sac. 26, T. 19 n 
S* 9 w. Halo 100 east and 10-12 foot above level 
Of creek. Surface elevation 250* 4. Sample from
13*3*» below surface. **
AH 10U Anger bole 150* g. and 16,5* higher than AH 91 in 
SSj S3Sfc sec. 26, T. 19 n., E. 9 w. Surface ©leva- 
tlcm 266*4-. Sample from 9 *6* below surface.
AM 1C0LB Sane., Sample from 16*6* below surface.
AH icac Same. Sample from 16*10** below surface.
AH 101B Seas. Sample from 13* below surface.
AH 101E Same* Sample from 19*2” below surface.
AM 1Q1F Subs. Ssag&e from 20*11* below surface.
at 1010 Same. Sample from 22* 4 n below surface.
AH 101H Haas, Sample from 23*6* below surface.
AH 1QU Base* Sample from 24* 4** below surface.
a  v m Auger bole AO* &• and 5* higher than AM 91 in
see, 26, f. 19 n., H. 9 w. Surface eleva­
tion 255*4. Sample from 6* below surface.
AM 102B Same. Sample from 9*5* below surface.
AH 102C Same. Sample from 15v9tt below surface.
AH 102D Same, Sample from 16*10R below surface.
AM 127 Rear top ©f >>»i above ro&dcut on S. aide dirt road
along g. aide Bayou Do reheat in HWft KWj sec. 31, T. 21 n,
g. 9 w. Surface elavation 220* (75* above road level).
AH 120 Foesilifenotis ledge along La. Highway 185, 1.3 miles
S. of crossing over Black Bayou, just N. of Cfcr. HE&








m  139 
m  uo
a  U 3
sse
A m i l i t m a  eenerstions in field on W. side s.-w. 
dirt road in WW£ liif£ Eft see. 19, T. 21 n., li. 9 w. 
Surface «l«vitioa 260*.
Fossiliferoua concretionary zone on E« side of stain 
streaa flowing H. along 19* side of Bull Hill in m  
oer, Sli see* 10, f, 21 n., R. 9 a. Surface eleva­
tion 280*+.
Fossiliferoua concretionary sons in head of stream 
crossing dirt road .5 nil© w. of intersection with 
Is. Highway 185, in H3S& HE$ HW£ sec. 17, T. 21 n.,
S. 9 w« Surface elevation 260*.
Fbssiliferous concretionary zone in readout, on N. 
side Af-Sg dirt road .1 mile s. of otr. of See, 6,
?. 22 a., R. 9 w. Surface elevation 250*4,
Fbseiliferous concretionary zone about 40* from end 
of dirt road leading down to Bayou Dorchoat from 
intersection with la. Highway 70 at Sykes Ferry 
Church; Just S. of etr. SS£ 8 $  sec. 35, T, 23 n.,
E* 10 w. Surface elevation 220*»
Fossiliferotis concretionary zone in roadside ditch of 
E.-W. dirt road. 65 ailes S. of intersection with La. 
Highway 185; in SW£ sec. 5# T. 20 n., R. 9 w. Surface 
elevation 228*.
flossiliferoue concretionary zone in roadside ditch on 
R. side Caney Lake road about 200* W. of intersection 
with La. Highway 66; in sec. 34, 7. 20 m, R. 9 w.
Surface elevation 270*+.
Fbseiliferoue concretionary sone in roadside cut along 
La* Highway 185 5.4 miles $• of linden in JJW£ SW sec.
32, T. 20 n., H. 9 w. Surface elevation 225*.
Pooatlif erous concretionary boqa in roadside cut along 
La, Highway 185 4,9 miles N. of intersection with U.S. 
Highway 80 in Minden, in etr. s£ mi; sec. 32, T. 20 n.,
E. 9 w. Surface elevation 210* •
Fbssiliferous concretionary zone at intersection of N.-S. 
and £.*. dirt reads at ctr. S. line SWi sec. 30, T. 20 n., 
E* 8 w. Surface elevation 423*.
8S?
&  U 6  Fossiliferous eeneretiouftry sons along La. Highway
186, 2*55 ails* It. of intersection with U.S. Hlgh- 
way 7f in Slsdm! in otr. S»i 88$ teo, 11, T. 19 n., 
E. 9 w. Serftes elevation 261*,
iE 14? FbssILiferoiis ooneretioimry sons at top of roadcut
on B. side La. Highway 558, 2.5 alias S. of inter- 
•setion with U.S. Highway 79 in 5&£ KEt sac. 20, 
f. 1? n.| R. 8 w. Surface elevation 300*+.
M  148 Ecssilif eanous eilty sand at southern end of LowerCtear W w  Daa in MStfc $Et sec. 5, T. 19 a., R. 9 w. 
Surface elevation 220*.
dK 149 Fbssilifereaa concretionary zone in roadside ditch
along La. Highway 135, 1.28 miles B. of bridge over 
flat Ud c  Bayou in sitfc SS& sec. 29, ?* 21 n., R. 9 w. 
Surface elevation 220*.
21150 PbasiLiferotts concretionary zone along old La* High­
way 135, 100 yds* E. of its intersection with new La. 
Highway 135, Just 3. of bridge over Hear Creak in 
8 ^  see. 11, T. 22 n., R. 10 w. Surface eleva­
tion 190*.
M  152 Fbssiliferous clayey greensand ledge in blowout of
In. 0.& R. Co.*s, Gleason #1 wall, 677* H., 301* w., 
S3 Cor. sec. 13, T. 22 n., H. 10 w. Sample 30* below 
surface.
at 1568 Anger hole in roadside ditch cm 3. side of La. Highway 
553, 1*52 adles E. of intersection with U.S. Highway 
79, in 3^i HE£ B&4 360• T* 19 **•* 8 w. On west flank Eixiden salt dome. Surface elevation 290*+.
m  156 s Saae. Saaple 3* below surface.
A  156b Satae. Sample 10* below surface.
die 156g Saoe* Sample 16* below surface.
ai 156b Sane. Sample 20* below surface.
«»1561 Sane. Coaposit sample, 20*-22* below surface.
31156J Sane. Saaplo 22* below surface.
#157 Fbssiliferous concretionary zone on W. side dirt road500* N. of its Intersection with La. Highway $58, in 
S8£ S2£ SSi sec. 18, T. 19 n., R. 8 w. S' frace eleva­
tion 300*+,
238
&  158 FUsailifarcus concrwtionaiy son* la cut along La.
Highway 1256, 1*4 ralles s. of intersection with U.S. 
Highway SO in 8«£ awe. 8, T. IS m ,  E. 8 w. Sur- 
facw elevation 316**
£i i$? FOssilifermis concretions along S. aide U.S. Highway
80, 2.1 allow SS of linden in SEj SEi awe. 26, T. 19 a.,
&. 9 w* (ease locality as JM 91). Surface elevation 
250*+.
4M 160 ftoawiliferoua silty wand in readout on tj. wide U.S.
Highway 79» 7*3 alias HE of Its intersection with La. 
Highway 186 in iiindenj in SE^ H2& see. 33* ?. 20 n., 
1  8 «. Surface elevation 310* •
L.S.U. MBS. LOG* Fresh fossils previously collected from old
locality along U.S. Highway 80, 2 miles SE of Linden 
in SS£ SJS$ sec. 26, T. 19 a., R. 9 w. Fresh outcrop 
now destroyed* (sa&e locality as JM 91, JL 101,
JH 102 and Jfc 159.)
APPEHDEC I I
usr (S' miaous m u  driiaed in hebetee parish
m,Mil l & t l  *«- C  m  n  TOifltl B O O O
qp#r*Tntr “  T# K* ***** Depth Atawsna F»rry Lake
t« U t o t  Hllllane
HtefenrA He, 1 3 17H SWT 333
2, B. B. Tcb^ U
Woodward A Hfclkor Bo.l 9 17S 8H
3. Standard Oil Co, of La,
Woodaard A lArtfc«r Ho, I  16 17N 8W 263,3* 1372
A. Stented Oil Co, of La,
Cmii Jordan Ho, 1 16 17H 8W 226.56* 897 S72
A  ftfflwt City Syndicate
laltero Ho. 1 8 17N 9W 184,4* 2900 2076
L A I .  BSwdfl* If,
A  B. Soopar Bo. 1 8 17H 9H 17S.6* SOU £068
T, A  L  m i i j
PMgraa Bo. 1 12 17H mt 278* 5360 2520
L  I- ft.
Bo. 1 29 178 9V 255* 3707 Z05S
l» 8IbX*y6aMtao Corp.
H. M. H’O m l d  Ho. 1 52 X7U 9W 232* 6278 1991 5120
Ik dttlf Hoflolms Co.
BbtlaMM Ho, 1 2 17N 1CW 141.59* 2523
8* Atlao Co.
State 0-1 28 17N 1CW 145.61* 2865 1772
fc Hilbert WllUem
(CUiWn* Oil Syndicate)
to. 1 18 IBS 83 236.6* 2940 2520 Eat,
Mk (tltet William 
&  (Claiborne Oil Syndicate)
M m  Bo, 2 16 18W 8* 289.97* 2650
239
240
**r»tor m i  1.11 a«. S.*. 8. Xta* £ g £  A m w t  V^lskm
H* S* 4* DttMltt «t ftl
M mmt4 it H l)G «r So*  1 20 IBS 8S
H» M IU m s
SsvU Ho. 1 21 18H SB 533*
16* J« 4. BOO®* 2f*
A. S. Bonslqgo Ho. 1 27 18H 83 194.8* 3002 2330
17* W. C* Fo&sal
SSltai He. 1 11 17B 93 244* 0071 231® 6700
!&• M«i !M»lqs C4t
Htlfcor Ho. 1 30 IBS 8Vf 25®* 10S82 2306 5326
H* «?* P. S m
Crlafatoo Ho* 1 31 16H 83 260* 2690
20* Bnrjr ll0B£l(%7rmfe9O
3. C. FuUhrighfc Ho. 1 6 18 U 0W 1063*
23* Coif Sofl&iag Co.
t. Crichton. Jr.. «t
ftl A-l I 6 I 8 S 9 S  201.70* 3006
22* J* P* Boots
Q. Botboq So. 1 27 IBS 9K 232’ S515 2172
22* 2* 2* S . .
J* R* Villcr Ho. 1 29 18H m  210* 3617 2222
H. J. P. Emn»
7. Crichton* Jr. Ho. 1 34 183 95 193* 2377 2113
18* J. P. S m s
?. Crichton Ho. 1 35 IBS 93 214* 8687 2234 5276
26* H* 0.
B V M R  5slt Ho. 1 35 16H 93 217.19* 6819 2144 5403
ft* Bomaott & S14r#d
H. 0* Fulbrlght Ho. 1 1 18H10H
*8* 0* P. H o u r
B. L. Stewart He. 1 4 183109 214.7* 2606 2258
!«• HUllgim 9t Hegors
4a i m  Bo. 1 6 163103 219.8* 1202
241
. ___ . .  .  .  B,  Tstel B u t Bm nqpamtar wad toll M m  8. I* B« Blor. D#pth Annomt Forry late
S. M a r  M d  Bloat
Andara fc, 4 6 IBS 10*T 212* ISM
St* M r t q r  Sookor Oil Co.
fr * i—r l b  l  s tas u s  ats* is m
a. 8. S.
Babartnon Ho. 1 8 18H 1QK 228* 1840
Mb Hiwrtir lawtt Oil Co.
U  Plpao So. 1 10 IBS 10R lea* 6764
N. 8. S. lartrw
Mbar So. 1 14 188 ION 184.1* 1897
It. Xba Sorbic Co.
8. 8. Wllar Bo. 1 16 18S 10H 285* 3SQ6 2607
Mb Mbttr oad Blount
■Matt So. 1 20 188 108 880.8* 1520
a. M a danabaata 4 gorbor
Criehtoa Bo. 1 28 188 108 800* 8980
T. B. Uldtt 
E. U  Stooarfe 80. 1 28 188 108
Mb 4a. Hat'l. Oil Co.
Crlafctcw Bo. 1 26 188 10B 888*
49b Oolf Refining Co.
Biatlnaam Bo. 2 85 188 108 144.88’
41. Qatf ttfiniog co.
Pltagarold 80. 1 10 198 88 251.37’ 2660
48, tatf Raflninj; Co.
8. B. BrldganOB Ko. 1 20 198 88 820* 1922
4i* Wlodon Bat. Co*
Pasrgnaoa So. 1 8B 198 68 176* 8416
44. Bladen Bat. Co.
ladcatattd Bo. 1 88 198 88 260* 2416
M* 8. S. Borktalter
P M  So. I 29 198 88 885.7* 2660
242
Operator and Well Was© S. T. R. Kiev* BaseDepth Azmona Ferry Lake
?6x* L&« Sex. Oil Co§
B. F* Lee Ho. 1 6 19B 170.5* 2308 2808 Est.
47* Tictor Weasel
Lunsford He* 1 10 19H 9W 250* 2027
48* Rope Oil Co*
Matt Moor© Wo* 1 13 19H m  242.5* 5012
49. R. K. Si Ivey
Brake Wo. 1 14 19$ 10® ITS*
SO* SfoSisnsy Bros.
0* W. Hudson Wo. 1 1? 1911 10VY
SL Olsetsad, Lawson & Kardin
Hudson So. 1 17 19S 1QW 220*
£2. S* A. Lane
Roberts So. 1 20 19$ 10W 207.3* 2475
55. S. J. Berry. Trustee
W. B. Turner Ho. 1 26 195 105 428
£4. J. 7. Chandler 
(Crumpton et al)
Chess Synd. Fee So. 1 SI 19$ 10W 219.85* 1424
56. Goodwill Oil Corp.
Cruaptaa Plantation Kowl 51 191,' 105 415
£6. W. T. Hunt
Killer So. 1 S3 19N 10W 1250
57* C. Fergusc»i
Am P. Turner Sp. 1 20 20$ 35 429* 2309
58. Posereont Synd.
A. W. Gruxmer So* 1 21 2QN 8W 552.8* 1742
59* Standard Oil Co. of La*
Gnmner Wo. 1 21 20N m  336.5* 2505 2645 Fat.
50. Palmer Corporation
Crichton Ho. 1 30 20B 8W 378.55* 2605 3019 !*t.
51. Shreveport El Dorado 
Pipeline Co*
Gas&le Wo. 1 55 201 m  535* 3290 3055
243
Operator and W ell Sasw S . T* R. Flev« Tota l Baa* BaeeDepth Amoam Ferry Lake
&• Sagaolla Petroleum Co*
W9 F. Bible So* 1
S3* Fthyl B. Oil Go*
Sron No# 1
64* B. C. Warren
T« A* Glass So# 1
S3* B. W« Baas Brig* Co*
T. Criohton, Jr* So. 1
66* Tea* La* ?2ex# Oil Co*
V* Crichton So# 1
67* Ter# La* Hex* Oil Co* 
Shite So* 1
66* Tex* La* Hex. Oil Co* 
Long Springs So. 1
G9» Ollphant Oil Ccrpe 
Fred Banks So. 1
3d* Olipfe&st Oil Corp.
£* L# Stewart B-2
71* Ollphant Oil Corp.
P* L* Stewart B-l
73# Berry Berry Sorric 
Hiller So* 1
73* George ^earcc 
Aabrose So# 1
74* F* F* Seely (?4eyer)
Lee Ho. 1
75* Empire Drilling Co*
(Goldmn-Brandt Synd*) 
Spencer So* 2
76* pin# Valley Oil Co* 
(itilliUre Brig. Co*) 
Wedley So* 1
8 SON 9W 197.82* 4281
15 201! 9!? 287* 2604 3000 Fat*
20 20N 8W 221.24* 2ITS 2854 K st.
21 20K 9ff 232* 6420 2845
22 20N m  254*7* 5120 2888
22 20N m  264* 805
31 201 m  2 SO * MSS 2895
2 SON 10*? 181* 7460* 2485
4 20N 10W 249* 9197 25X7
5 SON 10W 239*
16 20M 10^ 216* 2947 2780
22 20N 105T 137* 3038 2759
1 21N 9W 307* 3310 2671
9187 251u




7 21H 9vr 180* 2672
O ^ t o r  « d  WU1 K„. S.T.R. «•». ^  Fer^ te
77* Fortune Oil Co*
Pruitt So* 1 1? 2IK 9V7 245* 3149 2490
79* Bast Oil Co*
Crigebgr, «t el So. 1 17 2IN m  276* 8745
79* Fortune Oil Co*
T. Crichton So* I 19 21H 9# 249*5* 2660 2450
90* Prrasilft Oil 4 Oas Co*
Coffee So. 1 13 2 IN 9V7
91. O’Brien, et al
Boles Bo* 1 26 21K 9W 222’ 3012 2762
92* lidstatea Oil Corp.
Giddaas-Cayoeo TTait Sctl 30 2IN 9$ 3680
99* Bladen Oil Co*
Hope So* 1 30 2IN W  2705
99* Belehie 4 Laskey
Legea Bo* 1 2 21!’ 10W 222.5’ 28X0 2428
9§» Cotton 7alie;.- O il Co.
Bodge* (Bodoaart) Bo. 1 5 2 IN IQS 225* 26X4 2450
99* Psritt 4 Andersen
Stovall Bo. 1 2 22S 3W
97. F. 7* Shitvsll
Hr*. C. V. Adkins So* 1 4 22S 97? 5780 2470 4800
99. Sine lair Oil Co.
Sullimn Bo* 1 8 22N &Y 291* 3032 2603
99* Stable oil & Ref* Co*
W. 7,m Hieks Bo* 1 10 22?f 97$ 307.89’ 3286 2663
99* Btpelia Pet* Co*
B* B* Narran Bo. 1 12 22N 95 322’ 6CX>8 2622 4700
91. Ohio Oil Co*
Barren Bo. 1 12 22H W  301.3* 2799 2596
99* Sebisnal Refg. Co*
Sedges So. 1 19 22H 9; 278* 2693 2552
246
Qpmrmtor and W ell Bam S* T* R* Flev* Total B(a«© BaseBepth Azmcnm Ferry ULkm
§3* H* K* Davis, et *1
Lee No* X ZZ ZZE m
M« HsCaldia Syad.
Cqyle Ho* X 29 22N m
95* I* User© et &X
Mitchell So* X 31 £2-: 9W
96. Piae Valley Oil Co.
Gleason la* X SI 22H 9ft
97* United Can* Oil Corp.
Gleason Ho. X 51 22E 9ft
91* The Texas Canpany
J. H. Merritt No. 1 5 ZZV. 1G9T
99* leader eon Syndicate
Ffcrdee So. 1 10 22N 10W
DOG. Brother* Syndicate









101* Shreveport Prod* & Ref. Co*
Bodcau No* X
fc£2* Bereheat Syad* k Ohio 
Oil Company
A* '« Nodges No* 1
IfiS* Sel den et al
Carter Weak No* 1
Kfc* Triangle
Alien No* 1
teS* Ferturm Oil Co*
W. ?* Staten No* 1
196* Boreheat Syndicate 
Ooodpin# Oil Co., 
Synd* No* 1
t07* Deroheat Syndicate 
Goodpine Oil Co** 
Sysd* Ho* 2
22 22N hV 178.71* 3002 2497
25 22N 107; 235* 3419 2460
30 22N 101- 244*5* 2368 2580 f®t*
30 22K 10W 245.84 2756 2582
31 22K 10 ft 229.4* 3530 2535
55 22N 10ft 180* 2812 2411
36 zzr 181* 2693 2404
246
Operator and Well Boise S* T. R* Total BaaaDepth Aimcaaa
106* Seaboard Oil Corp.
Cotton Yalley Land 4 
Tlater Co* Bo. 1




111. 1* L. Bast
Pardee Bo* 1
112* La. Klee* Oil Prod. Co. 
Daaaa Bo* 1
111* La* Biss. Oil Prod.. Co. 
De^a&a Bo* 2
114* J* P. B&aiager
Piaewood* Lbr. Co. Bo.
114* Bed Bask Oil Co.
0. T. Baker Bo* 1
lit* Bed Beek Oil Co*
8* T. Baker l-A
117* Bed Reek Oil 4 Gas Co* 
Bayses Bo* 1
US* Red Rock Oil A Gas Co. 
Sayne* Bo* 2
US. J* i. Hadley, et al 
Hatthsve Bo* 1
Ratekins Well Syndicate 
J. S* Lewis Bo. 1
La* Oil Ref* Co* 
!o* 1
$6 22K 10W 
36 22 B 1018 
56 22B lOW 
36 z m  i m  
1 22K 11W
1 221' HIT 
1 2 22K IIP
9 231? m
IHW Ohio Oil Company
T* B* Sexton Bo* 2
10 251 9:
10 23K 9W
11 23K 9W 
15 2 SB 9W 
21 251 9W

































Shaw Ho. 1 24 Z m  W
F* R* Sylveatre
0* H« Haynes Ho* 1 29 2SK 9W
Starves* A Hart
Knight Ho. 1 34 23N 9W
¥* L* Haehnlen
G* G* Roberta Ho. 1 9 25$ 1QW
Arte. Hatl* Gas Corp.
L. A A. 0. Co. Ho. 1 24 23H 1QW
B. S. drilling Corp.
(Srsser et al)
Giles Ho. 1 12 Z m  11W
Saitheraj&n A TfeDeafcld
Bodoaw Lbr* Co. Hd* X 16 231 11®
us*
- U4*
Magnolia Pet. Co. 
Pardee C-l
Merritt A SSerritt 
B.* H* Boucher Ho. 1
J. F* Giles 
Bra* H* A. Webb Ho.
Arte. Hatl. Gas Corp. 






17 z m  I K  
17 r m  n w
i  20 z m  nw
27 23K I K
Can 0. Co. (Lloyd Harris)
Pinswood Lbr. Co* So* 1
(Giles) 28 23?? I K
Smithermn A McDonald
Oakley Ho. 1 25 23?? IK
X. G. Abney Oil Co.
B. L. Slaok ¥o. $ 36 23H 11W
I. C. Supply Co.
M. F. Cochran Ho. 1 36 2SB IIA
Br. J* S. Martin. Tr.
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